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ABSTRACT 

The Advanced Neutron Source Reactor (ANSR) is a research reactor 
designed to provide the highest continuous neutron beam intensity of any 
reactor in the world. The present technology for determining safe operations 
were developed for the High Flux Isotope Reactor (m). These techniques 
are conservative and provide confidence in the safe operation of HFIR. 
However, the more intense requirements of ANSR necessitate the 
development of more accurate, but still conservative, techniques. This report 
details the development of a Local Analysis Technique &AT) that provides 
an appropriate approach. 

Application of the LAT to two ANSR core designs are presented. 
New theories of the thermal and nuclear behavior of the U3Si2 fuel are 
utilized. The implications of lower fuel enrichment and of m o w i n g  the 
inspection procedures are also discussed. 

Development of the computer codes that enable the automatic 
execution of the LAT is included. 

xv 





1. INTRODUCTION 

The ANSR is a research reactor designed to provide the highest 
continuous neutron beam intensity of any reactor in the world. Additional 
objectives of the design are to provide materials irradiation facilities and 
isotope production facilities as good as or better than the High Flux Isotope 
Reactor (HFIR). Thus the operational conditions of this design are more 
challenging than in HFIR. 

1.1 PURPOSE OF STUDY 
The techniques used to provide safety analyses of the HFIR fuel plate 

defects provided conservative estimates of the maximum peaking factors and 
fuel meat temperatures. The peaking factor is the ratio of the local surface 
heat flux at a fuel defect location to the nominal heat flux (assuming 
homogenous fuel at design conditions) at that location. These techniques 
were sufficient to provide confidence in the safe operation of the HFIR 
design. However, because the ANSR operating conditions are more 
demanding than in HFIR, these techniques are too limiting. The overly 
conservative analysis assumptions would require reducing maximum power 
to levels that would not meet experimental needs. 

This report describes an analysis technique that provides a more 
accurate, but still conservative, estimate of the maximum peaking factors 
and fuel meat temperatures caused by fuel defects and other perturbations 
from the design conditions. 

The defects and perturbations investigated include: local fuel 
segregation, lack of a metallurgical bond, local coolant temperature, thermal 
physical property variation due to composition, temperature, and fission 
density, and location in the core. 

1.2 ANSR FUEL PLATE DESIGN 
The ANSR fuel is contained in thin composite plates that are 

manufactured in an involute shape. The involute plates are placed in a 
cylindrical volume with coolant channels between adjacent plates (Figs. 1.1 
and 1.2). This design maintains constant thickness coolant flow channels and 
fuel plates across the cylindrical volume. The fuel plate is composed of clad 
layers that are of equal thickness, with a central volume that contains filler 
and/or fuel meat. The edges of the plate (in the span direction) contain no 
fuel meat, instead the central volume in the edge region is filled with the 
same material as the clad. Thus the fuel is sealed into the plate on both sides 
and along the edges by the clad material, Aluminum 6061. The clad, filler 
and meat are metallurgically bonded by a rolling process that compresses the 
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fuel meat into a cermet and produces a plate of the required thickness and 

The fuel is distributed in a configuration to level power throughout the 
core. In the HFIR design this is accomplished. by a radial grading or 
variation of meat thickness as a function of radius to control the local fuel 
loading. The ANSR design requires both an axial and a radial variation. 

The normal fuel meat is a powder mixture of &Si2 (11-30% by 
volume) and aluminum. The meat may not fill the central volume. The rest 
of the central volume is filled with aluminum powder. Table 1.1 contains 
the geometric parameters of the ANSR fuel plate that are pertinent to the hot 

uniformity. 

I spot studies. 
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Fig. 1.1. ANSR fuel elements: vertical midplane section. 

The fuel meat in the HFIR design is located next to one of the clad 
layers, producing an offset fuel layer when the fuel layer thickness is less 
than maximum. The proposed ANSR design requires that the fuel meat be 
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centered in the fuel volume. Figure 1.3 compares these two designs for the 
minimum fuel meat thickness condition. 
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Fig. 1.2. Horizontal section of the fuel elements. 
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Table 1.1 ANSR fuel plate dimensions for host spot investigations 
Clad thickness 0.254 mm (10 mil) 
Central volume thickness 0.762 mm (30 mil) 
Design maximum fuel thickness 0.762 mm (30 mil) 
Design minimum fuel thickness 0.1778 mm (7 mil) 
Total plate thickness 1.270 mm (50 mil) 

rn 

0.6834 
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W 
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(a) Offset fuel meat design 

Fuel meat 

(b) Centered fuel meat design 

Fig 1.3. Section of the ANSR fuel plate showiiig placement of fuel meat 
within fuel volume for (a) offset and (b) centered fuel meat design. 

1.3 FUEL TEMPERATURE CRITERION 

The current ANSR criterion for the m&i-im temperature in the fuel 
was set in response to some of the studies described in this report. The 
original criterion requires that the fuel temperature not exceed 400°C for 
even the smallest volume. As discussed in later sections the application of 
this criterion to minuscule "hot spot" proved to be overly conservative and 
might be excessively restrictive on the reactor performance. A new criterion 
for consideration was proposed by the ANSR Fuel Temperature Workshop 
also described later in this report. This criterion restricts the average 
temperature in a small fuel volume to be less than 400°C. The volume is 
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calculated for a cylinder whose height is the thickness of the fuel meat layer 
and whose cross-sectional area is 1.0 x 10-6 m2. 

1.4 FUEL DEFECTS STUDIED 

1.4.1 Excess Local Fuel Loading 
The fuel meat is composed of solid fuel particles in an aluminum 

matrix with some voids possible. The fuel is manufactured by mixing 
aluminum powder with fuel particles. Particle size control is achieved by 
passing the meat and filler mixtures through several screens to limit the 
maximum size of an individual particle in the mixture to less than 0.015 mm 
(150 microns). However, the mixing of the fuel particles and filler material 
can produce inhomogeneities, regions of excess fuel that are called 
segregation spots. It is postulated that several fuel particles somehow 
agglomerate into volumes larger than the maximum single particle size. The 
maximum concentration expected in this segregated material is estimated to 
be 50% U3Si2 with 35% aluminum and 15% void.' Volumes of this material 
in the fuel plate are detectable in the X-ray inspection process if there is 
greater than a 20% fuel overload in a 2-mm-diameter spot. The 20% excess 
fuel is called the fuel overload factor (FO). A plate with one such spot is 
rejected as unacceptable. 

The size and shape of the local fuel segregation volume and the 
concentration of the segregated material within the 2-mm-diam spot are 
unknown. As a worst-case approximation, a volume that contains all the 
excess fuel is assumed to be at the center of the inspection spot. A cylinder 
of the maximum concentration of fuel that produces the uniformly 
distributed FO in the inspection spot size is assumed to be the segregation 
volume. The cylinder height is assumed to be the same as the meat layer 
thickness. The cylinder geometry produces the highest surface heat flux 
estimates and is therefore a conservative assumption. The radius of the 
cylinder is a function of the FO, inspection spot size, maximum 
concentration and maximum fuel loading. 

1.4.2 Lack Of Metallurgical Bond 
Another potential manufacturing flaw is a failure to form a 

metallurgical bond (nonbond) in the plate during the rolling process. 
Proposed inspection procedures will limit the maximum allowable nonbond 
to a 1-mm diameter. 

This nonbond area can produce a major modification to the local heat 
flow and increase the local heat flux from the surface of the clad into the 
coolant channel at the opposite side of the plate. The heat transfer across a 
nonbond depends on many parameters such as contact pressure and gas 
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composition between the surfaces of the nonbond, fuel composition at the 
surfaces, hardness, yield strength, fuel swelling, local burnup, and surface 
emissivities. Most of these parameters are not known with any precision for 
the conditions in the ANSR. Although there will be some heat transfer 
across the nonbond, an adiabatic assumption (no heat transfer) will result in 
a higher local heat flux and maximum temperature and is therefore 
conservative. With this assumption the exact thickness assumed for the 
nonbond is not vital as long as the thickness is a small fraction of the 
diameter. In most of the analyses of this study, the nonbond thickness is 
assumed to be 0.1 mm (100 pm). 

N o n b o n L  Segregation volume Relative size of % particles 
fuel particles in range 

Particle size % of particles 
mm pm in this range 

0.090 - 0.15 90- 150 20.3% 
0.075 - 0.09 75 - 90 14% 
0.053 - 0.075 53 - 75 30% 
0.044 - 0.053 44 - 53 12% 
0.000 - 0.044 0 - 44 23% 

14% 

30% 

13% 

23% 

Sizes of segregation volume and fuel particles 
mm urn 

Minimum meat thickness 0.178 178 
Maximum fuel particle size 0.15 150 
Segregation cylinder diameter 0.5 12. 512 
(For 50 % U3si2,35% Al, 15% void) 

Fig. 1.4. Segregation volume and nonbond compared with fuel particle size 
range. 

The most severe position for a nonbond d.epends upon the type of 
plate design. For an offset or a perfectly centered meat layer the most-severe 
location is on the fuel meat and filler interface. Tlhis arrangement produces 
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the maximum peaking factor and fuel temperature. In investigations of fuel 
meat layers that are slightly displaced from the exact center due to 
manufacturing tolerances, the most damaging nonbond void position is on 
the meat-filler interface that is closest to the center of the plate. 

1.4.3 Centering Tolerance 
The ANSR design requires that the fuel meat layer be centered in the 

volume between the clad layers. The extent to which manufacturing 
processes will be able to achieve this goal has not been established. Small 
variations in the meat layer location could make significant differences in 
the peaking factors. 

1.4.4 Coolant Temperature 
In the previous hot spot studies (discussed in Sects. 2 and 3), the 

coolant bulk temperature was conservatively assumed to be the average exit 
coolant temperature. Most of the plate coolant is significantly lower in 
temperature. The lower local coolant temperatures will lower the local 
maximum fuel temperatures. Also, because most material properties and the 
forced convection heat transfer coefficient are temperature dependent, the 
peaking factors could be affected. 

The use of the average exit temperature as the local coolant 
temperature also neglects the possibility of the upstream coolant being 
heated to higher than the exit temperature by a sequence of hot spots or other 
phenomena. This effect is approximated in the detailed or Local Analysis 
Technique (LAT) because the coolant temperatures are obtained from a 
TASHA analysis that incorporated the hot streak factors. 

1.4.5 Oxide Layer Thickness 
The oxide layer that grows on the aluminum-clad surface in contact 

with the coolant restricts the flow of heat to the coolant and can reduce the 
flow area of the channel. The temperature difference across the oxide layer 
is included in the LAT by modifying the heat transfer coefficient. The 
reduced flow area effect is incorporated into the LAT for some analyses by 
using the TASHA-generated coolant temperatures and by adjusting the heat 
transfer coefficient to that of the minimum thickness channel. 

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF REPORT 

A discussion of the previous studies of HFIR and ANSR fuel plate 
defects is included in Sect. 2. Analyses performed by Giles for the ANSR 
are discussed in Sect. 3 as a background for the LAT developed for the 
ANSR that is discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 discusses the LAT analyses of 
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the L7 core design while Sect. 6 discusses the same for the G693 core 
design. The ANSR "Workshop on Maximum Fuel Temperatures" is 
discussed in Sect. 7. Section 7 also contains a description of the extension of 
the LAT to incorporate these latest theories on the changes to the fuel 
induced by the nuclear and thermal conditions. Section 8 contains the 
description of the application of the LAT to medium, and low-enriched fuels 
and to the three-element core design. 

The technique that allows automatic execution of the LAT is 
discussed in Appendix A, including a listing of the FORTRAN code, 
RH7-ANSR. Appendix B details a limited investigation of the growth 
potential of a steam bubble that might form on the surface of the fuel plate. 
Appendix C reports on the development of a functional replacement for the 
LAT, that under certain circumstances, might allow a single function to 
conservatively replace the more detailed and complex LAT. Appendix D 
reports on the details of the L7 core design. Appendix E contains a detailed 
description of the method of estimating the fission density as a function of 
time and compares this method with the VENTURE produced data at the 
end of the cycle. 



2. PREVIOUS ANALYSIS OF F'UEL DEFECTS 

2.1 HFIR 

The ANSR fuel plate design is similar to the HFIR fuel plate. HF'IR 
uses the same clad and filler material as ANSR but with uranium oxide fuel 
particles. The clad, fuel volume, overall plate and coolant channel thickness 
for both reactor designs are the same. HFIR uses a fuel meat design that is 
offset or adjacent to one of the clad plates. The general size of the fuel plates 
is similar for both reactors. The fuel loading and distributions and the 
location of the fuel plates are different, however. 

On the scale of the fuel defects, the fuel plates are very similar and 
therefore the previous HFIR studies are pertinent to the ANSR. 

2.1.1 Hilvety and Chapman2 Study (ORNL-TM-1903,1967) 

This study of the HFIR fuel element has been one basis for the safety 
analyses for the HFIR reactor. A portion of this study involved the 
determination of the effect of potential fuel defects. These defects include 
the lack of a metallurgical bond and a coincident local fuel segregation 
volume. This defect pair produces local modifications to the surface heat 
flux that are bounded by the uncertainty factors. These uncertainty factors 
are used in the HFIR Steady State Thermal-Hydraulic code to determine 
operational limits and control and safety system set points. 

The model developed for the hot spot study was a two-dimensional 
(2-D) axisymmetric heat transfer model (12.7-mm radius) around a 
coincident nonbond and segregation volume (Fig. 2.1). Thus the segregation 
volume and the nonbond were cylindrical features. Limiting the model to a 
small region around the defect allowed the calculation of maximum 
temperatures in the segregated fuel and detailed heat flux distributions on the 
surface of the clad to the coolant. The outer radius of the model was 
assumed to be adiabatic. 

The nonbond was assumed to be a perfectly insulating thin 1.588-mm 
(0.0625-in.) diameter disk. This disk was centered over the segregation spot 
at the junction of the meat layer and the filler material. The thickness of this 
disk was not reported. 

The maximum excess fuel loading for this study was 30% in a 
1.98-mm (5/64-in.)-diameter inspection area. The segregation volume was 
assumed to extend completely across the meat layer and was assumed to be 
comprised of closely packed uniform spheres of u308 (packing factor, 0.74). 
The cylinder radius was 0.208 mm (0.0082 in.). The heat generation in this 
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cylinder due to the more concentrated fuel is 10.3 times that of normal fuel 
in the same location. The heat generation for the segregated material appears 
to be overly conservative. It is roughly twice the maximum possible.3 A 
smaller heat generation of 270 Wkm3 (15,100 Btuhin3) was assumed to 
exist in the clad. 

The thermal properties of the materials were assumed to be constant 
and are reported in Table 2.1. These properties represent the materials at the 
beginning-of-cycle or unirradiated condition. 

Table 2.1 Thermal properties for Hilvety and Chapman study 

Conductivity 
Material W/m°C Btu/h.in..OF 
Normal Fuel U3O8 + Al 168.5 97 
Segregated Fuel U3O8 47.1 27.1 
Clad Al 168.5 97 

ORNL-WE S7-4554 

tolMcnvE HEAT TRANSFER OUJNMRY 
1)- t$OOo Btu/hCft2-Y 
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- i - d .  - 
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U w U 
d 
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e 

c uo n u t  TRANSFER ACROSS NON-BOND 

s #CKIUG FRACTION OF us% PARTICLES IN SEGREGATION SPOT - a74 
W I C  A!3suYPflQHs: 

2. CIRCUMFERENTIAL SYMYWRY 

NEAT GENERATION 
REGION M E W  CONOWTIVITY RAE AT 100 YW 

(8tu/hrh.-'F) fEh/hrft-.Ff (8hMhi In.3) 
NU aoa 97.0 1.02 x ~ 0 ~ ~ c s 0 - t - 1 0 ~  
yq SEGREOXTION 2.26 n. 1 1-x lor/tso-t-lo, 
CUD aoa 97.0 0.51 x te 

Fig. 2.1. Hilvety and Chapman thermal model. 
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Although an oxide layer is mentioned in the report, neither the 
thickness used nor the conductivity of the oxide film is reported. A fixed, 
forced convection heat transfer coefficient was applied to the upper and 
lower clad surfaces of 85 kW/m2 "C (15,000 Btu/h4&"F). The fluid 
temperature used for this boundary condition was not reported. 

The conservative estimate for the maximum peaking factor 
determined by Hilvety and Chapman was 1.7. 

2.1.2 Haack4 Analyses (ORNL-TM-1904,1967) 

This study reviewed the previous work using more recent information 
about material properties and inspection techniques and concluded that 
previous uncertainty factors were conservative for isolated coincident 
nonbondkegregation spots. The basic axisymmetric model reported in ref. 4 
was similar to ref. 2 except as noted below. 

The nonbond was modeled by an adiabatic disk the same size as in 
ref. 2 with a thickness of 0.0254 mm (0.001 in.). 

The segregation cylinder radius was increased to 0.249 mm 
(0.0098 in.). The maximum excess fuel loading allowed in this study was 
reduced to 27% in a 1.98-mm (5/64-in.)-diameter inspection spot. The exact 
values of heat generation rates were not reported but described as follows: 

The heat generation rates in the nominal fuel were determined 
from the power density data assuming that all of the heat was 
generated in the fuel cermet. Those in the segregated fuel were 
assumed to be those in the nominal fuel multiplied by the ratio 
of the packing factor of the segregated fuel to that of the 
nominal fuel. 

The clad was assumed to generate heat at a rate of 100 W/g that is 
equivalent to the 270 W/cm3 of ref. 2. This heat generation in the clad 
appears to be a conservative addition of heat load to the model. 

The thermal properties of the materials were assumed to be constant 
and are reported in Table 2.2. 

The maximum oxide layer thickness was assumed to be 0.076 mm 
(0.003 in.). The same heat transfer coefficient as in ref. 2 was applied to the 
clad surfaces. The fluid temperature was not reported. 

Haack's studies were reported in slightly more detail and investigated 
effects such as the size of the axisymmetric model and the segregation 
cylinder and the presence of adjacent defects or a second coincident 
nonbond. Haack also studied the area near the edge of the plate where the 
meat layer is thinnest and power density the highest. 
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Although Haack did not duplicate the Hilvety and Chapman analysis 
exactly, he concluded that the previous results were conservative for isolated 
defect pairs (coincident nonbond and segregation cylinder). 

Table 2.2 Thermal properties for Haack studies. 

Conductivity 
Material W/m"C Btu/h4n.."F 
Fuel Inner Element 132.5 76.3 
Fuel Outer Element 110.5 63.6 
Segregated Fuel u308 13.05 7.51 
Clad 151.1 97.0 
Oxide 2.25 1.3 

2.1.3 Kirkpatrick3 HFIR Analyses (K/CSD/TM-79,1990) 

This study reviewed Hilvety and Chapman's work again using modem 
computer codes. Where possible, Kirkpatrick's major assumptions were the 
same as Hilvety and Chapman to verify the original analyses. He also 
investigated variations in many parameters that were not reported in the 
original documents and investigated the effects of alternative assumptions on 
segregation spot models (power and size), nonboiids (size, location and heat 
transfer), and reactor power. Again Kirkpatridk could not duplicate the 
analyses in ref. 2 exactly but concluded that previous hot side peaking 
factors were conservative. 

2.2 ANSR 

2.2.1 Kirkpatricks96 ANSR Analysis (Internal Correspondence, 1989) 

Kirkpatrick used axisymmetric hot spot models and assumptions 
similar to the previous HFIR studies to estimate the uncertainty factors for 
the ANSR fuel plate design. The effects of variation in reactor power, 
thermal conductivities, nonbond size, and oxide layer thickness were 
performed. Coincident and noncoincident (or independent) nonbonds and 
segregation cylinders were also studied. 

The basic model was the same as ref. 2 with the following changes to 
some of the modeling parameters. The nonbond diameter was the same as 
previous studies but the thickness was 0.001 ram (3.94~10-~ in.). This is 
smaller than reported by Haack. The thickness of a physical nonbond is not 
known. The effect of the nonbond thickness on peaking factor (the major 
result of these and previous studies) is not great as long as the thickness is a 
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small faction of the clad. The maximum uranium density was varied from 
1.6 to 2.25 mg/mm3 in this study. The thermal parameters used in this study 
are reported in Table 2.3. 

The segregation cylinder was assumed to be formed of pure solid fuel 
(U3Si2), and was 0.263 mm (0.207 in) in radius. The heat generation in the 
segregated fuel was calculated from the assumption of pure fuel in a cylinder 
and was 5.03 times normal fuel. The temperature-dependent conductivity of 
pure U3Si2 and the clad was used. The conductivity of the normal fuel 
(U3Si2+Al) was varied from 160.0-225.0 W/m"C in parametric studies. 

Table 2.3 Thermal properties for Kirkpatrick ANSR studies 

Material Conductivity 
W/m"C Btu/h=in.="F 

Fuel inner element 160.0-225.0 92.1- 129 
Segregated fuel @60°C 14.8 8.52 
Clad @ 60°C 167.3 96.3 
Oxide 2.25 1.3 

The oxide thickness was varied up to 0.03 mm. The convective 
boundary condition heat transfer coefficient used the Petukhov7 correlation 
with properties for water at ANSR conditions and local surface 
temperatures. These studies were used to explore some design options for a 
preliminary ANSR design. 
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3. PREVIOUS ANSR (GILES) ANALYSES 
(ORNL/"M-12398,1994) 

Investigations of other design issues pertinent to the fuel plate hot 
spots were performed over several years by this authors-lowith the same' 
basic axisymmetric model philosophy. Many issues were studied during this 
period. These issues were initially studied by assuming a set of thermal 
parameters and performing a series of analyses where the meat thickness 
was varied from the maximum to the minimum design limits. I call this a 
meat thickness variation study. This section will summarize briefly those 
studies as a basis to understand the development of a more detailed or a local 
analysis technique. 

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 

The basic model for the ANSR Hot Spot Studies was a 
two-dimensional axisymmetric model around a postulated nonbond and 
coincident segregation volume. The nonbond was modeled as a thin 
adiabatic disk. The diameter of the nonbond was determined from the largest 
nonbond that would pass the proposed inspection procedures. The thickness 
of the nonbond disk was assumed to be 0.1 mm. Inspection limits ranging 
from 1/32 to 1/16 in. diameter were studied. Limited investigations of 
allowing gas conductivity and radiation across the nonbond were done. 

As in the earlier investigations, the segregation volume was modeled 
as a cylinder the same height as the meat layer (Fig. 3.1). Various inspection 
limits were analyzed over duration of these studies resulting in segregation 
volumes of different sizes. The composition of the segregation material was 
varied from pure solid fuel to a cermet of 50% fuel, 35% aluminum and 15% 
void. The solid pure material was chosen as in Kirkpatrick's studies as the 
most concentrated form of the fuel that could exist. This assumption was 
judged to be too conservative. During tests of the packing of the granulated 
material, the maximum observed density was 50%. This value was adopted 
as the upper limit on the maximum density of a segregated material for the 
later part of the series of studies. The maximum density has a strong 
influence on the size of the segregation spot. The conductivity of the 
segregation material was initially determined from interpolation on an 
experimentally derived curve of conductivity as a function of the percentage 
of fuel volume. These data were for unirradiated fuel. Irradiation can 
produce sigmficant material changes. The fuel particles swell due to gaseous 
fission products and close the voids, initially increasing the conductivity. As 
the fission density increases, the gaseous fission products will further change 
the conductivity. Other effects such as recrystallization further modify the 
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thermal conductivity. Later studies incorporated results from the DART11 
code for the homogenized thermal conductivity as a function of the fission 
density for both the normal and segregated fuel. The DART results for 
thermal conductivity are determined for a unit volume of the cermet that 
contains a mixture of fuel and filer particles and. some nearly unavoidable 
voids. 

Meat thickness 

s 
Inspection 
spot size 

Fig. 3.1. Cylindrical segregation volume model. 

3.1.1 Fuel Thermal Conductivity 
The conductivity of the &Si2 fuel particles changes under irradiation 

due to the generation of gaseous fission products and the formation of 
compounds not in the original mixture. This complex phenomenon causes 
the homogenized conductivity of normal fuel to generally decrease with 
increased fission density (increased burnup). Initial estimates of the 
homogenized thermal conductivity as a function of the fission density for 
normal fuel at 93% enrichment were provided by J. Rest? Rest also 
reported an estimate of the more complex behavior of the conductivity of the 
segregated fuel (also at 93% enrichment). These initial estimates by the 
DART code are shown in Fig. 3.2. The gray region on the figure represents 
the span of fission densities found in the L7 core design (a designation for a 
specified fuel loading) and the vertical line represents the ANSR Design 
Limit fission density. The thermal conductivity estimate for the segregated 
material is compared with that of pure unirradiateb fuel material in Fig. 3.3. 
Improved estimates for lower enrichment levels made by an improved 
DART model with more recent data are reported in Sects. 7 and 8. 

It is important to emphasize the significance of the use of 
homogenized thermal conductivity and its effect on the calculated 
temperatures. The conductivities used in these calculations will produce 
temperature estimates that represent the volume averaged temperature within 
a small volume of the cermet and not the maximum temperature within a 
single fuel particle. The true maximum temperature of the fuel particles will 
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be higher than calculated by these models. This situation is true whenever 
the homogenized thermal conductivity is higher than that of pure U3Si2, 
shown on Fig. 3.3. The importance of these temperatures is discussed more 
fully in Sect. 7. 

The L7 core design and these thermal conductivity estimates were 
used for the detailed analysis reported in this section. 

The thermal conductivity of the normal and segregated fuel used in 
the thermal analyses is interpolated on these curves by the fission density in 
the U3Si2 particles. The fission density, Fd, is calculated from the initial 
surface density of 235U and the burnup estimates provided by the 
VENTURE14 code. 

where 
s d  = initial surface density, (235U g/mm2) 
tm = meatthickness,mm, 
vf = volume fraction of fuel = 0.1 12, 
Av = Avogadro's number = 6.023 x lO23( l/mol), 
Mw = molecular weight = 235 (g/mol). 
Bu = bmup  = P d P u a  
puf = density of fissioned 235U , 
Pua = maximum density of 235U atoms that can fission, 

A summary of the range of thermal conductivities used in these 
analyses is included in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Fuel Thermal Conductivities 

Material (W/m"C) 
Normal fuel (see Fig. 3.2) 

Beginning of cycle 170.0 
End of cycle at ANSR Design Limit (ANSR peak) 66.3 

Segregated fuel - 50% U3Si2 15%void 35%Al (see Fig. 3.2) 
Beginning of cycle 14.5 
End of cycle 24.5 
u3si2 (unirradiated) 13.36 + 2.4 x T 
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Fig. 3.2. Comparison of thermal conductivity of normal fuel 
and segregated fuel as a function of fission density. Both sets of 
results were produced by the DART code. 

Fission density in U3Si, (fission/m3) 
Fig. 3.3. Comparison of thermal conductivity of segregated 

fuel and unirradiated U3Si2 . 
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3.1.2 Fixed Thermal Conductivities 

these analyses is included in Table 3.2. 
A summary of the thermal conductivities that were not varied during 

Table 3.2. Fixed Thermal Conductivities 

Material (W/m"C) 
Filler 170.0 
Oxide 2.3 
Clad 15.693 + 1.8738 x 10'2T - 2.5238 x T2 

3.2.3 Heat generation 

heat flux, the maximum design power density, and the meat thickness or 
The heat generation in the fuel meat is a function of the average local 

'= tm 
where 

M P d  = maximum relative power density, 

Ha = averageheatflux mm;! ("1 
T, = meatthickness,mm. 

The heat generation in the clad and filler is not known and is assumed 
to be zero for these calculations. All of the heat generated in the plates is 
assumed to be concentrated in the fuel meat. These assumptions produce 
conservative estimates of the peaking factor and maximum temperature by 
overestimating the heat generation in the fuel meat. 

3.1.4 Coolant Parameters 
The fluid properties for D20 flowing in a gap 1.27 mm high and 

70.29 mm wide were used in the Petukhov co~elation to estimate the heat 
transfer coefficient. The D20 properties were obtained from ref. 13. The 
Petukhov correlation for heat transfer coefficient as a function of 
temperature is used with the parameters in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.3. Coolant boundary condition parameters 

Velocity 2.5 x 104mm/s 2.5 m/s 
Hydraulic diameter 2.494 mm 0.002494 m 
Gap height 1.27 mm 0.00127 m 
Gap span 70.29 mm 0.07029 m 

Friction factor 0.0173 0.0173 
Prandtl number 2.4 2.4 
Dynamic viscosity 3.44 x Ns/mm2 3.44 x lo4 Ns/m2 
Fluid conductivity 0.0634 W/mm K 6.34 W/m K 

Bulk temperature 90.0"C 90.0"C 
Reynolds number 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  1.8 x io5 

The Petukhov correlation for Nusselt number, NU,, is (ignoring 
entrance effects): 

h Dh 
kb 

heat transfer coefficient 
hydraulic diameter (for 2-D gaps = 2H) 
height of fluid channel 
fluid conductivity at bulk fluid temperature 
Reynolds number at bulk fluid temperature 
VDh 
ub 

fluid velocity 
kinematic viscosity at bulk fluid temperature 
PrandtI number at bulk fluid temperature 
fluid dynamic viscosity at bulk fluid temperature 
fluid dynamic viscosity at wall temperature 
Filonenko friction factor = I: 1.82 log(Reb) - 1 

The properties at the specified state were obtained by evaluating the 
functions defined in ref. 13 using a FORTRAN code. This code also 
generated a table of the heat transfer coefficient as a function of the 
temperature from the Nusselt number by the fo!llowing equation: 
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3.1.5 Excess Local Power 
Proposed inspection procedures require that the maximum allowable 

local excess power be no more than 20% over a fuel plate area of 2 nun 
(80 mils) in diameter. Several mechanisms can be postulated to produce this 
excess. The assumption that would produce the most concentrated uranium 
volume would be a dense lump of pure 235U be located at the center of the 
2-mm-diameter spot. This scenario, however, appears to be unlikely to occur 
in the manufacturing process. The next most concentrated segregation spot 
assumption would be a solid lump of U3Si2 at the center of the spot. Since 
the U3Si2 powder is controlled to have particles smaller than 150 pm, it is 
also unlikely that this condition will occur. Since the typical pour density or 
apparent density of the fuel powders is about 50%, this is taken as the 
maximum density of an inhomogeneous spot. Rolled fuel containing 50% 
ceramic will typically contain 15% void and 35% matrix aluminum.1 For a 
segregation spot made up of a cylinder of 50%-density U3Si2 extending the 
thickness of the fuel meat layer and surrounded by normal fuel, the 
segregation cylinder diameter is 0.474 111111. This cylinder segregation model 
was used for the analyses reported in this section. 

An alternative, and perhaps a more conservative assumption, of 
surrounding the segregated spot with an annular volume containing only 
filler (no fuel) was not used. No mechanism has been proposed that can 
produce this condition. (This assumption may not be more conservative 
because the much higher conductivity of the filler would reduce the effect of 
the larger 50% U3Si2 spot.) 

The ratio of heat generation in the segregated fuel to that of normal 
fuel is assumed to be equal to the ratio of the densities of 235U in segregated 
and normal fuel: 

Qs = e), . . 

volume fraction of U3Si2 = 0.50 

235U density in segregated fuel TL3 ) 
Mu En = 10.472 mg/mm3 

235U density in normal fuel [3) 
En ptn = 1.1184 
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Mu = 

rt, = 

p1 = 
En = 

ptn = 

mass of uranium (all isotopes) in U3Si2 = rt, p1 
TU 

0*921 ~3si2 
density of pure U3Si2 = 12.2 mg/mm3 (12.2 g/cm3) 
enrichment = 0.932 

235U 

For 50% U3Si2, Qs = 4.68 1. 

The diameter of the segregation spot (61,) is calculated from the 
relation 

ds2n 1.OA + (Qs-1.0) 7- - 1.2A, 

where 
ds = diameter of the segregation spot, 
di = diameter of the inspection spot = 2.03 mm, 
A = areaoftheinspectionspot= = 3.24 x 10-6 m2, 

ds = dx= 3.681 p 0.473 mm (473 pm) for 50% U3Si2. 

The excess local heat generation is also a function of the average local 
power or 

where 

Qs Pd Ha 
tm 9s = 7 

Pd = local relative power density 
Ha = averageheatflux, 
tm = meatthickness 

The shape of the segregation volume is not known. Shapes other than 
cylinders are possible. One alternative shape investigated was a disk of 
segregated material. The size of the disk was determined fkom the possibility 
of the segregation volume in the fuel meat being a cause of the metallurgical 
bond failure. Thus, the segregation volume and nonbond would be 
coincident. If the segregation spot causes the iionbond then it is logical to 
assume that both would have the same diameter. If the nonbond were the 
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same diameter as the segregation cylinder model, then this nonbond size 
would not be detected. One cannot ensure that the nonbond size will be 
smaller than the maximum allowable. Therefore, the nonbond must be 
assumed to be the maximum allowable size and the segregation spot must 
assumed to be the same diameter. Because maximum allowable segregation 
volume is less than that of a cylinder with the nonbond diameter (1 mm), the 
simplest segregation region to meet these conditions is a disk adjacent to the 
nonbond. The nonbondsegregation spot is conservatively assumed to be 
located at the interface between the fuel meat and filler. Figure 3.4 compares 
the geometry of a cylinder segregation model with a disk segregation model 
for the thickest fuel meat zone. 

The local power excess can also be produced by a uniform distribution 
of higher power fuel material in the inspection area. Although this 
assumption is probably the least conservative possible, it was also 
investigated to q u a n e  the benefits of better control of the manufacturing 
process. 

3.2 PHENOMENA NOT INCLUDED IN THESE INVESTIGATIONS 

3.2.1 Fuel Swelling 
The fuel swells under irradiation due to the production of gaseous 

fission products. Although individual fuel particles increase 50% in size, this 
increase produces a maximum of only 6% (0.07 mm) growth in total plate 
thickness during the fuel cycle. This thickness change has not been included 
in these types of studies since the increase in fuel volume will produce a 
reduction in local heat generation and thus a slight reduction in peaking 
factor and maximum temperature at the end of the cycle. Fuel swelling may 
also apply enough force to decrease the size or close the nonbond 
completely. Maintaining the initial geometry is a conservative assumption. 

3.2.2 Plate Bowing 
Plate bowing can affect the coolant channel width, bulk temperature, 

heat transfer coefficient and local plate geometry. The curvature of the fuel 
plate is ignored in these studies since the hot spot model radius is small and 
the plate surfaces are essentially flat over this region. The small changes in 
the local curvature that can be produced by bowing should not affect these 
analyses. Local changes in the thicknesses of the plate components are not 
expected due to the small amount of bowing allowed. 

As with the oxide layer thickness, the effects on the heat transfer into 
the coolant caused by bowing are incorporated into the LAT by the use of 
TASHA coolant temperatures and by modifying heat transfer coefficient for 
a minimum thickness channel. 
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Fig. 3.4. Segregation volume models for maximum meat layer 
thickness, (a) cylinder and (b) disk. 

3.3 MEAT THICKNESS VARIATION ANALYSES 

Previous HFIR and ANSR hot spot studies used conservative 
estimates on the thermal parameters in the idealized nonbond and 
segregation volume model to determine maximuirn possible peaking factors 
and fuel temperatures. Usually the conservative limits on all parameters 
except the meat thickness were set and the meat thickness was varied 
between the maximum and minimum possible to produce an estimate of the 
maximum possible peaking factor and fuel temperatures that can occur 
anywhere in a core. These analyses are conservative estimates on the 
bounding conditions because it is highly unlikely that all of the conservative 
limits will occur at the same time and place in the core. The limited number 
of analyses needed to bound the conditions is highly desirable when design 
studies or quick-look calculations are required. However, the overly 
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conservative nature of this approach is not adequate for ANSR safety 
calculations. This is shown in Sects. 5 through 8. 

The thermal parameters that are usually fixed in these analyses include 
the fuel relative power density and burnup, the coolant bulk temperature and 
flow rate, and the oxide layer thickness. The fuel relative power density, 
together with the meat thickness, determines the heat generation in the 
idealized model of the coincident nonbond and segregation volume. The fuel 
burnup determines the normal and segregated fuel conductivities, and the 
coolant conditions determine the forced convection heat transfer coefficient. 

These types of analyses were used to estimate the maximum peaking 
factor and fuel temperatures. The maximum fuel temperatures limit (400°C) 
is set by fuel swelling limits. The maximum peaking factor estimate 
produced from these analyses is used in subsequent thermal hydraulic 
calculations using the TASHA code. The peaking factor affects many parts 
of the TASHA analysis, but basically the lower the peaking factor the easier 
it is to achieve the ANSR goals and the larger are the operating margins. 

Conservative estimates for the peaking factor are determined by using 
the minimum oxide layer thickness, maximum coolant flow rate and 
minimum coolant temperature. However, conservative estimates for fuel 
temperatures require the use of maximum oxide thickness and coolant 
temperatures and minimum coolant flow rates. Minimum fuel conductivities 
will also increase the maximum temperatures. The complex nature of the 
heat transfer problem and the behavior thermal conductivity as a function of 
fission density make difficult a definitive statement of which combination of 
thermal conductivities is strictly conservative. Although some analyses were 
performed with thermal values that were not strictly conservative, these 
analyses were useful in making general observations about the effects of 
various design options. 

One such study was used to determine the effect of the shape of the 
segregation volume. Most of the previous analyses were performed with a 
circular cylinder composed of highly concentrated segregation material. One 
of the other shapes investigated was a disk of segregated material. The disk 
shape was prompted by the suggestion that the segregation volume could 
cause a nonbond by inhibiting the metallurgical bonding because of the 
difference in materials at the fuel filler interface. This idea led to considering 
a disk-shaped segregation volume that was the same diameter as the 
minimum detectable nonbond. The inspection procedure for excess fuel 
loading and the assumption of the maximum possible concentration of the 
segregated material determines the thickness of the disk. The disk, being 
larger in radius than the cylinder, does not need to extend completely 
through the meat layer in order to provide the same excess fuel loading as a 
cylinder that extends completely though the fuel meat. 
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The results using a set of representative thermal parameters (but not 
strictly conservative) are reported in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. The results show that 
the cylinder model of the segregation volume produces a more conservative 
peaking factor. It is also more conservative in predicting maximum fuel 
temperatures except for the largest fuel meat thickness. 

1.325 
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I I 1 I 1- 
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Meat thickness (mm) 

Fig. 3.5. Comparison of peaking factor between 
models using a cylinder or disk segregation volume. 

It is not possible to be sure that the segregation volume would not 
concentrate into a cylinder; therefore, to be conservative, this shape was 
chosen for analysis. There is a small region (near maximum meat 
thicknesses) in which the cylinder model is not the most conservative with 
respect to the maximum temperatures. Most core designs limit the maximum 
meat thickness to less than the maximum considered here. In general due to 
manufacturing tolerances, the maximum meat thickness is 0.7366 mm rather 
than the 0.762 mm used in these analyses. This reduces the region of less 
than strict conservatism for the cylinder model to a very small area within 
the fuel plate and a very small temperature difference. 

These analyses comparing the cylinder and disk segregation volumes 
are indicative of many such analyses using typic4al or representative thermal 
parameters. Such types of analyses are invaluable tools in making design 
option comparisons. However, safety analysis after the design has been 
generally fixed require more conservative choices for thermal parameters. 
The conservative estimates for the thermal parameters are therefore a 
deciding factor in the performance of the reactor. 
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Fig. 3.6. Comparison of maximum temperatures 
between models using a cylinder or disk segregation 
volume. 

3.4 ANALYSES USING DESIGN LIMIT AS CONSERVATIVE 
ESTIMA'TE 

These investigations involved a series of meat thickness variation 
thermal analyses using the 2-D axisymmetric hot spot model discussed 
above. These HEATING7.2 calculations used the ANSR thermal design 
limits (Table 3.4) as conservative estimates. The design limits were set by 
various considerations and are used as targets that are not to be exceeded by 
any specific design. Operation within the design limits is possible and 
typical. These limits are bounding conditions that simplify the analysis 
procedure and allow investigation of the variation of other thermal 
parameters. 

Variations in nonbond size, segregation' factor, fuel meat location, 
coolant conditions, thermal conductivities, segregation models, and oxide 
thickness have been investigated in these studies. The following figures 
report a few selected results. Figure 3.7 reports a summary of the hot side 
peaking factor as a function of fuel meat thickness for models including a 
1-mm-diameter nonbond only, a segregation cylinder only, and a nonbond 
with a segregation cylinder. All these results were for clean fuel plates (no 
oxide layer). The fuel meat layer was centered in the fuel volume. Figure 3.8 
presents the maximum temperature results from these analyses. The 
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conclusions of these studies are that the maximum peaking factors are on the 
order of 1.3 but that the maximum temperatures could exceed the 400°C 
limit. 

Table 3.4 
ANSR Thermal design limits pertinent to hot spot investigations 

Relative power density 2.3 1 
Maximum burnup (Bu)EOC* 0.925 

Fuel conductivity (max. Bu)* 66.3 W/m"C 
Segregated fuel conductivity (max. BJ* 24.5 W/m"C 

Minimum meat thickness 0.1778 mm 
Maximum meat thickness 0.762 mm 
Maximum oxide thickness EOC 30.0 pm 
Minimum oxide thickness 0.0 pm 
*est. from ref. 14 
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Fig. 3.7. Peaking factor as a function of meat 
thickness for combinations of fuel defects. 

These and the earlier studies were designed to determine the 
maximum peaking factor and not necessarily the maximum temperature. The 
maximum forced convection heat transfer coefficient was chosen for these 
analyses to produce the maximum peaking factor- estimates. The minimum 
heat transfer coefficient should be used for a more conservative maximum 
temperature estimate. Also, the coolant temperature used in these analyses 
was the average temperature at the exit, but not necessarily the maximum 
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coolant temperature in the core. A more conservative assumption would be 
to use the maximum coolant temperature. Although the temperatures from 
these studies are not strictly conservative, trends in results between models 
should be reflected accurately. 

The existence of a 30-micron oxide layer was also studied, and these 
results are reported in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. The maximum possible oxide layer 
reduced the peaking factors, but it elevated the maximum temperatures. 
These results heightened the concern about the maximum fuel temperatures. 
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Fig. 3.8. Maximum fuel temperature as a 
function of meat thickness for combinations of 
fuel defects. 

Meat thickness variation studies were also used to explore various 
design options. The decision to require centered fuel meat in the fuel volume 
was prompted by thermal results showing the maximum peaking factor for 
the fuel meat in various positions. Figure 3.11 presents a comparison of the 
peaking factors for an ANSR fuel meat placed adjacent to the clad (as in 
HFIR) with a centered fuel meat. The high peaking factor of 1.85 produced 
by the 100% offset fuel placed unacceptable limits on ANSR operating 
conditions that reduced the likelihood of meeting the design requirements. 
Even a small variation of 0.0254 mm (1 mil) from the centered placement 
would increase the peaking factors, as shown in Fig. 3.11. Clearly 
manufacturing tolerances would have to be controlled as much as possible 
and an uncertainty due to meat layer placement would have to be considered 

- -- -pa . - 
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in the operating conditions. The maximum temperatures were relatively 
unaffected by the fuel layer placement, as shown in Fig. 3.12. 

3.5 ANALYSES USING L7 CORE DESIGN WORST-CASE VALUES 

Due to conflicting constraints in the design process, a particular core 
design may not have all parameters at the ANSR design limits. This situation 
can allow a slight but significant modification in the conservative estimates 
for the thermal parameters used in the meat thickness variation analyses. A 
meat thickness variation study was performed using the thermal parameters 
found in the L7 core design. The L7 core is a two ihel element core with the 
inner and outer elements displaced axially from each other. This general 
arrangement is similar to the core design shown in Fig. 1.1. The L7 
designator refers to the meat thickness distribution within the general ANSR 
fuel plate design. These distributions are shown in detail in Appendix D. 

The maximum and minimum meat thicknesses used in the L7 core 
design are not equal to the design limits. Also, the maximum power density 
occurs early in the fuel cycle when the fuel conductivities are generally 
highest. The maximum power at the end of the cycle, when the fuel 
conductivities are lowest, is much lower than the design limits. The meat 
thickness variation studies were performed s p c 6 n g  a range from the 
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maximum to the minimum values found in the L7 core design for 
end-of-cycle (EOC) thermal parameters. Table 3.5 presents a summary of the 
values that were used in the analyses. Figure 3.13 presents a comparison of 
the hot side peaking factor for L7 design values and design limit. A 
significant reduction in peaking factor was achieved. Figure 3.14 presents a 
comparison of the approximate maximum temperature for these studies. 
Maximum temperature for design values with no oxide is about the same as 
those for the actual maximum values found in the L7 design. 

This comparison demonstrates that a significant reduction in the 
peaking factor is possible. The estimated maximum temperatures do show a 
si@icant reduction but still exceed the thermal limit. 
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Fig. 3.10. Maximum temperature as a function 
of meat thickness for design limits values with 
maximum and minimum oxide layer thickness. 
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Table 3.5. Summary of L7 core design values at EOC 

Maximum relative power density 1.7803 
Maximum fuel burnup 0.799 

Fuel conductivity at maximum burnup 
Segregated fuel at maximum burnup 

79.5 W/m"C 
30.9 W/m"C 

Minimum meat thickness 0.2214 mm 
Maximum meat thickness 0.7366 mm 
Minimum oxide thickness 1.431 pm 
Maximum oxide thickness 22.334 pm 

1.4 1 Offset 0.0254 mm 's 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

Meat thickness (mm) 

Fig. 3.11. Comparison of the peakbig factors for 
models with fuel meat layers that were centered or 
offset. Results used design limit values. 
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Fig. 3.12. Comparison of the maximum 
temperatures for models with fuel meat layers 
that were centered or offset. Results used 
design limit values. 
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Fig. 3.13. Maximum peaking factors for 
design values is more conservative than the 
actual maximum values found in the L7 design. 
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Fig. 3.14. Maximum temperatures for design 
limits at maximum and minimum oxide thickness 
compared with worst-case values fro:m the L7 core 
design. 

The investigation of the effect of offsetting the meat layer was also 
performed for the L7 values, and the results are reported in Fig. 3.15. The 
amount of offset for each curve is labeled in Fig. 3.15, and models 
describing the location of the meat layer are shown in Fig. 3.16. The 
centered meat model is labeled 0% offset. The cuve labeled "0.0254 mm" is 
from a case with a constant offset of 0.0254 rnm (1 mil). The offset fuel 
layer makes a significant difference in the peaking factor but no difference in 
the maximum temperature. Even with the less strict thermal parameters from 
the L7 core design, the peaking factors become excessive for a meat layer 
that is not close to the center. 

The conclusion from these studies is that the meat must be close to the 
center to reduce the peaking factors to acceptable levels. This conclusion 
applies even in the less-strict analyses using the L7 core values. Also, the 
maximum fuel temperatures still exceed the design limit of 400°C. In order 
to demonstrate that the ANSR design will function as intended, alternative 
analysis techniques will be needed to reduce the llevel of conservatism while 
establishing the overall safety of the reactor operation. The technique 
developed to accomplish these goals is described in the next section. 
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Fig. 3.15. Peaking factors comparison for 
offset models. L7 worst-case parameters. 
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Fig. 3.16. Meat layer at centered, 50% offset anal 100% offset positions. 



4. LOCAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 

- 
- 

The analysis techniques described in Sects. 2 and 3 are too 
conservative to allow the ANSR to generate the required neutron fluxes and 
experimental conditions. The Local Analysis Technique (LAT) was 
developed to relax some of the overly conservative assumptions made in the 
previous studies and provide a more accurate but still conservative technique 
to determine the reactor operating margins. The development of this 
technique was made possible by the emergence of more capable computing 
equipment. The limitations and improvements of these conservative 
assumptions are next discussed as an introduction to the LAT. 

4.1 DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS ASSUMPTIONS: 

Assumption: Maximum relative power density occurs at all points and 
throughout the complete cycle. In reality, the power density varies with time 
and position. Figure 4.1 shows the calculated maximum and minimum 
relative power densities for the L7 core design as a function of time. The 
35% reduction in maximum relative power density over the fuel cycle can 
produce a significant reduction in the fuel defect produced maximum 
temperatures . 
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Fig. 4.1. Maximum and minimum relative power 
density as a function of time for the L7 core 
design. 
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From this figure it can be inferred that a large portion of each fuel 
plate must have a relative power density much less than the maximum 
relative power density. The higher power densities exist in only a small 
portion of the plate as can be seen from Fig. 4.2. This figure shows the 
relative power density distributions for both L7 fuel plates at the first time 
step. Appendix D contains the relative power distributions for all time steps 
for the L7 core design. 
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Fig. 4.2. Contours of relative power density on upper and 
lower fuel plates for the L7 core design, initial time step. 

Assumption: Thermal conductivity is constant throughout the cycle 
and equal to the beginning-of-cycle (BOC) values for the normal and 
segregated fuel. Most of the previous analyses used the BOC values. The 
later analyses described in Sect. 3 used the EOC values. Section 3 discusses 
the variation of thermal conductivity of the normal'and segregated fuel as the 
fission density increases throughout the radiation cycle. The fission density 
can be calculated from the VENTURE fuel burnup results. VENTURE only 
reports the local fuel burnup at the end of the cycle. In addition, the local 
fission density can be estimated from the local relative power density that is 
reported by VENTURE as a function of time. The technique for estimating 
the local time-dependent fission density is reported in Appendix E. Using the 
local fission density and the techniques discussed in Section 3, it is possible 
to estimate the thermal conductivities for every point in a specific design. 
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Figure 4.3 shows the maximum and minimum conductivities for both normal 
and segregated fuel as a function of time for the L7 core design. As with the 
power density, there is a wide variation in these parameters across the fuel 
plates. Appendix D shows these data in detail. 

In general, a reduced thermal conductivity will produce a higher 
maximum temperature. However, it is evident from comparison of Fig. 4.1 
and 4.3 that the lower conductivity in normal fuel occurs only when the local 
power is relatively low. Also, it is not immediately apparent that the BOC or 
EOC thermal conductivities (used in most previous studies) are "strictly" 
conservative. The wide variation of conductivity during the cycle and the 
complex interaction with the thermal environment make it difficult to 
determine what single set of values represent the most conservative case. 
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Fig. 4.3. Thermal conductivity of normal and 
segregated fuel as a function of time for the L7 
core design. 

Assumption: The same oxide thickness occurs at every point 
throughout the cycle. Previous calculations used either zero or the maximum 
oxide layer thickness. The maximum oxide thickness is set by design limits 
to be 30 pm which is larger than that found in the L7 core design TASHA 
calculations. Figure 4.4 shows the maximum and minimum thickness as a 
function of time. Note the wide variation in oxide thickness at all but the 
first time step. Appendix D shows these data in detail. 
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As shown in Sect. 3, the oxide layer thickness affects the peaking 
factor and maximum temperature in opposite manners. The most 
conservative assumption on oxide thickness for the peaking factor 
calculation is no oxide; the most conservative assumption for the maximum 
temperature calculation is the maximum oxide thickness. The previous 
analyses performed calculations with zero and the maximum thickness and 
selected the conservative values for the peaking factor and the maximum 
temperature. 

Assumption: Coolant temperature is constant for all time and locations 
and equal to the bulk averaged exit temperature (90OC). The maximum and 
minimum coolant temperatures as a function of f i e  is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
The hottest coolant is near the exit: the higher power regions are near the 
inlet. 

Assumption: The meat thickness varies from minimum to maximum 
for all the above conditions. In the L7 core design the meat thickness varies 
from 0.2961 to 0.7366 cm. The meat thickness distribution over the L7 fuel 
plate is shown in Appendix D. 
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3 

Fig. 4.4. Maximum and minimum oxide layer 
thickness as a function of time for the L7 core 
design. 

A sfibstantial and complex variation is noted in these parameters 
during the cycle and across the plate. The complexity of the interaction of 
these parameters makes it difficult to determine a unique set of strictly 
conservative values without excessive conservatism. The development of the 
LAT is an attempt to improve on this situation. 
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Fig. 4.5. Maximum and minimum coolant 
temperature as a function of time for the L7 core 
design. 

4.2 IMPROVED ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE 

How can we provide a more accurate analysis technique that remains 
conservative? Relaxing just one of the previous assumptions might provide 
sufficient margin to allow design goals to be met. This might be done by 
varying one parameter over time while the other parameters were fixed at 
conservative values. However, it was unclear what the interaction of the 
complicated thermal parameters would be. It is possible that the simpwied 
analysis where just one parameter was varied over time might not be 
accurate or conservative enough. A more accurate analysis incorporating the 
interactions between these complex phenomena might produce worse 
results. 

For example, one approach might be to use the maximum relative 
power density for each time step in a meat thickness variation analysis while 
fixing the other parameters at EOC values. Because the thermal conductivity 
varies over a large range during the reactor cycle, there is some uncertainty 
that the EOC values are conservative for the complete cycle. Similar doubts 
arise concerning the heat transfer coefficient, coolant temperature and oxide 
layer thickness. Not being able to make convincing arguments for remaining 
conservative precluded using this simpler approach. It may be possible to 
make such an argument. However, further development in this area was 
made unnecessary because of the existence of sufficient computational 
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power and tools to allow a more detailed analysis technique to succeed. 
Even if a simplified analysis could be developed and defended, it would 
produce more conservative results and might therefore be more limiting on 
the ANSR operation. 

The approach chosen for this development was to take the current 
local conditions for every time step and location on the fuel plate. These 
local conditions were applied to a 2-D coincident nonbond and segregation 
defect model at each point on the fuel plates. This approach is the 
mathematical equivalent of moving an upper-limit defect pair around the 
plate to determine the worst possible defect location under the local 
conditions. 

The LAT reduces the number and scope of arguments required to 
defend the conservatism of an assumption by using a large number of 
analyses to encompass the known (calculated) conditions on the fuel plate. 

The points chosen for this study were those used in the VENTURE 
calculations. Two grids were used in those calculations;. (1) that used by 
VENTURE - a detailed two-dimensional (rz) neutronics calculation 
(Fig. 4.6), and (2) the meat thickness design data base grid (Fig. 4.7). The 
points in these grid are spread over the portion of the plate that contain fuel. 
The finer set of points, those for the VENTURE neutronics calculations, was 
chosen as the grid for the LAT. 

The local conditions for each point on the plates were taken from the 
appropriate data base. There are three pertinent data bases. The meat 
thickness design data base, the VENTURE produced data base and the 
Thermal Analysis of Steady-State Heat Transfer for ANSRlo (TASHA) 
produced data base. 

The meat thickness design data base was developed by the core 
designers to meet the various constraints (power level, total fuel weight, etc.) 
and used as input into the VENTURE code. Calculated VENTURE power 
density load was used as input to the TASHA code. The results of these 
analyses are used to determine if the design meets call the constraints. For the 
LAT, the meat thickness data were interpolated onto the VENTURE grid. 

VENTURE analyzes the neutron production (by fission), reflection 
and absorption within the ANSR core design and produces a data base of the 
relative power density as a function of time and location. The local relative 
power density from this data base was used directly to determine the local 
heat generation for the normal and segregated fuel in the LAT 2-D thermal 
models. The local relative power density was integrated to estimate the local 
fission density, discussed in Appendix E. The fission density was used to 
calculate the local time-dependent fuel conductivities (normal and 
segregated) as discussed in Sect. 3. 

TASHA uses time- and space-dependent relative power density 
distributions and estimates of uncertainty factors in a set of idealized 1-D 
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thermal conduction and convection models to provide a conservative 
estimate of the worst possible local thermal conditions in the fuel and 
coolant. TASHA produces a data base containing the estimates of the local 
maximum temperature in normal fuel, coolant temperature, oxide layer 
thickness, and other thermal parameters. 
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Fig. 4.6. Grid from VENTURE analysis of ANSR L7 fuel plates. 

TASHA coolant temperature results are conservative. The code uses 
an uncertainty factor for the coolant temperature that accommodates the 
possible existence of a hot streak along a coolant flow line. Because of the 
locally elevated surface heat flux, coolant temperatures can be increased 
above what would be experienced with only normal fuel. The inspection 
procedure allows a hot streak that lies in a 12.7-mm-long, 0.4-mm-wide 
stripe that can produce a 10% increase in the local coolant temperature. This 
factor is included in the TASHA model. Therefore, the TASHA estimated 
coolant temperatures are higher than would be expected if no defects were 
present. 
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Fig. 4.7. Meat thickness design grid for ANSR L7 fuel plates. 

The oxide layer growth is estimated in TASHA by using a somewhat 
conservative estimate of the local heat flux. The local heat flux, which is 
used to calculate the oxide layer thickness, is modified by the hot streak 
uncertainty factor of 1.10. However, the true local peaking factor (in an area 
less than 2 mm in diameter) can be higher than 1.10. As seen in Sect. 3, 
thicker oxide layers tend to increase the maximum fuel temperature but tend 
to decrease the maximum peaking factor. The TASHA oxide layer 
thicknesses are intended to conservatively estimate the maximum 
temperatures in the normal fuel. When used in the LAT they present a 
compromise in conservatism between maximum temperature and peaking 
factors. 

The TASHA local coolant temperatures and oxide layer thicknesses 
are used in the local thermal analysis of the defect pair model to produce an 
estimate of the maximum fuel temperature and picaking factor at each point 
for each time step. However, TASHA uses some additional conservative 
assumptions that complicate the direct application of results. The power 
density at the beginning of the time step is used in 'I'ASHA to grow an oxide 
layer for the whole step. It then uses the power level at the beginning of the 
time step with the oxide at the end to calculate the maximum temperatures 
for the time step. With the exception of the early part of the cycle, the 
maximum power density at a point is generally dropping. Thus, this 
assumption is generally conservative in maximum temperature for al l  but the 
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first part of the cycle. There are points on the fuel plates that increase in 
power later in the cycle. However, these points are generally lower in power 
and would produce temperatures lower than the earlier maximums. Still, this 
TASHA approximation is not strictly conservative at these points. 

4.2.1 Description of Model 
The basic model used in the LAT is the same 2-D axisymmetric 

coincident nonbond-segregation defect pair model described in Sect. 3. The 
local coolant temperature, oxide thickness, relative power density, meat 
thickness and conductivities are used in a series of calculations. Each input 
file describing the model at a point is automatically generated, analyzed by 
HEATING, and the results accumulated into a common file for post- 
processing. The code that automatically performs this series of analyses is 
described in Appendix A. 

Because of the detailed nature of the LAT it is possible to incorporate 
a more complex model of the thermal conductivity of the segregated fuel. 
This model is required by the complex chemical and thermodynamic 
interaction within the fuel under irradiation and is discussed in Sect. 7. 

4.2.2 Uncertainty Levels Used In The Analysis 
The LAT was used to perform nominal analysis where all thermal 

parameters were taken at the nominal value. The coolant temperatures and 
oxide thicknesses were taken from a TASHA "Best Estimate" analysis. In 
this type of TASHA analysis only hot streak (1.1) and hot spot (1.31) 
uncertainties are applied. This set of conditions is referred to as a nominal 
analysis in this report. 

To provide confidence in the operation of the reactor, analyses using 
the TASHA code are performed. One type of these analyses is called a 95% 
probability case. This analysis uses a set of parameters that represent the 
95% probability level for the major uncertainties. Some of these parameters 
include the coolant channel thickness (-lo%), power level and distribution 
uncertainty factors (6%), heat transfer coefficient uncertainty (-6%), and 
uncertainties due to fuel extending beyond the normal fuel boundary. To 
perform a 95% LAT analysis these uncertainties.were used in the TASHA 
code to calculate the oxide thickness and coolant temperatures. These same 
uncertainties were used in the LAT analysis to calculate the local heat 
transfer coefficient and heat generation. All other thermal parameters taken 
at nominal values. 

The TASHA code has been used with another set of uncertainties to 
calculate the thermal limits for conditions at the limiting safety system 
setpoint (LSSS). The LAT has not yet been used for this type of analysis. 
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4.3 INVESTIGATIONS OF NOMINAL VALUES USED IN THE LAT 

The LAT uses calculated values as input. Some of these values can be 
generated by TASHA analyses that account for the probabilities of variations 
in these values to be expected in the real world. TASHA can incorporate 
uncertainties for the hot spot, hot streak, power level and distribution, and 
narrow channel conditions. These results are used in the LAT only for 
coolant temperature and oxide thickness. Fission densities and thermal 
conductivities have no uncertainties applied. Uncertainties in these 
parameters must be accounted for in the application of the LAT to design 
and safety analysis. 

Although limited investigations of these uncertainties have been 
performed, more extensive investigations should be done. These 
investigations may require additional uncertainties to be applied to the LAT 
results. Also, in order to accommodate these uncertainties the LAT may 
have to be modified to perform two or more analyses at each point. Each 
separate analysis will use the local thermal conditions with different 
assumptions that are designed to be conservative for either the peaking 
factor or maximum fuel temperature. More than two analyses may be needed 
at each point because it may not be possible to determine a strictly 
conservative set of conflicting assumptions. 

4.3.1 Thermal Conductivity . 
One investigation of the effects of uncertainties on the thermal 

conductivity was done for the L7 core design. In this study an early version 
of the LAT was used to produce the maximum temperatures for the EOC 
conditions only. The thermal conductivities of the normal and segregated 
fuel was varied by +lo% from the nominal value calculated from the fission 
density at the end of the cycle. At each data point, five analyses were 
performed. The first analysis was for the nominal values. The second used 
the +lo% conductivities. The third uses the low (-10%) conductivities. The 
fourth used +lo% for the normal fuel and -10% for the segregated fuel. The 
final analysis used the -10% for the normal and +lo% for the segregated fuel 
conductivity. This permutation process was used because it was not clear 
which set of parameters would be the worst condition in all cases. This 
variation produced only a 3.5% increase in the maximum temperature. 
Therefore, it was concluded that the maximum temperatures are affected by 
the thermal conductivity but that it was not overly sensitive to them. 

4.3.2 Oxide Layer Thickness Growth Model 
The exact oxide layer thickness at any time is not known precisely. 

TASHA estimates were used in the LAT initially. LAT calculates the local 
maximum heat flux and clad-oxide interface maximum temperature for each 
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hot spot. The LAT was modified to use this local information to more 
conservatively calculate the local oxide layer thickness and local maximum 
temperature. The LAT-produced oxide thicknesses were 28% larger than 
TASHA's because the local maximum surface heat flux was used. Even with 
this more conservative oxide layer, the maximum temperatures were only 
slightly higher, -3 % . 

The oxide growth correlation used in TASHA and LAT was 
developed from experiments on plates that were maintained at uniform heat 
fluxes for different of coolant temperatures. It is not known if non-uniform 
local heat fluxes (Le. local hot spots) will produce oxide growth rates similar 
to the experiments. The TASHA assumption of using the hot streak 
uncertainty factor of 1.1 on the heat flux is equivalent to assuming that the 
heat flux over a certain area is the controlling parameter rather than the local 
or peak heat flux. The LAT analyses assumed that the oxide growth was 
controlled by the peak heat flux and the oxide layer was of a uniform 
thickness over the surface of the model. Both TASHA and the current LAT 
assume that the oxide layer is the same on both the hot and cold surfaces. It 
is likely that the hot and cold side oxide layer will be of different 
thicknesses. Although, it is possible to simulate these more sophisticated 
oxide growth models in the LAT, the development was halted before 
completion. 

4.3.3 Time Discretization 
The LAT uses the same time discretization as the VENTURE 

calculations. The VENTURE time discretization used for the L7 core design 
is fairly coarse. Limited investigations of interpolating between the 
VENTURE time steps indicate that early time steps may not be fine enough 
to calculate the maximum temperature and peaking factor. 

These investigations used the VENTURE and TASHA results and 
linearly interpolated between the time steps for the local power density, 
fission density, coolant temperature and oxide thickness. A linear 
interpolation for such complex phenomena as the production of nuclear 
heating or production of fissioned nuclei is a very crude approximation. This 
approximation is taken only because of the lack of other data, and it gives 
only a limited indication of the true response of the thermal system. The 
results did indicate that the early time step of 4.25 days was not sufficient. 
For later VENTURE calculations a 1.0-day initial time step was used. 

4.3.4 Spatial Discretization 
It is conceivable, although unlikely, that in between the spatial data 

points picked for analysis there could exist conditions that could produce 
slightly greater maximum temperatures and peaking factors. The effect of 
this uncertainty is thought to be quite small and was not investigated. 
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4.4 ADVANTAGES OF THE LAT 

The LAT can provide the following advantages: 
Provides assurance that maximum temperatures will be less than the 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

extreme temperatures calculated - in the previous strictly 
conservative analysis, 
Provides assurance that the actual peaking factors are much lower 
than other analyses indicate, 
The calculations can be implemented in a Monte Carlo 
thermohydraulics code, 
Allows the development of a multidimensional functional 
representation of the results, 
Allows the use of a more sophisticated model for the thermal 
conductivity and oxide growth model than the TASHA code, and 
Reduces reliance on assumptions of conservatism that are difficult 
to defend based on more detailed understanding the fuel thermal 
properties. 



5. L7 CORE DESIGN LAT RESULTS 
The LAT was applied to the L7 core design. The five time steps of the 

VENTURE calculation required 16,740 separate HEATING analyses. Even 
though each analysis only takes a few seconds of computing time on an IBM 
RISC 6000-580 computer, the complete series still takes several hours. 

After the series is finished, the data base containing the results is large 
enough to offer some challenges in understanding. The results of an analysis 
using the TASHA 95% probability case for the L7 core design are first 
presented here for comparison with the earlier meat thickness variation 
analyses. Thus Fig. 5.1 presents all of the peaking factors calculated for the 
complete cycle on one plot as a function of the local meat thickness. 
Figure 5.2 shows the maximum temperature for all the data points as a 
function of meat thickness. The results for the design limits analyses are 
included on these figures. All of the many data points from the LAT are 
below those from the design limits analyses and most are below the L7 EOC 
worst-case value meat thickness analyses of Sect. 3. The fact that the values 
exceed the L7 EOC limits demonstrates the nonconservatism of determining 
values from the EOC conditions only. 
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Fig. 5.1. Peaking factor results from the LAT analysis of the L7 core 
design compared with design limit results as a function of meat thickness. 
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Fig. 5.2. Maximum temperature results from the LAT analysis of the L7 
core design compared with design limit results as a function of meat 
thickness. 

The differences between the peaking factor and maximum temperature 
results are significant. If the maximum values of the LAT results were used 
instead of the maximum design limit values the benefits would be about 6% 
to 21% in peaking factor and about 37% to 42% in maximum temperature. 
One approach that would be simpler than the L.AT would be to use the 
design limit value as a function of local meat thickness. This approach is 
more conservative than necessary by at least 3% in peaking factor and 14% 
in maximum temperatures. The maximum temperatures of the meat 
thickness variation analyses and the LAT analysis all exceed 400°C within 
the segregation volume. - 

The data summarized as a function of time are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 
5.4. The large reduction in peaking factor early in the cycle can provide 
substantial improvement in operating conditions for the ANSR, because the 
most limiting condition usually occurs early in the cycle when the power 
density is largest. Also, the growth of the oxide layer is greatly influenced by 
the local heat flux. Reducing the peaking factor would produce thinner oxide 
layers than predicted by TASHA. A thinner oxide layer will reduce the 
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maximum temperatures in the current and later time steps. In these 
calculations, the maximum temperature for the first time step exceeds 
400°C. The TASHA-produced overestimate of the oxide thickness was used 
in these calculations. More accurate estimates would produce lower 
maximum temperatures. Even with the TASHA overestimation in oxide 
thickness, the area of the plate that exceeds the limit is small, as will be 
shown below. 
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Fig 5.3. Maximum peaking factors from L7 core 
design LAT analysis compared with the design 
limit results. 

Another method for visualization of the LAT results is to present them 
as contours on the fuel plate surface. For this type of presentation, the fuel 
plate is represented as a flat plate. The curved surface is represented as if it 
were flattened out. Figure 5.5 presents the contours of the LAT-produced 
peaking factor for the first time step for both plates of the L7 core design. 
Figure 5.6 shows the maximum temperature distribution on the surface of 
the fuel plates. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show how small the areas of the plates 
are that exceed the thermal limits. Figure 5.7 presents the temperature results 
in a carpet plot where the height above the rz plane is determined by the 
local maximum temperature. Only a small region near the lower outer corner 
of the top plate exceeds the limit. On the bottom plate, only a thin stripe 
along the outer edge exceeds the limit. The rest of the area of the two plates 
is mostly well below the limit. Figure 5.8 shows the temperature contours on 
a representation of the plates drawn to scale to give the true proportion of the 
region that exceeds the thermal limit. 
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Fig 5.4. Comparison of L7 maximum temperatures 
with design limit analysis. 
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Fig. 5.5. Contours of peaking factor on L7 fuel plates. First time step of 
LAT analysis. The radius scale is exaggerated for clarity. 
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Fig. 5.6. Contours of maximum temperature in the segregation volume on 
L7 fuel plates, first time step of LAT analysis. 
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Fig. 5.7. Carpet plot of maximum temperature in the segregation volume 
on L7 fuel plates, first time step. Shaded region exceeds 400°C. 
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Fig. 5.8. Contour plot of maximum temperature in the segregation volume 
on L7 fuel plates drawn to scale. First time step of LAT analysis. Shaded 
region exceeds 400°C. 



6. G693 CORE DESIGN LAT RESULTS 

The results of the L7 thermal hydraulic analysis, together with other 
design constraints and modifications prompted the development of a new 
core design, G693. The LAT G693 core design nominal analysis results are 
first presented here for comparison with the earlier meat thickness variation 
analyses. Thus Fig. 6.1 presents all of the peaking factors calculated for the 
complete cycle on one plot as a function of the local meat thickness. Figure 
6.2 shows the maximum temperatures for all the data points as a function of 
meat thickness. The results for the design limits and L7 EOC analyses are 
included on these figures. All of the many data points from the LAT are 
below the design limit and L7 EOC analyses. Comparing Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 
with 6.1 and 6.2 show that the G693 core design improved the local peaking 
factors substantially. This new core design significantly reduced the 
temperatures on most of the plates. However, the maximum temperature in 
the segregation volume produced by this design is nearly the same as the 
previous design. 
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Fig. 6.1. Peaking factor results from the LAT analysis of the G693 core 
design compared with design limits results. 
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Fig. 6.2. Maximum temperature results in the segregation volume from the 
LAT analysis of the G693 core design compared with design limits results as 
a function of meat thickness. 

The differences between the peaking factor and maximum temperature 
results are significant. If the maximum extent of the LAT results were used 
instead of the maximum design limit values the benefits would be about 3% 
in peaking factor and about 30% in maximum temperature. If the design 
limit values as a function of local meat thickness are used in a meat 
thickness variation analysis it would be more conservative than necessary by 
at least 3% in peaking factor and 25% in maximum temperatures. The 
maximum temperatures in the segregated fuel of the G693 LAT still exceed 
400°C. 

The data summarized as a function of time are shown in Fig. 6.3 and 
6.4. The maximum segregated fuel temperature for the first three time steps 
exceeds 400°C. Although the area of the plate that exceeds 400°C in the 
G693 design is larger than the L7 design it is still a small portion of the plate 
area. 
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Fig. 6.3. Maximum peaking factors from G693 core design LAT analysis 
compared with the design limit results as a function of time. 
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Fig. 6.4. Maximum temperatures from G693 core design LAT analysis 
compared with the design limit results as a function of time. 

Figure 6.5 presents the contours of LAT-produced peaking factor for 
the f i s t  time step for both plates of the G693 core design. Figures 6.6 and 
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6.7 show the limited extent of the area of the plate that exceeds 400°C 
maximum segregated fuel temperature. Figure 6.7 presents the temperature 
results in a carpet plot where the height above the rz plane is determined by 
the local maximum temperature. Only a small region near the lower outer 
corner of the top plate exceeds 400°C. On the bottom plate, only a thin stripe 
along the outer edge exceeds this temperature. The rest of the area of the fuel 
plates is mostly well below this temperature. Figure 6.8 shows the 
temperature contours on a representation of the plates drawn to scale. 
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Fig. 6.5. Contours of peaking factor on G693 fuel plates, first time step of 
LAT analysis. 

The high temperatures found in the LAT analyses are generally 
limited to the segregation volume. Figure 6.9 shows the temperature 
contours for the axisymmetric hot spot model at the point that produces the 
highest maximum temperature. The segregation volume is outlined in this 
figure. The highest thermal gradient is where the temperature contours are 
closest together. The concentration of contours is almost entirely limited to 
the segregation region. Figure 6.10 presents the same data on a carpet plot 
where the vertical coordinate is the local temperature. The surface is quite 
steep in the segregation volume and relatively level everywhere else. To 
mark the segregation volume, the grid is overlaid on the temperature surface. 
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The contour that is near the segregation volume boundary is labeled to 
indicate the temperature of this interface, 192°C. This value is much less 
than 400°C. These figures show how limited the region of excessive 
temperatures is around a segregation volume. 

From the differences between the two core designs in the hot spot 
study results, it was concluded that it should be possible to develop a fuel 
distribution that could reduce the maximum temperature and peaking factors 
to acceptable values while satisfying all other constraints. Before this was 
attempted, the meaning and importance of the thermal limit were examined. 
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Fig. 6.6. Contours of maximum temperature in segregation volume on 
G693 fuel plates, first time step of LAT analysis. 
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Fig. 6.7. Carpet plot of maximum temperature in segregation volume on 
G693 fuel plates, first time step of LAT analysis. Shaded region exceeds 
400°C. 
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Fig. 6.8. Contour plot of maximum temperature.in segregation volume on 
G693 fuel plates drawn to scale, first time step of LAT analysis. Shaded 
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Fig. 6.9. Temperature contours for the highest maximum 
temperature spot, G693 core design, nominal LAT analysis. 
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The L7 and G693 LAT analyses results indicate that the thermal limit 
of 400°C is still exceeded. What do these results mean? First, it must be 
remembered that the LAT maximum temperature results are for the 
temperature within a small volume within the fuel defect pair model. The 
LAT maximum temperatures are hypothetical results assuming that a 
nonbond-segregation volume pair that just passes the inspection limits exists 
at every point. This condition is more severe than possible because of the 
additional constraints on the inspection process. These defects can be no 
closer than 2.0 mm, and the volume of the fuel that exceeds the thermal limit 
is on the order of the segregation volume, 0.2 nun diam. The inspection 
process requires that the maximum fuel in a plate is limited; thus there 
cannot be an unlimited number of segregation volumes. In addition, the 
numbers of segregation volumes in proximity are limited by the hot streak 
constraint. This constraint rejects any plate that has 10% excess fuel in a thin 
stripe 12.7 mm long, 0.4 mm wide. This condition limits the number of 
segregation volumes in the stripe to 3.88. Therefore the segregation volumes 
cannot be closer than 3.2 mm on average. The minimum VENTURE grid 
spacing is about 2.0 mm. Thus the maximum temperature results represent 
local maximum temperatures within very small volumes scattered over the 
plate. The centerline temperature in normal fuel (maximum local 
temperature in normal fuel-without a defect) is considerably lower and well 
below the thermal limit. Figure 6.11 presents the maximum temperature 
within normal fuel as a function of time for the G693 core design. The 
results are produced by a 1-D analysis in normal fuel without the presence of 
defects. This temperature represents the general temperature at each data 
point and is well below the thermal limit. These results were produced by a 
1-D analysis at each data point. Although 2-D conduction between data 
points was not considered, the results should be very close to the maximum 
temperatures in the plates at these locations. Com.parison with the TASHA 
code results shows good agreement. 

Why is this distinction important? The thermal limit of 400°C was set 
by an examination of experimental plates exposed to fixed temperatures and 
neutron fluences. The highest temperature that these plates survived without 
any significant dimensional change was 4OO0C.16 Above that temperature, 
the plates exhibited some swelling. This swelling was assumed to be due to 
fuel damage. Thus the thermal limit determined for a uniformly heated plate 
was conservatively assumed for any microscopic volume within the plate. It 
is highly unlikely that such localized high-temperature regions as calculated 
by the LAT would be able to affect the overall plate thickness. The result 
from the LAT and examination of the assumptions behind the ANSR fuel 
plate thermal limit prompted the "ANSR Fuel Plate Maximum Temperature 
Workshop" that is discussed in the Sect. 7. 
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Fig. 6.11. Maximum temperature in normal fuel 
as a function of time for the G693 core design, 
LAT results. 





7. ANSR FUEL TEMPERATURE WORKSHOP 

After review of the L7 and G693 LAT results, it became obvious that 
extensive efforts would have to be taken in the design optimization in order 
to meet a 400°C maximum fuel temperature limit in the segregation volume. 
To prevent this effort being expended unnecessarily, the assumptions of the 
thermal limits were examined in light of current experimental data and fuel 
property theories. This was accomplished at the "Workshop meeting on 
ANSR Fuel Plate Temperatures" held at ORNL on January 27, 1994 (see 
ref. 17). The workshop participants included ANSR and HFIR fuels 
development, analysis and project personnel. The issue of fuel temperature 
was discussed from all perspectives. 

The main motivation for the workshop stemmed from the high 
temperahres being calculated in the hot spot studies. In the studies, the 
excessive temperatures were limited to a volume about the size of the 
segregation volume. These temperatures occurred in a cylinder 0.3 mm in 
diameter and 0.2 mm long. The temperatures exterior to this cylinder were 
typically only slightly elevated above the temperature expected in normal 
fuel without defects. The temperature of this normal fuel mixture was 200°C 
or less. 

It was the unanimous conclusion of the fuel development personnel 
that this small, high-temperature region would not be likely to cause a 
problem in the plate. The 400°C thermal limit is still appropriate for the 
average temperature of fuel plate volumes larger than the segregation 
volume. The minimum size of this region was not determined but was 
thought to be several times the size of the segregation volume. Thus the 
excessive temperatures found in the LAT analyses were not harmful and 
would not require an optimization effort specifically intended to minimize 
the temperatures in the segregated material. The maximum temperature in 
the normal fuel would still be the effective acceptance criterion. 

Also discussed at the workshop were the latest experimental data on 
irradiated &Si2 fuel. These data indicate that irradiated U3Si2 dispersed in 
aluminum at high temperatures is converted into U[Al(75),Si(25)]3 by 
aluminum that diffuses into the particles. .This compound has the UAl3 
crystal structure and apparently its good retention of fission gases and 
resistance to bubble formation. This conversion significantly reduces the 
thermal conductivity. The conversion is considered to occur above 400°C. 

7.1 G693 ANALYSIS - CONVERSION OF FUEL TO U(AL,SI)3 MODEL 

The conversion of the fuel particles under irradiation at high 
temperatures produces a complex thermal behavior that was incorporated 
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into the G693 LAT analysis. The conversion would reduce the thermal 
conductivity at the center of the segregation volume and therefore it would 
increase the maximum temperature estimates. The rate and completeness of 
this conversion are not known as functions of temperature. It was therefore 
conservatively assumed that the conversion was complete and instantaneous 
for any of the fuel reaches 400°C. This assumption was applied to both the 
segregated and normal fuel materials. 

It was assumed that the aluminum at these high temperatures is mobile 
enough to migrate from the segregated material and convert all the material 
that exceeded the conversion temperature. This migration was assumed to 
remove all of the aluminum from the segregated material. The swelling of 
the fuel particles is assumed to close all of the, voids. Therefore, this 
segregated material outside of the central region war, conservatively assumed 
to be converted to pure fuel. These assumptions produce a region of pure 
U(Al,Si)3 within a cylinder of pure U3Si2. This is modeled in the LAT as a 
cylinder of U(Al,Si)3 within a cylinder of U3Si2. 

The DART model was modified to incorpora.te information from new 
irradiation experiments. These modifications produced estimates of 
conductivities that exhibited more complex behaviors.18 Figure 7.1 presents 
the new conductivity estimates for normal and segregated fuel as a function 
of fission density. Figure 7.2 shows the behavior of the pure U3Si2 and 
U(Al,Si)3 materials as a function of fission density. These estimates were 
used in analyses of the G693 core design. In these ‘analyses the conductivity 
of the pure &Si2 was assumed to be a constant whenever temperatures were 
above the maximum reported from the DART code. The DART calculations 
were halted when conditions exceed the applicability of the assumptions. 

The volume changes due to the chemical changes and the closure of 
the voids are assumed to balance out. The model assumed that there is no net 
change in the size of the segregation region. 

The uranium in the segregation volume is assumed to remain in place 
during this conversion process. Only the aluminum is assumed to be mobile. 
Thus, the heat generation rate per unit volume in the new composite 
U(Al,Si)3/U3Si2 segregation volume is assumed to be the same as in the 
initial segregated 50% U3Si2 material. 

The maximum temperatures from two cases are shown in Fig. 7.3. 
Both cases use the new model for the segregation volume with conversion to 
U(A2,Si)s. The case labeled 95% used the 95% probability values and the 
nominal case used the nominal values as described in Sect. 4.2. The 
temperatures are much higher (1 100OC) than the previous thermal models, 
but they are lower than the melting temperature of either the U(Al,Si)3 or 
U3Si2 material by at least 250°C. The melting point of UA23 is 1350°C. The 
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U(Al,Si)3 material should have a melting point on the same order. The 
melting point of the U3Si2 is 1665°C. 

Normal fuel, 10.3% U,Si, 

h 
> Y .rl 

-5 100- 
43 
0 3 50- 

b 
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Fig. 7.1. DART thermal conductivity estimates for HEU fuel. 

Since the DART conductivity estimates are homogenized effective 
conductivities, it is possible that the temperature within the center of the fuel 
particle could be high enough to produce localized melting. It is not clear 
that localized melting within the fuel particles is a dangerous condition. It is 
possible that some experimental samples have undergone localized melting 
at the center of a particle. No indications of problems due to localized 
melting have been found. 

The maximum temperature in the normal fuel adjacent to the 
segregation volume is considerably lower than in the segregation volume, as 
shown in Fig. 7.4. This figure presents a carpet plot of the temperature 
around the hot spot that produces the highest temperature on either plate. 
The region that contains the U(Al,Si)3 is marked by the grid overlay on the 
temperature surface. The maximum (347.3"C) and minimum (136OC) 
contours that exist in the U3Si2 material that makes up the remainder of the 
segregation volume are also marked. Although the temperatures in the center 
of the composite segregation cylinder are quite high, these excessive 
temperatures are extremely limited in volume. The temperature of the 
normal fuel is well below the thermal limit. The lower conductivity of the 
U3Si2 material limits the temperature in the normal fuel and exacerbates the 
high temperatures. 
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Fig. 7.4. Carpet plot of temperatures around hot spot with 
highest temperature. G693 LAT results with fuel conversion 
to U(Al,Si)3. 

These results were generated with a model that assumes that the 
conversion of U3Si2 to U(Al,Si)3 occurs at a temperature of 400°C. This 
transition temperature is not known precisely. The conversion will likely 
occur over a range of temperatures, with an increasing rate and an increasing 
completeness of the conversion with temperature. The potential effect of this 
assumed transition temperature was examined using this model by 
modifying the transition temperature over a range of 350 to 450°C. 
Figure 7.5 presents the maximum temperature results from these analyses. 
The lower transition temperature increases the temperatures both early and 
late in the transient. However, the largest maximum temperature is about the 
same for all three transition temperatures. The peaking factor is not affected 
significantly by the transition temperature. 
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Fig. 7.5. Maximum temperatures from G693 LAT analysis 
using different transition temperatures. 

The current model incorporating these complex phenomena was used 
to analyze various inspection procedures and other phenomena. Reducing 
the inspection spot size on the excess fuel loading limit reduces the 
maximum temperatures and peaking factors, as shown in Figs. 7.6 and 7.7. 
Reducing the amount of excess fuel loading allowed also reduces these 
parameters. These cases used segregation inspection spot sizes of 1-mm 
diam and the standard 2-mm dim. The fuel overload factors (FOs) used 
were the standard of 20% and a reduced value of 10%. 

The effect of the assumed transition temperature is more significant 
than shown in Fig. 7.5 for some of these cases. For example, Fig. 7.8 shows 
the maximum temperatures for a case using the standard inspection spot size 
and a reduced FO of lo%, the nonlinearity of the transition becomes evident. 
The case with the 400°C transition temperature. did not undergo significant 
transition and the temperature remained below 400°C. The case using a 350" 
assumed transition temperature did transition, and the resulting temperatures 
were much higher. 
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Fig. 7.6. Maximum temperature for G693 LAT 
analyses using standard 2-mm and 1-mm-dim 
inspection spot size, 20% and 10% FOL. 
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Fig. 7.8. Maximum temperature for G693 LAT analyses using 
standard 2-mm-diam inspection spot size, 10% FO with different 
transition temperatures. 

7.2 NON-ADIABATIC NONBOND 

Most previous models used for the hot spot analysis assumed that the 
nonbond was an adiabatic volume. No heat was transferred across this 
region. It is likely that some gas will exist in the nonbond cavity and that the 
nonbond will be of a significant thickness. As the fuel cycle progresses, 
some gaseous fission products could escape into the nonbond, changing the 
composition of the gas in the nonbond cavity. This could produce a pressure 
rise that could increase the thickness of the noribond volume. If a large 
enough pressure is applied it is possible to propagate the nonbond void 
further. G. T. Yahrl9 produced an analysis that estimates the pressure needed 
to propagate the nonbond as a crack in the material at 7.6 MPa. 

The thermal model used in the LAT was modified to include the 
effects of gas in the nonbond void and thermal radiation across the nonbond 
void. The gas for this analysis was assumed to be air at atmospheric 
pressure. Air was chosen because it is a likely contaminant in the fuel plate 
manufacture and the conductivity of air is higher than most of the candidate 
gases (krypton, argon, xenon). Although gases like helium and neon have 
higher thermal conductivities than air they are not expected to be present. 
The nonbond cavity analyzed was a disk of uniform thickness of 0.1 or 
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0.34 pm. Yahr indicated that 0.34 pm is the maximum thickness of the 
nonbond cavity at 7.6 MPa. The conductivity of air does not change 
significantly with increasing pressure so normal pressure conductivity was 
used in the model. The cavity is small enough that convective effects can be 
neglected. 

The only potential modification to the conductivity that could be 
identified was the temperature-jump condition that occurs when the gap 
thickness is on the order of one-tenth the mean-free-path. The 
mean-free-path of air molecules at 1 atm is about 6.0 x 10-*m or 0.06 pm. 
This condition would occur for only a small portion of the maximum 
thickness nonbond and would reduce the conductivity by 10 to 20%. This 
small effect was not included in the results that follow. 

Figure 7.9 presents the maximum temperature for a model that 
incorporates the thermal conductivity of air in the nonbond cavity of two 
thicknesses (0.1 and 0.34 pm). This analysis is for the G693 core design 
with nominal values. The maximum temperatures from a model without a 
nonbond (perfect thermal contact across the meat filler interface) are also 
included for comparison. Air in the nonbond cavity can produce a 200°C to 
300°C drop in the maximum temperature. The gas in the nonbond void 
would likely include lower conductivity gases later in the cycle. Thus the 
actual temperature reduction is expected to be less than calculated here. 

Included in this model was an approximation of the thermal radiation 
across the nonbond cavity. This model assumed that both surfaces were 
black (perfect absorbers-emitters). The magnitude of the effect of this heat 
transfer mechanism is not large (-5°C). In reality the surfaces would not be 
totally black and the heat transferred by radiation would be less than in this 
model. 

For the initial nonbond there may be significant thermal contact in 
addition to the gas conduction and thermal radiation. This effect will be 
reduced quickly as the surfaces move apart under the influence of the 
internal pressures. These contacts were not included in this model since the 
maximum temperatures occur later in the cycle after the internal pressures 
have been assumed to increase significantly. If the postulated pressure 
increase does not happen then the effective conductivity of the nonbond 
cavity could be much larger than in this model but not as large as perfect 
thermal contact. 
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Fig. 7.9. HEATING maximum temperatures for the 
G693, 300-MW, "best-estimate" case. Comparison of 
adiabatic and perfect thermal contact moclels with models 
using air in nonbond cavity. 

Yahr's calculations indicate that the nonbond cavity would have a 
thickness variation across the radius, with the maximum at the centerline and 
zero at the edges. I investigated this thickness variation by approximating the 
cavity as a series of concentric disks of different thicknesses. This model 
produced maximum temperatures that were within 20°C of the uniform 
thickness cases. 



8. ENRICHMENT STUDIES 

In late 1994 the ANSR design was modified to use 50% or 35% 
enriched fuel with a much higher fuel density of 3.5 g/l. These changes 
modified the thermal behavior of the normal and segregated fuels. Figures 
8.1 and 8.2 present the new. conductivity estimates for normal and 
segregated fuel. These figures are plotted as a function of the burnup fraction 
for comparison. Since the enrichment levels are quite different between 
these two materials, the maximum fission densities in the fuel particles are 
different. Note in Fig. 8.1 that the conductivity of the 50%- and 
35%-enriched, 3.5-g/lnormal fuel is much lower than the 93%-enriched, 
1.3-gAdensity fuel used in the earlier core designs. Estimated thermal 
conductivity for the 35%-enriched segregated material was not produced. 

The modified fuel specifications and other design considerations 
required a new core design. However, the calculations reported in this 
section were performed on a modified G693 core design because the new 
design was not complete at the time these calculations were requested. The 
continued development of the LAT technique and extension to the newer 
core designs was not completed. The LAT- was used with this new fuel 
material to investigate several issues that relate to the inspection 
specifications. These investigations are reported in this section. 

I 
7 2  0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1 . u  
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Fig. 8.1. Thermal conductivity estimates for 
high-enriched and medium-enriched normal fuel. 
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Fig. 8.2. Thermal conductivity estimates for 
high-enriched and medium-enriched segregated 
fuel. 

The effect of changing the fuel density and enrichment was 
investigated by using the G693 core design as a means of varying the 
thermal parameters and fission density is a reasonable manner. The fission 
density of the G693 design was converted to burnup fraction as a function of 
time. This variable was used to interpolate the local thermal conductivities 
and these were used in a LAT analysis of the G693 core. This analysis used 
the local coolant temperatures and oxide thicknesses generated in a TASHA 
95% probability case for the G693 core design. The, local meat thickness and 
relative power density were from the VENTURE analysis of the G693 core 
design. This analysis is a reasonable approximation taken in the absence of a 
new core design and was used investigate the modification of the fuel and to 
explore potential benefits of tightening some of the fuel plate inspection 
requirements. 

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 compare the peaking factors and maximum 
temperatures from this LAT analysis with those from the G693 95% 
probability LAT analysis. Although the reduced enrichment fuel reduces the 
maximum temperatures by about 5%, they are still high. The maximum 
peaking factors were reduced by 3%. This reduction was a little surprising 
since the reduced enrichment increased the size of the segregation volume. 
The increase in volume would increase the length of the lower conductivity 
heat transfer path from the center to the edge of the segregation volume. This 
was expected to increase the temperature center temperature. 
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Fig. 8.3. Comparison of maximum temperatures 
from LAT analysis, 95% limits, G693, high-enriched 
and medium-enriched fuel. 
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Fig. 8.4. Comparison of maximum peaking factors 
from LAT analysis, 95% limits, G693, high-enriched 
and medium-enriched fuel. 
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The ANSR excess fuel loading inspection spot size was taken from 
the HFIR testing procedures. This procedure was set before the HFIR was 
built based on the then current technology. Advances in technology 
demonstrated in Europe indicate that the inspection spot size could be 
reduced to a 0.4 by 0.54 mm spot from the 2-mm-diam circular spot. The 
20% fuel overload factor (FO) is also based on old technology. It was 
speculated that this criterion could be reduced. The potential benefit of this 
reduction was estimated as a guide to judging if it would be cost effective to 
spend the development funds on tightening this inspection specification. The 
results of these studies are summarized in Figs. 8.5 and 8.6. The 
discontinuous behavior of the maximum temperature in Fig. 8.5 
demonstrates the significance of the assumed transition temperature for the 
conversion of U3Si2 into U(Al,Si)3. Although an inspection spot diameter of 
1.4 mm produces th is jump in maximum temperatures, an FO of 100% alone 
is still not sufficient to produce the conversion of the fuel material for a 
0.54 mm diam. inspection spot size. 

The small peaking factors and maximum temperatures produced by 
using the smallest inspection spot size prompted a revisit to the issue of 
centering the fuel meat within the fuel volume. It was discovered that with 
the smallest inspection spot, FO = 0.20, the maximum peaking factor for a 
noncentered fuel meat was 1.175. Although this is higher than for a centered 
fuel meat (1.075), it is lower than the maximuim peaking factor for the 
standard inspection specifications (1.26). These results were produced in a 
modified LAT G693 core design, 95% probability case. Other conditions 
may have different conclusions, but the need for centering should be 
reexamined as the core design matures. 

8.1 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCY OF FUEL CONDUCTIVITIES 

The current model in the DART code assumes all the material is 
isothermal. The material in the model is assumed to remain at the initial 
temperature during the irradiation cycle. As has been shown, this is not the 
situation in the ANSR fuel. Also because of the internal heat generation in 
the fuel particle, the interior of a fuel particle is hotter than the surface. 
Although many of the chemical changes occur on the surface of the fuel 
particles, the interior temperatures do affect many of the conditions in the 
analysis. These effects are not accounted for in the current DART model. 
Unfortunately, development has been halted before a more detailed model 
incorporating these thermal effects as well as new experimental results could 
be developed. 
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Fig. 8.5. Maximum temperatures and peaking factors as a 
function of diameter of the excess fuel loading inspection spot. 
Fuel overload = 20%. 
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Fig. 8.6. Maximum temperatures and peaking factors as a 
function of the excess fuel loading overload factor. Segregation 
inspection spot diameter = 0.54 mm. 
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Initial investigations of the temperature dependencies of the fuel 
conductivities were conducted using the modified G693 LAT analyses. 
Again, these modified G693 analyses were used as reasonable 
approximations even though they did not represent an actual core design. 
Figure 8.7 presents the results of DART analyses for thermal conductivities 
of normal fuel with three different isothermal assumptions. Figure 8.8 
presents a comparison of the maximum temperatures. Although there are 
significant differences between the conductivities produced using 473 K and 
573 K as the isothermal temperature, the maximum temperatures show very 
little difference. There is a large difference between the 673 K case and the 
others. The major reason for this difference is the cliscontinuous effect of the 
U(Al,Si)3 conversion transition temperature assumption. These calculations 
are very preliminary but are presented to demonstrate the complex behavior 
of the thermal conductivity of these cermets and to encourage more research. 
Precise determination of the thermal characteristics of these materials and 
the interaction of the chemical reactions with temperature and fission density 
will be require to improve the estimates of the thermal performance of these 
fuels. The large range in thermal conductivity and the complex interactions 
within the thermal environment make it very difficult to determine a 
conductivity value that will always be conservative for all conditions. 
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Fig. 8.7. DART thermal conductivity estimates 
for medium-enriched normal fuel as a function of 
isothermal temperature assumption. 
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Fig. 8.8. Comparison of maximum temperatures 
for LAT analyses of the modified G693, 95% 
limits case using DART produced thermal 
conductivities of the normal fuel with different 
isothermal temperature assumptions. 





9. CONCLUSIONS 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine a single set of thermal 
parameters that will produce strictly conservative analyses. Conservative 
analyses produce results that are worse than would be experienced under the 
most severe possible conditions. Although these types of conservative 
assumptions have been made in the past, more detailed information, for 
example, on the complex phenomena that affect the thermal conductivity 
make the conservatism of those analyses less certain. 

It is possible to analyze the ANSR fuel plate defects in a detailed 
manner incorporating estimates of the local conditions for thousands of data 
points and several time steps. This LAT can produce more accurate but still 
conservative estimates of the maximum peaking factors and temperatures in 
a specific design. These more accurate analyses can allow improved 
predictions of ANSR thermal hydraulic performance. 

Tighter inspection could reduce the temperatures and peaking factors 
substantially. Even with tighter inspection, LAT is still needed due to the 
complex behavior of the fuel thermal conductivity as a function of fission 
density, temperature and U3Si2 conversion. The meat thickness variation 
analyses can't determine effects of the fuel conversion process. 

The DART thermal conductivity model should be extended to 
incorporate the internal temperature of the fuel particles and a nonuniform 
temperature field across the model. This more complex model should be 
incorporated into the LAT to give more accurate representation of the 
thermal behavior. 

Details on the conversion of the &Si2 fuel into U(Al,Si)3 should be 
developed. Determining the effect of temperature on the conversion rate and 
completeness would be required to incorporate a more accurate model into 
the LAT. 
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APPENDIX A 
AUTOMATIC EXECUTION OF LAT ANALYSES 

The automatic execution of the LAT analysis is a three step process. 
In the first step a code, MK-FD, is run to generate a history of the fission 
density at each point. MK-FD is described in Appendix E. The output of 
MK-FD is a data set containing the fission densities for each data point. The 
second program, RD-ALL, uses this data set and others describing the local 
meat thickness, relative power densities, oxide thickness and bulk coolant 
temperatures. The meat thickness data are interpolated on the power density 
grid. The other data sets (except fission density) are inverted to adjust for the 
up-flow condition of the ANSR. These data are then written out to a new 
data set that contains the interpolated meat thickness and other data in the 
correct orientation to provide the input data for the LAT analyses. These 
codes must be run whenever the basic core design, number of time steps or 
the type of analysis (no-uncertainties, 95% limits, etc.) is changed. They 
produced a pair of data sets, tecconu for the upper plate and tecconl for the 
lower plate. 

The third step is to run the driver program RH7-ANSR. The driver 
program reads the two data sets in sequence, processes the data and then 
generates an input file for a HEATING analysis. A modified HEATING 
executable is called by the driver. This modification has user-supplied 
routines to report the required information and determine the nonlinear 
conductivities. The resulting HEATING output file is processed to extract 
information about the peaking factors, maximum temperature, maximum 
extent of the U(Al,Si)3 cylinder, and various other data that are recorded in 
the output file hpf. This file is the main result of the LAT analysis. All other 
HEATING-produced and temporary files are deleted at the end of the 
analysis for each point. The file hpfcan be further processed to idenhfy the 
maximum peaking factor, segregated and normal fuel temperatures, and 
oxide thickness as a function of time. It can also be used in TECPLOT to 
produce contour plots of peaking factors, temperatures and oxide thickness. 
The input parameters can also be displayed in this fashion. 

The input and output files of the program RD-ALL are described in 
the sections of this appendix. 

A. 1 



A.2 
A. 1 RD-ALL INPUT FILES DESCRIPTIONS 

A. 1.1 Meat Thickness 

The meat thickness distribution is taken from the VENTURE input 
data set. The format of this data set is described in Table A. 1. The mesh for 
this data is coarser than the relative power density data set as shown in 
Figs. 4.6 to 4.7. Appendix D contains contour plots of the meat thickness 
distribution for both the L7 and G693 core designs. 

Table A.l. Format of the input meat thickness distribution data set 

Line l-end Three entries in free-form format 
Entry Variable Units 

1 TM 
Meat thickness 

2 R (mm) 
Radius 

3 Z (mm) 
Axial location 

A. 1.2 Relative Power Density 

The relative power density is obtained from the VENTURE code. This 
code produces power densities for each node for every time step. The format 
of one time step is described in Table A.2. The block of data is repeated for 
every time step. Data for both the upper and lower plates are included in 
each time step. For the G693 core design, the grid had 48 (radial) by 
69 (axial) = 3,312 grid points distributed over both plates. 

The data from VENTURE have a small error in the axial locations of 
the upper core data points. The upper core is output in the inverted position. 
This error is corrected in RD-ALL. Only the upper-core data points are 
adjusted. 
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Table A.2 

Format of a Time Step Block in the Relative Power Density Data set 

Line 1 'time=' , TIME, TITLE-INFORMATION 
Line 2 Nr - number of radial grid lines 
Line 3 Nz - number axial grid lines 
Line 4-Nr x Nz + 4 Three entries in free-form format 

Entry Variable units 
1 PD (Unitless) 

Relative power density 
2 R (mm) 

Radius 
3 Z (mm) 

Axial location 

A. 1.3 Oxide Thickness 

The oxide thickness is reported by the TASHA code and is in an 
inverted orientation that is corrected in the program RD-ALL. The format of 
this data set is described in Table A.3. 

The TASHA code is a modification of the HFIR steady-state code. In 
HFIR downflow is used to cool the core. As an expediency in the 
development of TASHA, the core coordinate system is inverted to simulate 
the upflow condition of ANSR. This required modification of the Z locations 
of the oxide thickness and coolant temperature data points is made to be 
consistent with the meat thickness, power density and fission density data 
sets. 

Table A.3 
Format of a Time-Step Block in the Oxide thickness Data set 

Line 1 
Line Z-Nu+Nl+Z 

't imd , TIME, Nu, Nl, TITLE-WORMATION 
Three entries in free-form format 

Units Entry Variable 
1 ox ( P o  

Oxide thickness 
2 R (mm) 

Radius 
Z (-1 

Axial location 
3 
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A. 1.4 Coolant Bulk Temperature 

The local coolant temperature is produced by the TASHA code and it 
is in the same order as the oxide thickness data set and requires the 
correction for the up-flow orientation of ANSR. The format of this data set is 
described in Table A.4. 

Table A.4 
Format of a Time Step Block in the Coolant Temperature Data set 

Line 1 
Line 2-Nu+Nl+2 

'time=' , TIME, Nu, Nl, 'TITLE-INFORMATION 
Three entries in free-form format 

Entry Variable units 
1 TI3 ("C) 

coolant temperature 
2 R 

Radius 
3 Z (-1 

Axial location 

A. 1.5 Fission Density 

The fission density is obtained from the relative power density 
produced by the VENTURE code. The technique for integrating the power 
density is described in Appendix E. The format of one time step of this data 
set is also described in Table AS. This block of data is repeated for every 
time step. Data for both the upper and lower plates are included in each time 
step. For the G693 core design, the grid had 48 (radial) x 69 (axial) = 3,312 
grid points distributed over both plates. The output of the MK-FD has been 
corrected for the VENTWE location error, so it is not adjusted in RD-ALL. 



AS 
Table A.5 

Format of a Time-Step Block in the Fission Density Data set 

Line 1 
Line 2 
Line 3 
Line 4-Nr x Nz + 4 Three entries in free-form format 

'time=' , TIME, TITLE-INFORMATION 
Nr - number of radial grid lines 
Nz - number axial grid lines 

Variable units 
1 FD 

Fission density 
2 R (-1 

Radius 
3 Z (mm) 

Axial location 

(f/mm3) 
Entry 

A.2 RD-ALL OUTPUT FILE DESCRIPTION 

The primary output of the RD-ALL program are the file tecconl 
(lower core) and tecconu (upper core) which are used as input in LAT. The 
format of these files is described in Table A.6. 

Table A.6. Format of tecconl and tecconu files 

Line 1 
Line 2 
Line 3 
Line 4-Nu+Nl+4 

Entry 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

'title=' , TITLE-INFORMATION 
'variables= r z pd cd cdr fd tm ox tb' 
'zone T=',TIME, ', i=69, j=24, f=point' 
Nine entries in free-form format 

Variable units 
R (-1 

Radius 
z (mm) 

Axial location 
PD (Unitless) 

Relative power density . 
CD (W/cm"C) 

Thermal conductivity of 
normal fuel 

CDR 
Thermal conductivity of 

segregated fuel 

Fission density 
6 FD ( U r n 3 )  

(W/cm"C) 
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Table A.6 Format of tecconl and tecconu files (continued) 

7 TM (-1 
Meat thickness 

ox 
Oxide thickness 

9 TB ("C) 
Coolant temperature 

8 

A.3 RD-ALL CODE LISTING 

The program RD-ALL is listed in Table A.7. It was developed to run 
on an IBM RISC 6000 using FORTRAN version xlf 2.3. 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL 

this code reads the pd, tm, ox, and fd tables. 
it writes out a table of r,z,tm,fd,ox, and pd 
and a table of r,z,pd,tm,cd,cdr, and ox in a form that can be 
used in the h7run script to run a h7.2 job for each data point. 

parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000~ 
dimension r (maxpds 1 , z (maxpds 1 , f d (maxpds 1 , pd (maxpds 1 , cd (maxpds 1 

& cdr(maxpds),ox(maxpds),nr(maxpds),nz(maxds), 
& 
& tb (maxpds ) 

rc(maxp2) ,dr(maxp2) ,zc(maxp2) ,tm(maxp2) ,dz(maxp2) 

common /pdgrid/mxru,mxzu,mnru,mnzu,mxrl,mxzl,mzl,~rl,~zl 
C 

character cline*80,label,equal 
data tmmax/0.7366/,isort/O/,itime/l/ 

C 
C 
C 

open data sets 

open(unit=5,file='/home/geg/anal/a/fy94/tables/g693/g693-tm', 
& status='old' ) 

C 

C 

open(unit=4, 
& file='/home/geg/anal/a/fy94/tables/g693/G6-95/g693fO-5', 
& status='old') 

& file='/home/geg/anal/a/fy94/tables/g693/G6-95/g693pO-5', 
& status='old') 

open (unit=2, 

get files from g6-95 
open(unit=l, 

& file='/home/geg/anal/a/fy94/tables/g693/G6-95/g69301-5', 
& status='old') 

& file='/home/geg/anal/a/fy94/tables/g693/G6-95/g693tbO-5', 
& status= ' old' 1 

open(unit=8, 

C 
open(unit=6,file='output',status='new') 
open(unit=lO,file='tecconl',status='new') 
open(unit=ll,file='tecconu',status='new') 

C 
C read file that has r, z ,  and tm 

do 100 i=l,maxp2 
read(5,*,end=l01) tm(i),rc(i),xc,zc(i),dr(i),dx,dz(i) 
ltm = i 

C 
100 
101 
C 
C 
C 

continue 
continue 

output tecplot tables of all variables 

write(lO,*) 'title="g6be IC rzpccfto 10/7/93"' 
write(lO,*) 'variables= r z pd cd cdr fd tm ox tb' 

C 

C 
C 
C 

write(ll,*) 'title="g6be uc rzpccfto 10/7/93"' 
write(ll,*) 'variables= r z pd cd cdr fd tm ox tb' 

read the fd, power density and oxide thickness for every time step 
write out in data set 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

iutec=mxru-mnru+l 
jutec=mxzu-mnzu+l 
iltec=mxrl-mnrl+l 
jltec=mxzl-mnzl+l 

do 5000 it=1,6 
six time steps are used 

read the next power density time step 
modified to calculate same as tasha 10/25/93 

if(it.eq.2) then 
rewind 2 
itime = 1 
endif 
call rdpd(pdtim,pd,lpd,r,z,itime) 
if (it. eq. 6 1 call rdpd (pdtim, pd, lpd, r, z , itime) 

output time step markers 
mite(6,i) 1 ........................... 

write(6,*) Time step = *,it,I pdtim=',pdtim 

write(l0, ' ( 'zone T="t=' ',f5.2, * "I, i=69, j=24, F=POINT' ' )  ' )  

write(ll,'( "zone T="t=",f5.2,"", i=69, j=24, F=POINTii)') 
& pdtim 

& pdtim 

read the next fd time step 

read the next power density time step 
modified to calculate same as tasha 10/25/93 

if(it.eq.2) rewind 4 
call rdfd(fdtim, fd, lpd) 
if (it.eq.6) call rdfd(fdtim,fd,lpd) 

read the next oxide thickness time step 

the tasha oxide data has only 5 time steps 
if(it.gt.1) call rdox(oxtim,ox,lpd,r,z) 

read the next bulk temperature time step 

call rdtb(tbtim,tb,lpd,r,z) 

calculate conductivity from fd 

call calcds (fa, cd, cdr, lpd) 

find max and min of variables in upper and lower core 

call fdmnmx (fd,pd, tm, cd, cdr, ox, tb, lpd, r, z, ltm) 

sort if isort ne 0 

if(isort.ne.0) call sort(isort,fd,pd,cd,cdr,ox,r,z,lpd) 
C 

do 4000 i=l,lpd 
C 
C find the meat thickness at the pd point 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

call fdtm(rc,zc,dr,dz,tm,r(i),z(i),tmi,ltm,itm) 

i),cdr(i),fd(i),tmi,ox(i), 

C 
if (z(i) .le.O.O) then 
write(10,10003)r(i) ,z(i) ,pd(i) ,cd 

& tb(i) 
10003 format(lp,2g10.3,8gl2.5) 

else 
write(llf10003)r(i) , z(i) ,pd(i) ,cd 

& tb(i) 
endi f 

4000 continue 

5000 continue 
C 

return 
end 

cfffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
function dist(rl,zl,r2,22) 
dist = sqrt ( (rl-r2) **2 + (21-22) **2) 
return 
end 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine segk(fd,cdi) 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

10 

fd is fission density in fission / cu.cm s 

cdi is conductivity W/cmK 
for segregated fuel j.rest data 

dimension cdtab(44),fdtab(44),bu(44) 
data ifdlast/44/,itime/O/ 
data cdtab/15.173,15.173,15.707,16.576,17.492, 

& 17.806,18.124,18.446,18.772,19.102, 
& 19.435,19.753,22.368,26.076,28.354, 
& 30.144,31.665,33.043,34.356,35.649, 
& 36.951,38.279,39.648,41.067,42.545, 
& 44.094,45.726,47.454,49.298,51.287, 
& 53.461,55.89,58.707,67.578,66.993, 
& 66.412,65.835,65.262,58.453,54.757, 
& 51.185,47.213,41.018,36.47/ 
data bu/0.000,0.010,0.031,0.061,0.092, 

& 0.102,0.112,0.123,0.133,0.143, 
& 0.153,0.163,0.174,0.184f0.194f 
& 0.204,0.214,0.224,0.235,0.245, 
6r 0.255,0.265,0.275,0.285,0.295, 
& 0.305,0.315,0.326,0.336,0.346, .. 
& 0.356,0.366,0.376,0.396,0.406, 
& 0.416,0.426,0.436,0.556,0.626, 
& 0.695,0.775,0.902,1.000/ 

if(itime.lt.1) then 
do 10 i=l,ifdlast 
convert bu to fission density for g693 core 
fdtab(i) = bu(i)*2.502e+22 
cdtab (i) = cdtab (i) *l . Od-2 
continue 
itime = itime + 1 
endif 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

C 
if(fd.lt.O.0) then 
write(6,*)' error in table read fdcO' 
stop 
endi f 

C 

100 

C 

C 

C 

imatch = 0 
do 100 i=l,ifdlast 

continue 
if(fd.ge.fdtab(ifdlast)) then 
fdratio = fd/fdtab(ifdlast) 
write(6,*) ' fd=maximum(seg) was',fd,fdratio 

if(fd.ge.fdtab(i1) imatch = i 

endi f 
i = imatch 
if(i.le.O) then 

cdi = cdtab(1) 
if fd = 0 then cd = cdO 

else if(i.ge.ifdlast) then 
if fd > max then cd = cd @ fdmax 

cdi = cdtab(ifd1ast) 

cdi = cdtab (i) + (cdtab (i+l) -cdtab (i) ) 
else 

& * (fd-fdtab(i) ) / (fdtab(i+l)-fdtab(i) ) 
endi f 

return 
end 

C 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine normk(fd,cdi) 

C 
C fd is fission density in fission / cu-cm s 
C for normal fuel - DART data 
C cdi is conductivity W/cmK 
C 

dimension cdtab(23) ,fdtab(23) ,bu(23) 

data cdtab/101.8,102.07,102.83,104.07,105.42,105.9,106.39,106.89, 
6c 107.41,107.95,108.5,109.06,115~06,121.69,120.54,119.66, 
6c 118.92,108.91,108.28,107.66,107.04,78.501,68.168/ 

data bu/0.0,0.010,0.031,0.061,0.092,0.102,0.112,0.123,0.133, 
6c 0.143,0.153,0.163,0.174,0.184,0.194,0.204,0.214,0.386, 

C j-rest data for 3.5 fuel loading 50% enrich 10/10/94 

burnup fraction taken from j rest data 

6c 0.396,0.406,0.416,0.849,1.000/ '. 
data itime/O/ 

C 

C 

C 
10 

if(itime.eq.0) then 
imaxt = 23 
itime = 1 
do 10 i=l,imaxt 
convert bu to fission density for g693 core 
fdtab(i) = bu(i) *2.502e+22 
fdtab(i) = fdtab(i)*l.Od21 
cdtab (i) = cdtab (i) *1.Od-2 

endif 
if (fd.lt.O.0) then 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

write(6,*)' error in table lookup fd<O' 
stop 
endi f 

imatch = 0 
do 100 i=l,imaxt 

C 

if(fd.ge.fdtab(i)) imatch = i 
100 continue 

if(fd.ge.fdtab(imaxt)) then 
fdratio = fd/fdtab(imaxt) 
write ( 6, * ) 
endi f 
i = imatch 
if(i.ge.imaxt) then 
cdi = cdtab(imaxt) 
else if(i.le.O) then 
cdi = cdtab(1) 
else 
cdi = cdtab(i) + (cdtab(i+l)-cdtab(i)) 

f d=maximum (norm) was , f d, fdratio 

€i *(fa-fdtab(i))/(fdtab(i+l)-fdtab(i)) 
endi f 

return 
end 

subroutine rdfd(fdtim, fd, lpd) 

C 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

C 
parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
dimension fd (maxpds 1 

character blank*5,cline*80 
data blank/' I /  

C character*8 labe1,equal 

C read first line of the fd data set 
C read(4,'(a7,f7.0)') labe1,fdtim 

read(4,l(a80)#) cline 
cline (1 : 5 ) =blank 
read(cline,*) fdtim 

C 
c read the next time step from the burnup file 

C read(4, *,err=lOl) rO,zO,fdO 

10000 

100 continue 
101 continue 

do 100 i=l,lpd 

read(4,10000,err=101) rO,zO,fdO 
format ( fll. 0, f13.0, f24.0) 
fd(i) = fdO 

C 
return 
end 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine rdpd(pdtim,pd, lpd,r, z ,  itime) 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

10 

C 

200 
2 01 
C 

parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
dimension r(maxpds),z(maxpds),rc(maxp2),zc(maxp2), 

character label,equal,label2*23,cline*8O,blank*5 
data blank/' ' /  

& pd(maxpds) ,pdc (maxp2) , dz (maxp2) , dr (maxp2) , ipdc (maxpds) 

read the next time step of the power density data (this data has 
a different grid than tm) and find m a x  power density in the cell 
around each tm data point 

read(2,'(a80)') cline 
cline (1 : 5 ) =blank 
do 10 i=13,80 
cline(i:i)=' ' 
read(cline,*) pdtim 
if(itime.eq.1) then 

read first line of the power data set 

read(2, (g20.0) I )  nr 
read(2, (g20.0) I )  nz 
itime = itime + 1 
endif 

if(lpd.le.0) lpd = nr*nz 
do 200 i=l,lpd 
read(2,*,end=201) r(i),z(i),pd(i) 

if(z(i) .gt.O) z(i) = 557 - z(i) 
ipdc(i) = 0 

correct z location for upper core re J. Gehin 

continue 
continue 

return 
end 

cssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss~ssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine rdtb (tbtim, tb, lpd, r, z ) 

C 
parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=10001 
dimension r (maxpds 1 , z (maxpds 1 , 

& pd(maxpds),tbc(maxp2) ,tbu(50,80),tb1(50,80), 
& tb (maxpds 1 , nr (maxpds 1 , nz (maxpds 1 
character labe1,equal 
character labe12*23,cline*80,blank*5 
data blank/ ' ' /  
common /pdgrid/mxru, mxzu, mnru, mnzu, mxrl , m:zl , mnrl , nmzl 

C 

read file with bulk temperature assume that these 
data are distributed at the same points as pd but 
the z=3 is at the core inlet while 

read first line of the power data set 
z=71 is at the outlet 

read(8,*) label,oxtim,loxu,loxl 
read(8,'(a80)') cline 
cline(l:5)=blank 
read(cline,*) tbtim,ltbu,ltbl 
read(cline,*) tbtim,ltbu,ltbl 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

C 

1100 
C 
C 

1300 
C 

1410 

1420 
C 

read lower core 
mxrl = 0 
mxzl = 0 
mnrl = 1000 
mnzl = 1000 
do 1100 i=l,ltbl 
read(8,*) nr(i),nz(i),tbx 
if(nr(i).gt.O.and.nz(i).gt.O) then 
tbl(nr(i),nz(i)) = tbx 
itbl=i 
mxrl = max(nr(i),mxrl) 
mxzl = max(nz(i) ,mxzl) 
mnrl = min(nr(i),mnrl) 
mnzl = min(nr(i),mnrl) 

write(6,*) I Error in rdtb:lc@i=',i,' nr=',nr(i),' nz=',nz(i) 
return 
endi f 
continue 

else 

read upper core 
mxru = 0 
mxzu = 0 
m n r l l  = 1000 
mnzu = 1000 
do 1300 i=l,ltbu 
read(8,*) nr(i) ,nz(i) ,tbx 
if(nr(i).gt.O.and.nz(i).gt.O) then 
tbu(nr(i) ,nz(i) ) = tbx 
itbu=i 
mxru = max(nr(i),mxru) 
mxzu = max(nz(i) ,mxzu) 
mnru = min(nr(i),mnru) 
mnzu = min(nr(i),mnru) 

write(6,*) ' Error in rdtb:uc@i=',i,' nr=',nr(i),' nz=',nz(i) 
return 
endi f 
continue 

i2 = 0 
do 1410 i=mnrl,mxrl 

else 

load tb array 

do 1410 j=mxzl,mnzl,-1 
i2 = i2 + 1 
tb(i2) = tbl(i,j) 

continue 
do 1420 i=mnru ,- 
do 1420 j=mxzu,mnzu,-1 
i2 = i2 + 1 
tb(i2) = tbu(i,j) 

continue 

if (lpd.ne.i.2) write(6,*) Error in rdtb,i2=',i2 
return 
end 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine rdox (oxtim, ox, lpd, r, z) 

C 
parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000~ 
dimension r(maxpds),z(maxpds),rc(maxp2~,dr(maxp2~,zc~maxp2~, 

& pd(maxpds) ,dz(maxp2),oxu(50,80) ,ox1(50,80), 
& ox (maxpds ) , nr (maxpds ) , nz (maxpds ) 
character labe1,equal 
character labe12*23,cline*EO,blank*5 
data blank/ ' /  
common /pdgrid/mxru,mxzu,mnru,mnzu,mxrl,mxzl,mnrl,mnzl 

C 

1100 
C 

read file with oxide thickness assume that these 
data are distributed at the same points as pd but 
the z=3 is at the core inlet while 

read first line of the power data set 
z=71 is at the outlet 

read(l,*) label,oxtim,loxu,loxl 
read(l,'(a80)') cline 
cline(l:5)=blank 
read(cline,*) oxtim,loxu,loxl 

mxrl = 0 
mxzl = 0 
mnrl = 1000 
mnzl = 1000 
do 1100 i=l,loxl 

read lower core 

read(l,*) nr(i) ,nz(i) ,oxx 
if (nr(i) .gt.O.and.nz(i) .gt.O) then 
oxl(nr(i1 ,nz(i)) = oxx 
ioxl=i 
mxrl = max(nr(i),mxrl) 
mxzl = max(nz(i) ,mxzl) 
mnrl = min(nr(i),mnrl) 
mnzl = min(nr(i),mnrl) 

write(6,*) ' Error in rdox:lc@i=',i,' nr=',nr(i),' nz=',nz(i) 
return 

else 

endi f 

continue 
read upper core 

mxru = 0 
mxzu = 0 
mnru = 1000 
mnzu = 1000 
do 1300 i=l,loxu 
read(1, *) nr(i) ,nz (i) ,oxx 
if(nr(i).gt.O.and.nz(i).gt.O) then 
oxu(nr(i),nz(i)) = oxx 
ioxu=i 
mxru = max(nr(i),mxru) 
mxzu = max(nz(i1,mxzu) 
mnru = min(nr(i1,mnru) 
mnzu = min(nr(i),mnru) 
else 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

write(6,*) ' Error in rdox:uc@i=',i,' nr=',nr(i),' nz=',nz(i) 
return 
endi f 

1300 continue 
C load ox array 

i2 = 0 
do 1410 i=mnrl,mxrl 
do 1410 j=mxzl,mnzl,-l 
i2 = i2 + 1 
ox(i2) = oxl(i,j) 

do 1420 i=mnru,mxru 
1410 continue 

do 1420 j=mxzu8mnzu,-l 
i2 = i2 + 1 
ox(i2) = oxu(i,j) 

1420 continue 
C 

if(lpd.ne.i2) write(6,*) ' Error in rdox8i2=',i2 
return 
end 

subroutine calcds ( fd, cd, cdr, lpd) 
csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

C 
C 

parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
dimension f d (maxpds) , cd (maxpds) , cdr (maxpds ) 

C 
do 2012 i=l,lpd 

C calculate conductivity from fission density 
C in fuel and meat thickness 

C DART data for normal fuel 
C use table of k Vs fission density. 

C 

call normk(fd(i),cdi) 
cd(i) = cdi 

C J. Rest's table for 50% segregated fuel 
C use J. Rest produced table of k Vs fission density. 

call segk(fd(i),cdri) 
cdr(i) = cdri 

C 
C write(31,*) i , s d ( i ) , b u ( i ) , t m ( i ) , c d i , c d r i , f d  
2012 continue 

return 
end 

subroutine f dmnmx ( fd, pd, tm, cd, cdr , ox8 tb, lpd, r, z , ltm) 

parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

C 

dimension r (maxpds 1 , z (maxpds 1 , f d (maxpds 1 , pd (maxpds 1 , cd (maxpds 1 , 
cdr (maxpds 1 8 ox (maxpds 1 , tm (maxp2 1 , tb (maxpds 1 & 

C 
C 
C find max and min for tm grid 

find m a x  and min in upper and lower core 

C 
cdmin = 1.0d4 
cdmax = 0.0 
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C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 
cdrmin = 1.0d4 
cdrmax = 0.0 
fdmin = 1.0d30 
fdmax = 0.0 
ifdmax = -1 
ifdmin = -1 
oxmx = 0 
o m  = ld4 
pdmx = 0 \ 

pdmn = ld4 
ipdmx = -1 
ipdmn = -1 
tbmn = ld4 
tbmx = 0 
do 100 i=l,lpd 

cdmin = min(cdmin,cd(i)) 
if(cdmin.gt.cd(i)) then 

cd min max 

cdmin = cd(i) 
icdmin = i 
endif 
cdmax = max(cdmax,cd(i)) 
if (cdmax.lt.cd(i)) then 
cdmax = cd(i) 
icdmax = i 
endif 

if(cdrmin.gt.cdr(i)) then 
cdr min max 

cdrmin = cdr(i) 
icdrmn = i 
endif 
if (cdrmax.lt.cdr(i) ) then 
cdrmax = cdr(i) 
i c k  = i 
endif 

fd min m a x  
fd is in fission/cu.mm s 

if(fdmin.gt.fd(i)) then 
fdmin = fd(i) 
ifdmin = i 
endi f 
if(fdmax.lt.fd(i)) then 
fdmax = fd(i)’ 
ifdmax = i 
endi f 

if (pdmn.gt.pd(i) ) then 
pd min max 

pdmn = pd(i) 
ipdmn = i 
endif 
if (pdmx.le.pd(i) ) then 
pdmx = pd(i) 
ipdmx = i 
endi f 

oxmn = min(omn,ox(i)) 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

o m  = max(oxmx,ox(i)) 
tbmn = min(tbmn,tb(i) 1 
tbmx = max(tbmx, tb(i) 

100 continue 
C 

tmmin = 1.0d4 
tmmax = 0 
do 200 i=l,ltm 
tmmin = min(tmmin,tm(i)) 
tmmax = max(tmmax,tm(i) 1 

200 continue 
C 
C 

write (6, *)  ' max and min cd,fd,pd,tm' 
write(6,*) ' cdmax,icdmax,r,~,fd,cdmin,icdmin,r,z,bu' 
write(6,'(2(f8.3,i5,2f8.3,1p,g12.5,Op))') 

& cdmax,icdmax,r(icdmax) ,z(icdmax) ,fd(icdmax) ,cdmin, 
& icdmin,r(icdmin) ,z(icdmin), fd(icdmin1 
write (6, * )  ' cdrmax,icdrmx,r, z ,  fd,cdrmin, icdrmn,r, z,bu' 
write(6,'(2(f8.3,i5,2f8.3,lp,g12.5,Op))') 

& cdrmax,icdrmx,r(icd) ,z(icdrmx) ,fd(icdrmx) ,cdrmin, 
& icdrmn, r (icdnnn) , z (icdrmn) , fd (icdrmn) 
if(ifdmax.gt.0) then 
write(6,*) 
write(6,'(2(g12.5,i5,2g12.5))')fdmax,ifdmax,r(ifdmax),z(ifdmax), 

f dmax, if dmax , rz , f dmin , if dmin, rz ' 

& fdmin,ifdmin,r(ifdmin),z(ifdmin) 
else 

endi f 
write(6, I (a,2f10.5) I )  tmmax,tmmin',tmmax,tmmin 
write(6,'(a,2f10.5)') ' oxmax,o)cmin',oxmx,oxmn 
write(6,'(a,2f10.5)') tbmax,tbmin',tbmx,tbmn 

write(6,*) pdmx,pdmn on pd grid' 
write(6,*) pdmx,' at ',r(ipdmx),z(ipdmx) 
write(6,*) pdmn,' at ',r(ipdmn),z(ipdmn) 

return 
end 

write(6,*) ' fd is all zero' 

C 

C 
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Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine sort (isort, fd,pd,cd,cdr,ox,r,z,ipd) 

parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
C 

dimension r(maxpds),z(maxpds),pd(maxpds),cd(maxpds),cdr(maxpds), 
& ox (maxpds ) , f d (maxpds ) 

C 
if(isort.eq.1) then 

do 3000 io=l,lpd 
do 3000 i=l,lpd 
if (pd(i.1 .lt.pd(i+l)) then 

C sort the tables for highest power 

dum = pd(i) 
pd(i) = pd(i+l) 
pd(i+l) = dum 

dum = cd(i) 
cd(i) = cd(i+l) 
cd(i+l) = dum 

dum = cdr(i) 
cdr(i) = cdr(i+l) 
cdr(i+l) = dum 

dum = fd(i) 
fd(i) = fd(i+l) 
fd(i+l) = dum 

dum = ox(i) 
ox(i) = ox(i+l) 
ox(i+l) = dum 

dum = r(i) 
r(i) = r(i+l) 
r(i+l) = dum 

dum = z(i) 
z(i) = z(i+l) 
z(i+l) = dum 
endif 

3000 continue 

C sort the tables for most b u m p  
C 

else if(isort.eq.2) then 
do 4000 io=l,lpd 
do 4000 i=l,lpd 
if (fd(i) .lt.fd(i+l) 1 then 
dum = pd(i) 
pd(i) = pd(i+l) 
pd(i+l) = dum 

dum = cd(i) 
cd(i) = cd(i+l) 
cd(i+l) = dum 

dum = cdr(i) 
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C 

C 

C 

Table A.7. Code listing of RD-ALL (continued) 
cdr(i) = cdr(i+l) 
cdr(i+l) = dum 

dum = fd(i) 
fd(i) = fd(i+l) 
fd(i+l) = dum 

dum = ox(i) 
ox(i) = ox(i+l) 
ox(i+l) = dum 

dum = r(i) 
r(i) = r(i+l) 
r(i+l) = dum 

C 

4000 

C 

dum = z(i) 
z(i) = z(i+l) 
z(i+l) = dum 
endi f 
continue 
endi f 
return 
end 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine fdtm(rc,zc,dr,dz,tm,r2,~2,tmi,ltm,itm) 

C 
parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000~ 
dimension rc(maxp2),dr(maxp2),zc(maxp2),tm(maxp2),dz(~2) 

C 

1000 

do 1000 i=l,ltm 
nnax = rc(i) + (dr(i)*l.O01)/2.0 
rmin = rc(i) - (dr(i)*1.001)/2.0 
zmax = zc(i) + (dz(i)*1.001)/2.0 
zmin = zc(i) - (dz(i)*1.001)/2.0 
if(r2.le.rmax.and.r2.gt.rmin.and. 

22.1e.zmax.and.z2.gt.wnin) then 
tmi= tm(i) 
itm = i 
return 

endi f 
continue 
return 
end 
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A.4 DRIVER PROGRAM RH7-ANSR 

The program RH7-ANSR reads the file tecconl and generates the 
input file necessary to run HEATING with user-modifications at each data 
point on the lower fuel plate for each time step. It repeats this process with 
the file tecconu. 

The program is basically a set of write statements that output each line 
of a HEATING input file. Most of the data for the input lines are fixed. 
These are coded into the format statements as character strings. On some 
write statements a few variables are used to allow modifications of the input 
fiie consistent with the changed input parameters. The values of these 
variables are determined by the FORTRAN coding from the input 
parameters. Thus the program can adjust the model within the constraints of 
the generic model to perform an analysis using the local conditions. 

For example, the local meat thickness changes the size and location of 
the region describing the segregated and normal fuel meat within the model. 
It also changes the size and location of the filler regions, the location of the 
nonbond void and the grid spacing definitions. 'The local relative power 
density with the local meat thickness and uncertainty factors determines the 
local heat generation. The local fission density determines the local thermal 
conductivity of normal and segregated fuel. The llocal coolant temperature 
determines the temperature of the convective boundary condition and the 
tabular function that describes the temperature dependent heat transfer 
coefficient. 

Although this process is relatively straightforward, there are several 
situations that complicate the coding. One problem is that the numbers that 
defme the region boundaries must be printed in the region data block of the 
input fde to the same precision as in the grid data blocks. If the sequence of 
digits that describe a boundary of one region is not exactly the same as those 
for a boundary that should be adjacent, HEATING may not recognize that 
the regions should be touching. HEATING assumes that any portions of the 
modeling region that are not described by region data are volumes with 
adiabatic boundaries. In addition, HEATING will..:halt if it cannot match the 
region boundaries with the gross grid lines in the grid data blocks. 

The region boundaries and gross grid lines are determined by 
arithmetic within the program. Roundoff to the output precision can produce 
values that are incorrectly identical in the output. This may produce region 
descriptions that are incorrect or in error. HEATING will halt if it finds 
regions that shink to zero length in any dimension. Identical gross grids are 
also an unacceptable condition. It is also possible to calculate values that are 
not consistent with other fixed input. This situation can produce incorrect 
region boundaries or gross grid lines. For instance, if the minimum region 
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boundary is larger than the maximum along one coordinate axis the code 
will stop. The gross grid lines must also be in increasing order. 

For the region and grid data blocks, the logic must account for the 
possibility of regions that disappear. To prevent abnormal termination, these 
regions must be removed from the input. The logic must also prevent holes 
from being formed by adjacent regions that do not touch. The gross grid 
lines must be in ascending order with no duplicates. 

The HEATING input technique of overlaying regions is used in 
RH7-ANSR to minimize some of these problem. It is possible to define a 
HEATING model where region definitions overlap one another. The code 
uses the order of region definitions to determine the properties of a node in 
the intersection. This technique reduces the required number of region 
definitions and allows several regions to be defined by fixed input, thus 
reducing the potential for errors in the coding and the probability of adjacent 
regions not touching. 

In order to produce a properly formatted file there are additional 
constraints on the lines that are generated must which be observed. 
HEATING requires that every line be less than 70 characters long. In the 
Tabular Data Block, the many input numbers may be required. The logic 
produce lines that contain the data to sufficient precision and less characters 
than the HEATING limit. Several tables in the input require multiple lines. 
HEATING requires that such lines have a continuation character (@) in the 
first character position. The logic must be adaptive enough to produce input 
line for tables of different lengths. In addition, all keywords are required to 
start in the first location of the line. All other lines may start anywhere 
before the end of the line. 

This generic model is representative of the two-element-core designs 
and would require slight modification to allow the three-element-core 
design. 

A S  CODE LISTING FOR RH7-ANSR 

The program RH7-ANSR is listed in Table A.8. It was 
developed to run on an IBM RISC 6000 using FORTRAN version xlf 2.3. 
This program calls a C routine, DATIM, that is used to get the date and time. 
DAT1M.C is listed in Table A.9. This routine was furnished by 
K. W. Childs. 

The RH7-ANSR program listed in the table as a typical version. This 
version is one of the latest 95% limits case using the model that converts the 
segregated fuel material into U(Al,Si)3 when the temperature exceeds the 
transition temperature. The fuel is enriched to 93%. Other versions were 
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developed to use medium- and low-enriched fuel, to investigate various 
inspection requirements and to perform a nominal cmalysis. 

A major variant of this program was developed to calculate the oxide 
growth based on the maximum heat flux in the HEATING model rather than 
use the TASHA results. This modification required two HEATING 
executions at every point for every time step. The f is t  HEATING execution 
produced the heat flux estimate using the oxide thickness from the previous 
time step. An estimate of the oxide growth was made using the heat flux and 
temperatures. The second HEATING execution used the beginning of 
time-step parameters with this end-of-time-step estimated oxide thickness 
and recalculated the maximum temperatures and peaking factors for the time 
step. This method is similar to the TASHA technique and was developed for 
comparison. As mentioned in Sect. 4, this approach may not be strictly 
conservative. 
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Table A.8. Code listing of RH7-ANSR 

this code reads the r, z ,  pd, cd, tm, and ox data set and passes 
each data point to mkl-h7in which writes out a heating 7.2 
input deck for this point. 
run. 
this data is extracted and appended to the hpf data set. The print 
and plot data sets are then deleted. 
modified to read tb from teccon files 

the heating 7.2 executable is then 
The hpf data is written to io from the executable(usrprt) 

parameter (maxpds=2000 ) 
dimension rualmx(2,maxpds),dzual(2,maxpds),time(50) 

C 
character ctime*8,char(15)*1 
character card*160,erstrt*5,errlst*8,errttl*l6O,commnd*l6O,blk*l6O 
character pname*80,fname*80,tname*80,abuf*2O,walt~m*20 
data inh7/7/ 
data tsh/l50.0/, tsc/100.0/, tmax0/700.0/ 
data char/iOi,'l~,i2',~3',~4~,i5','6i,'7','8','9','a','b','c', 

data tstsmax/O/, tspfmx/O/, tshfmx/O/, tspmax/O/, tsomax/O/, 
tsormx/o/, tscdmx/o/, tscdrmx/O/, tsfdmx/O/, txmax/O/ 

& Id', 'e'/ 

& 
C 

call datim(wa1tim) 
write(abuf,'(a19)') waltim 
read(abuf,'(llx,i2,1x,i2,lx,i2)') ih,im,is 
itold = is + im*60 + ih*3600 

C 

1 
do 1 i=1,160 
blk(i:i) = 
commnd = blk 
errttl = blk 

C 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

call system( 'date') 
call system( 'uname -a') 

call system( 
copy heating executable to /tmp 

&'cp /u/geg/anal/a/fy94/burnup/source/h7.2ans6 /imp') 
copy data files to /tmp 
95% limit data 

no uncertainty data 
pname = '/u/geg/ana1/a/fy95/tables/g693/k-573kt 

pname = '/home/geg/anal/a/fy9~/tables/g693/G6-best/ta-o~3/' 
lpname = lnblnk(pname) 
tname = '/tmp/' 
ltname = lnblnk(tname) 
commnd= 'cp '//pname(l:lpname)//'teccon[ull /tmp' 
call system(commnd) 
commnd = blk 

C 

C 

call system( 'rm hpf') 
call system( 'rm CPU')  

commnd= 

call system(commnd1 
commnd = blk 

write out header for hpf file 

& echo "variables= r z pd c tm o p tx f tb cr svt uvt tld">hpf' 
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Table A.8. Code listing of RH7-ANSR (continued) 

C 

C 

C 

10 
C 

11 
C 

C 
C 

C 

21 

30 
C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

do 1000 icore=1,2 
open normal and segregated fuel conductivity data sets 
if(icore.eq.1) fname = tname(l:ltname)//'tecconl' 
if(icore.eq.2) fname = tname(l:ltname)//'tecconu' 
open(unit=5,file=fname8status='old') 

do 10 idum=l,2 
read(5, ' (a1601 ' card 

do 11 idum=l,maxpds 
rualmx (icore, idum) = 0 
dzual(icore,idum) = 0 
continue 

izone = 0 
i = O  
do 100 icn=1,10000 
i = i + l  
read unmodified teccon[lul files 
check for zone cards in data set 

read(5,'(al60)',end=lOl) card 

if(card(l:4).eq.'zonen) then 
if zone card then write out to hpf data set 

izone = izone + 1 
i = l  
ctime=card(9:18) 
do 21 icc=80,1,-1 
if(card(icc:icc).ne.' I )  then 
iclast = icc + 1 
go to 30 
endif 
continue 

if(izone.gt.1) call outmax(ctime,tstsmax,tspfmx,tshfmx, 
& tspmax,tsomax,tsormx,tscdmx, 
6c tscdrmx, tsfdmx, txmax, 
& rualxmx,zualxmx) 

output last time step maximum and clear 

commnd = 'echo "'//card(l:iclast)//"' >>hpf' 
call system(commnd) 
commnd = blk 
read(5, (a160) ,end=lOl) card 
if(card(1:4).eq.'zone1) 

& write(6,*) ' Error two zones cards In a row' 
endif 

read(card, *) rc,zc,pd,cd,cdr,fd, tm,ox, tb 
if(izone.eq.1) ox = 0 

endif on zone 

delete heating input file before building the next case 
call system( 'rm input ' 1 
open(unit=inh7,file='input',status='new') 

delete all heating print files 
call system('rm print*') 

delete all heating plot files 
call system( 'rm plot*') 
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C 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

Table A.8. Code listing of RH7-ANSR (continued) 
move plot data set to restart 

call system('mv plot0000 restart') 

call mklh7in(rc,zc,pd,cd,cdr,tm,ox,tb,fd,tsh,tsc,tmaxo, 

close (inh7) 

call system('nice /tmp/h7.2ans6') 

commnd ='grep ",hpf" print*lsed -e "s/rzpcto,hpf,tx//" >> hpf' 

commnd ='grep ",hpf" print* lsed -e "s/rzpcto,hpf, tx//" > temphpf' 
call system(commnd) 
commnd = blk 
open(unit=8,file='temphpf',status='old') 
rewind 8 
read(8,*) rO,zO,pdO,cdO,tmO,oxO,pfO,txO 
if(tx0.gt.txmax) then 

& rualmx(icore,i),dzual(icore,i)) 

run heating7 executable 

extract hpf data and appended to hpf data set 

add fd tb and cdr to hpf data set 

txmax = txo 
commnd = blk 
if(icore.eq.1) commnd = 'mv input inputl'//char(izone) 
if(icore.eq.2) commnd = 'mv input inputu'//char(izone) 
call system(commnd) 
endif 
rewind 8 

add seg & ualx vol ave temp & grab dzual&rualmx to hpf data set 
call system( 'rm temp' ) 
commnd ='grep *volave" pr*lsed -e " s /  volave .*= //">temp' 
call system(commnd) 
commnd = blk 
open(unit=8,file='tempmp',status='old') 
rewind 8 
read(8,*) segvat,ualvat,dzual(icore,i),rualmx(icore,i) 
read(8,*) segvat,ualvat,dzu,runx 
dzual(icore,i) = max(dzual(icore,i),dzu) 
rualmx(icore,i) = max(rualmx(icore,i) ,rumx) 
close (8) 

call system('rm temp') 

commnd ='grep "ldflux" pr*lsed -e " s / "  *Idflux .* =//">temp' 
call system(commnd) 
commnd = blk 
open(unit=8,file='tempmp'rstatus='old1) 
rewind 8 
read(8,*) dl,tsld,tmxld 
close (8) 
call system('rm temphpf') 
open(unit=8,file='temphpf1,status='new') 
write (8, 

add T Ids to hpf data set 

still in mod - 12/17 

& '(2(f6.1,1x),3(f6.4,lx),lp,4(g12.5,1x),0p,f6.2,1x,f6.4,1p, 
& 3g11.4)') 
& r O , z O , p d O , c d O , t m O , o x O , p f O , t x O , f d , t b , c d r , l d  
close (8) 
call system('cat temphpf >> hpf') 
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Table A.8. Code listing of RH7-ANSR (continued) 

call datim(wa1tim) 
write (abuf, ' (a191 ' ) waltim 
read(abuf,'(llx,i2,1x,i2,lx,i2) I )  ih,im,is 
itnew = is + im*60 + ih*3600 
if(itnew.ge.itold) then 
itdif = itnew - itold 
itold = itnew 

itdif = itnew + (86400 - itold) 
itold = itnew 

else 

endi f 
call system('rm temptdif') 
open(unit=66,file='temptdif',status='new') 
write(66,'(i8)') itdif 
close (66) 
call system('date +"%D %j %H %M %St' > tempdate') 
commnd='grep "sed cp" pr*O* I tail -1 I sed " s /  * E.* = * / / I '  I 

& sed " s / : /  /g" I paste tempdate temptdif - >>CPU' 
call system(commnd) 
commnd = blk 

tsomax = m a x (  tSOmax8 0x1 
tstsmax = max(tstsmax,tsh) 
tspfmx = m a x  (tspfmx, pf 0 ) 
tshfmx = max(tshfmx,hfhot) 
tSplEtX = ~(tSpIIlaX,pd) 
tscdmx = max(tscdmx,cd) 
tscdrmx = max(tscdrmx,cdr) 
tsfdmx = max(tsfdmx,fd) 
tsormx = max(tsormx,oXr) 
rualxmx = max(rualxmx,~) 
zualxmx = m a x  ( zualxmx, dzu) 

100 continue 
101 continue 

1000 continue 
C output last time step maximum 

close (5) 

call outmax(ctime,tstsmax,tspfmx,tshfmx,tspmax,tsomax,tsormx, 
& tscdmx, tscdrmx, tsfdmx, txmax, rualxmx, zualxmx) 

C 

C 

call system(' l~ll /tmp/h7.2ans6 /tmp/teccon[ulll) 
call system('date') 

end 
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Table A.8. Code listing of RH7-ANSR (continued) 

cssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine mklh7in(rc,zclpd,cdlcdr,tm,ox,tb,fdltshltsc,tmaxo, 

& rualmx, dzual 1 
C 

character title*80 
dimension tavin(20)ltave(20),hneff(20~lhn(20~,zg(100~,nzg 

data tmmax/ 0 .07 62 / , isort / 2 / , vol f / 0 .112 / , inh7 / 7 / 
data tavin/ 58.50,65.00,70.00,75.00,85.00,90.00195.001105 

& 115.00,120.001125.00,133.50,135.00,145.001155 
& 165.001170.00,175.001183.50,0.0/ 

& xg(100) 1nxg(100) 

data nprs/l9/,off/0.0/ 

input tm is in mm:convert to output in cm 

input ox is in microns:convert to output in cm 

C 
C 

C 
tmcm = tm*O.l 

oxcm = ox*O.OOOl 
C 
C write the heating input deck for this case. 
C 

title ='cscOn' 
write(inh7,lOOOO) title,rc,zc,pd,cd,tm,oxcm 

00 I 
00 I 

10000 format(a5,'rz+ ',f5.0,lx,f6.1,1x,2(f6.4,lx),f6.5,1x,lp,g9.2~ 
C read each line from file part1 and write to inh7 
C call rdwrtfile(inh7,partl) 

write(inh7,10009) '40000 3 0.0 1' 
write(inh7,10009) ' *  units : a n  W s gm' 
write(inh7,10009) 'regions' 
write(inh7,10009) I *  clad front - 10 mils thick = 0.0254' 
write(inh7,10009) '1 1 0.0 0.3968 0 0 0 0.0254' 
write ( inh7,10009 ) ' 1 0 0 0  0 0 1 0 '  
write(inh7,10009) ' *  fuel filler ' 
write(inh7,10009) I *  filler thickness=0.5mils=0.00127 
write(inh7,10009) '11 4 0.0 0.3968 0 0 0.0254 0.1016' 
write(inh7,10009) '3 0 '  

C 
C write out segregation volume and void volume rl&r2 lines 
C centered meat zone:thalff=thickness of each filler zone 
C offset downward by off 

thalff = (tmmax - tmcm)/2.0 
tclad = 0.0254 

C fuelb = bottom of fuel meat zone 
fuelb = max(0.0254 + thalff - off,0.0254) 

C fuelt = top of fuel meat zone 
fuelt = fuelb + tmcm 
fuelt=min(0.l0l6,fuelt) 

C segregation model cy1 
C void is between the meat and upper filler 

voidb = fuelt 
voidt = voidb + 0.0001 
write(inh7,10009) I *  normal fuel overlay used' 

write (inh7,lOOlO) '10 2 0.0 0.3968 0 0 ',fuelb,fuelt 
format (a, 2f 8.5 1 
write(inh7,10009) I 4 1' 

C 

10009 format (a) 

10010 
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C 

10021 

10029 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

vof= 31.0 
segrad= 0.01552 
write(inh7,10021) ' *  cy1 seg.fue1 overlay used,vof=',vof 
format (a, f 6.2 ) 
write ( inh7,lO 02 9 ) ' 2 0 3 0.0 ' ,segrad, ' 0 0 ' , fuelb,fuelt 
format (a , f 8.5, a , 2f 8.5 ) 
write(inh7,10009) ' 5 2' 

if(rualmx.gt.l.0d-8) then 
cy1 ualx overlay 

rualx = min(rualmx,segrad) 
write (inh7,10021) I * cy1 ualx.fue1 overlay used' 
zualb = fuelt - dzual 
zualb = max(zualb, fuelb) 
write(inh7,10029) '50 5 0.0 ',rualx,' 0 0 ',zualb,fuelt 
write(inh7,10009) ' 5 2' 
endif 

write out the rest of region cards 

write(inh7,10009) '*clad back' 
write(inh7,10009) '2 1 0.0 0.3968 0 0 0.1016 0.1270' 
write ( inh7 , 10 009 ) I 2 0 0 0  0 0 0  1' 
write(inh7,10009) * * I  

write(inh7,10009) ' *  one dim model - detacted' 
write(inh7,10009) ' *  clad front - 10 mils thick = 0.0254' 
write(inh7,10009) '31 1 0.4 0.41 0 0 0 0.0254' 
write(inh7,10009) '1 0 0 0  0 0 1 0 '  
write(inh7,10009) ' *  - filler thickness=lmils=0.00254 ' 
write(inh7,00009) '34 4 0.4 0.41 0 0 0.0254 0.1016' 
write(inh7,10009) '3 0' 
write(inh7,10009) I * '  

write(inh7,10009) ' *  ' 
write(inh7,10009) ' *  nonbond void lmmD seg-fuel&filler' 
write(inh7,lOOll) '9 0 0.0 0.05 0 0 ',voidb,voidt 

write(inh7,10009) '0 ' 

write out void here to be sure that all regions are overlaid 

10011 format(a25,2f8.5) 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

write(inh7,10009) I *  normal fuel overlay used' 
write ( inh7,lOOlO ) ' 32 2 0.4 0.41 0 0 ',fuelb,fuelt 
write(inh7,10009) '4 1' 

write(inh7,lOOlO) ' *  clad back' 
write(inh7,lOOlO) '33 1 0.4 0.41 0 0 0.1016 0.1270' 
write(inh7,lOOlO) '2 0 0  0 0 0 0  1' 
write(inh7,lOOlO) I * '  

write out the first of the materials cards 

write(inh7,10009) 'materials' 
write(inh7,10009) I * *********  clading aluminum 6061-to' 
write(inh7,10009) '1 a16061-0 1 0 0 1 '  
write(inh7,10009) I********** fuel filler a1 powder ' 
write(inh7,10009) '4 filler 1.7 ' 
write(inh7,10009) 



& 
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I * * * * * * * * * *  fuel meat a1 powder + u2si3 11.2 % fuel-EOC' 

C write out normal & segregated fuel material lines 
C 

write(inh7,10002) rc, zc, fd 
10002 format('* normal fuel end-cycle@r=',fl0.3,' z=',f10.3, 

& ' fd=',lpg12.5) 
write(inh7,10012) '2 fuel ',cd 

10012 format(alO,fl2.6) 

cgeg 3/11/94 mod to c3 conductivity model 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

10003 
C 
C 

C 

use 50% U3Si2 for all of segregation up to the time step after 
any UAlx is formed. After that point use pure U3Si2. Use a 
temperature dependent k to model conversion to UAlx above 400C 

if(rualx.gt.l.0d-8) then 

else 

endif 
call ualxk(fd,cdualx) 
write(inh7,10003) rc,zc 
format('*lOO%u3si2 @r=',f10.3,' z=',f10.3) 

call u3si2k(fd,cdusi) 

cdusi = cdr 

temperature dependent k for u3si2 is used to model the 
transition to ualx above 400C 

write(inh7,*) '3 u3si2 1 0  0 -2 

write(inh7,*) '5 ualx ',cdualx 
ualx cylinder from previous executions is used 

write out the heat generation 

if on the upper or lower limits of either fuel plate 
use 1.05x1.06=1.113 

+/-26.2 or +/-531.0 

103, 167, 176, 234 
if on side of either plate use 1.02x1.06=1.0812 

otherwise use 1.06 
c--------------- ---------------on ends 

if((abs(abs(zc)-26.2).le.O.5).or.~s(abs(zc)-53l.O).le.O.5)then 
write(inh7,10016) 
format ( 'heat generation', /, 10016 

& I *  fuel heat=300MW/(51.3)=5.847MW/sq.m/side', 
& ' *  =15.349W/cm3 @0.0726cm(30mil) x 1.113') 

10015 format('* normal fuel end-cycle pd=',fl0.3,'@rz=',2flO.3, 
write(inh7,10015) pd,rc,zc,fd 

& ' fd=',lpg12.5) 
q = pd*15349.*1.113*tm/tmcm 

c--------------- ---------------on sides 
else if(((abs(rc-103.0).1e.O.5).or.abs~rc-l67.O).le.O.5) 

& .or.((abs(rc-103.0).le.O.5).or.abs~rc-167.O~.le.O.5))then 
write (inh7,10016) 

10116 format('heat generation',/, 
& I *  fuel heat=300MW/(51.3)=5.847MW/sq.m/side', 
& ' *  =15.349W/cm3 @0.0726~m(30mil) x 1.0812') 

10115 format('* normal fuel end-cycle pd=',fl0.3,'Qrz=',2flO.3) 
write(inh7,10015) pd,rc,zc 
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10216 
& 
& 

10215 

else 
write(inh7,10016) 
format('heat generation',/, 
' *  fuel heat=300MW/(51.3)=5.847MW/sq.m/side', 
I *  =15.349W/cm3 @0.0726cm(30mil) x 1.06') 
write ( inh7,lOOlS ) pd, rc , zc 
format('* normal fuel end-cycle pd=',fl0.3,'@rz=',2flO.3) 
q = pd*15349.*1.06*tmmax/tmcm 
endif 
write(inh7,*) '1 ',q 

C 
C 
C 

10001 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

10119 

write out the initial temp and boundary condition blocks 

write(inh7,10009) 'initial temperatures' 
write(inh7,lOOOl) ' *  hot side cladding initial temp',tsh 
format (a,lp,g12.5) 
write(inh7,lOOOl) '1 ',tsh 
write(inh7,lOOOl) ' *  cold side cladding initial temp', tsc 
write(inh7,lOOOl) '2 ',tsc 
tfilri = (tsh+tmaxo)/2.0 
write(inh7,lOOOl) I *  filler initial temp',tfilri 
write(inh7,lOOOl) '3 ',tfilri 
tfn = (tmaxo-tsh)*0.25 + tsh 
write(inh7,lOOOl) ' *  nom fuel initial temp',tfn 
write (inh7,lOOOl) ' 4  ' , tfn 
write(inh7,lOOOl) I*  seg fuel initial temp',tmaxo 
write(inh7,lOOOl) '5 ',tmaxo 
write(inh7,10009) 'boundary conditions' 
write(inh7,10009) ' *  forced convection water 6OOpsi, 25.0 m/s ' 

write(inh7,*) '1 1 ',tb 
write(inh7,*) '1 4*0 2' 
write(inh7,*) '-1' 

write out boundary temperature 

write out the analytical blocks 

write(inh7,10009) 
write(inh7,10009) 
write(inh7,10009) 
write (inh7,10009) 
write(inh7,10009) 
write(inh7,10009) 
write(inh7,10009) 
write(inh7,10009) 

I * '  

'analytical function' 
' *  function:conductivity aluminum 6061-to' 
'1 3' 
'1,1.5693 2,1.8738e-3 3,-2.5238e-6' 
I *  usr supplied themal conductivity' 
'2' 
I '  

write out the tabular 

write(inh7,10119) 'tabular function' 
format (a161 
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Table A.8. Code listing of RH7-ANSR (continued) 
write(inh7,10019) oxcm,ox 

10019 format( I *  oxide thickness=',fl0.6,' cm',f10.6,'microns1,/, 
& I *  h reduced to 94% for hn uncertainity') 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 
C 

call hvst (tb, inh7, hn, tavin) 

thk=oxcm 
cndox=1.3*1.730735*1.e-2 
resox=thk/cndox 

calculate effective hn including oxide layer 

do 200 i=l,nprs 
v 94% h for 95% limits case 

hnef f (i) =l. / (1. /hn (i) *O .94+resox) 
ts=tb+2.*(tavin(i)-tb) 
ti=tb+(ts-tb)*hn(i)/hneff(i) 

tave(i)=.5*(ti+tb) 

write(inh7,*) '1 ' 
write(inh7,*) ' ',tave(l),hneff(l) 

write(inh7,10020) '4 ',tave(i) ,hneff (i) 

c output to table is average of new surface t and bulk t 

200 continue 

do 300 i=2,nprs 

10020 format(a2,2f10.6) 
300 continue 

C write tabular data for temperature dependent.conductivity 
C for u3si2 part of seg spot-transition to ualx above 400C 

C 

C 
write(inh7,*) '2 
write(inh7,*) '0 ',cdusi,' 400.0 ',cdusi,' 400.1 ',cdualx, 

& 1000.0 ',cdualx 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

write out the radial grid block 

write(inh7,10009) 
& I *  grid is square except in radial region outside of -127' 

& I *  & in refined zones +/-0.005 of nonbond edge & seg spot' 

& vof 

write ( inh7,10009 ) 

write(inh7,'(a,f6.4)')'* cylinder model r=0.02562 ut=1.387,vof=', 

write (inh7,10009) 'xgrid' 
sgradm = segrad - 0.005 
sgradp = segrad + 0.005 

load xg array 
xg(1) = 0 

xg(2) = 0.045 
xg(3) = 0.05 
xg(4) = 0.055 

xg(5) = 0.1016 
xg(6) = 0.12700 
xg(7) = 0.1778 
xg(8) = 0.2794 

divisions for a nonbond 

provides for gradiated mesh 



C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

C 

C 
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xg(9) = 0.3968 
Id model 

xg(l0) = 0 . 4  
xg(l1) = 0.41 

xg(12) = sgradm 
xg(13) = segrad 
xg(14) = sgradp 

segregation model 

the refined section inside the nonbond radius is the 
last input 

ixg = 14 
if(rualx.gt.l.0d-8) then 
if(rualx.ge.sgradm.and.rualx.1t.segrad) then 

else if(rualx.lt.sgradm) then 
xg(5) = rualx 

ixg = ixg + 1 
xg(ixg) = rualx 
endi f 
endif 

call sortg(xg,ixg) 

if(ixg.le.7) then 

else 

sort x grid lines 

write out grid lines 

write(inh7, (7f8.5) I )  (xg 

write(inh7, (7f8.5) ' 1  (xg 
write(inh7,'("@ ",7f8.5 
endi f 

dr0 = sgradm/4 
drl = 0.01/8 
dr2 = (0.1016-0.05) /9 
d r 3  = dr2*2 
dr4 = dr3*2 
dr5 = dr4*2 
d r 6  = dr5*2 

set divisions 

iw),iw=l,ixg) 

iw) ,iw=1,7) 
iw) , iw=8 , ixg 

nxg(l1 = max(l8ifix(xg(2)/dr0)) 
do 310 il=2,ixg 
if(xg(il).lt.sgradm) then 

else if(xg(il).le.sgradp) then 

else if(xg(ill.le.0.045) then 

else if(xg(il).le.0.055) then 

else if(xg(il).le.O.l016) then 

nxg(i1-1) = max(l,ifix((xg(il)-xg(il-l))/drO)) 

nxg(i1-1) = max(l,ifix( (xg(il)-xg(il-l) ) /drl) ) 

nxg(i1-1) = max(l,ifix((xg(il)-xg(il-~~)/dr2)) 

nxg(i1-1) = max(l,ifix( (xg(i1)-xg(i1-1) ) /drl) ) 

nxg(i1-1) = max(l,ifix((xg(il)-xg(il-l))/dr2)) 
else if(xg 
nxg(i1-1) 
else if(xg 
nxg ( il-1) 
else if(xg 
nxg(i1-1) 
else if(xg 
nxg (il-1) 

il).le.0.1270) then 
= max(l,ifix( (xg(il)-xg(il-l))/dr3) 
il).le.0.1778) then 
= max(l,ifix( (xg(il)-xg(il-l) ) / d r 4 )  
il) . le. 0.2794 ) then 
= max(l,ifix((xg(il)-xg(il-l))/dr5) 
ill . le. 0 -3 9 6 8 ) then 
= max(l,ifix( (xg(il)-xg(il-l) ) /dr6) 
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C 

C 

else 

endi f 
nxg(i1-1) = 1 

310 continue 
write(inh7,'(23i3)') (nxg(iw),iw=l,ixg-1) 

C 
C write out the axial grid block 
C 

write(inh7,10009) I *  axial grid adapted to seg fuel cyl' 
write (inh7,10009) 'zgrid' 

zg(1) = 0 
zg(2) = 0.0254 
zg(3) = voidb 
zg(4) = voidt 
zg(5) = fuelb 
zg(6) = fuelt 
zg(7) = 0.1016 
zg(8) = 0.1270 
izg = 8 
if(rualx.gt.l.0d-8) then 

C load zg array 

izg = izg + 1 
zg(izg) = zualb 
endi f 

sort the z grid lines 
call sortg(zg,izg) 

if(izg.le.7) then 

else 

write out grid lines 

write(inh7, ' (7f8.5) I )  (zg(iw) ,iw=l,izg) 

write(inh7, * (7f8.5) I )  (zg(iw) ,iw=1,7) 
write(inh7,'(''@ ",7f8.5)') (zg(iw),iw=8,izg) 
endi f 

C 
C set divisions 

dz = 0.0254/10 
nzg(1) = max(l,ifix(zg(2)/dz)) 
do 315 il=2,izg 
nzg(i1-1) = max(l,ifix((zg(il)-zg(il-l))/dz)) 

3 15 continue 
write(inh7,'(23i3)') (nzg(iw),iw=l,izg-1) 

C 
C write out the rest of the input deck 
C 

write(inh7, ' (a) ' 1  ' *  ' 
write (inh7, (a) ) ' steady state parameters ' 
write(inh7,'(a)') '2,100,1.0d-5' 
write(inh7, (a) ' 1  ' %  ' 

C 
return 
end 
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cssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine hvst(tbi,inh7,hpet,tbar) 

C 
C this routine will calculate the lieat transfer 
C coefficient as a function of temperature for input into 
HFATING6. 
C The Petukhov correlation is used with tablular values from 
C creek and siman tov 9/30/91 

C conditions: 
C pressure = 600 psia 
C velocity = 25.0 m/s 
C 
C Dhy = 4*(0.127*7.029)/(2*(7.029+0.127)) 
C Dhy = 2.49492e-3 m 
C temperature range from 49 C to 90 C to 120 C 

C 

hydraulic diameter of real upper core area/perimeter 

dimension rho(20) ,ttab(l9) ,cp(20) ,xnu(20) ,xk(20) ,pr(20) 
dimension b(20) ,c(20) ,d(20) ,tba(3) 
dimension tbar(20) ,hpet (20) 

C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

L 

data v/25.0/,ntab/19/ 

vvvvvw = gap height of 45 mils 
data gh/1.143e-3/ 

temperature of the table - C 
data ttab/27,40,50,60,80,90,100,120,140,~50,160,177,180, 

200,220,240,250,260,277/ 

density kg/cu.m 
nu = kinematic vicosity data m**2/s 
mu = dynamic vicosity data Pa s 
conductivity - W/sq.m-K 
heat capacity kJ/kgC 

C 
C 
C 

I 

s=7.029e-2 
Dhy = 4*gh*s/(2*(gh+s)) 

write(inh7,lOOOO) I *  h as a function of ave bulk and wall', 
6c ' temp for these conditions' 

write(inh7,lOOOl) I *  for the 3d gap in upper 

write(inh7,'(a14,lp,g12.5)') ' *  velocity=',v 
write(inh7,lOOOl) ' *  Hydraulic diameter= 2.494923-03 ' 
write(inh7,lOOOl) ' *  Gap height= 1.270003-03 I 

write(inh7,lOOOl) ' *  Gap span= 7.029003-02 1 

write(inh7,lOOOl) ' *  pethukov table I 

write(inh7,lOOOl) ' *  rho=1071.0 k=0.63433 mu=3.684533-04' 
write(inh7,10002) I *  bulk temp ',tbi 

10000 format (a38,a26) 

10001 format (a37) 

10002 format(alO,lp,g12.5) 
C 

tb = tbi 
ib = 1 

at a bulk temperature of tb the heat transfer coefficient is a 
function of the wall temperature using the petuhkov correlation. 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

for each temperature in the table find the heat transfer 
coefficient for the upper and lower core conditions. 

find friction factor (Filonenko) for rectangular channel 
ff = (1.0875 -0.1125(b/s)) * (1.82*dloglO(reb) - 1.64)**-2 
reb = Bulk Reynolds number - V*Dhy/mub 
xnub = relative viscosity at tb 

find the kinematic viscosity at tb 

density of D20 
tf = 1.8*tb + 32. 
rho(ib) = 1117.772605 - 0.077855*tf - 8.42e-4*tf**2 

conductivity of D20 
tl = (1.8*tb + 491.67)/1e4 
xk(ib) = -0.4521496 + 36.0743280*tl - 357.99773221*tlX*2 

& + 924.0219962*t1**3 
C specific heat of D20 

cp(ib) = 2.237124 + 122.217151*tl - 2303.384060ft1**2 
& +13555.737878*t1**3 

C dynamic viscosity of D20 
xmub = -1.111606e-4 + 9.46e-8*tf + 0.0873655375/tf + 

& 0.4111103409/tf**2 
C kinematic viscosity of D20 

xnu(ib) = xmub/rho(ib) 
reb = V*Dhy/xnu (ib) 
ff = (1.0875 -O.ll25*(gh/s))/(l.82*loglO(reb) -1.64)**2 

calculate bulk Prandtl number and viscosity 
pr(ib) = lOOO.O*mu(ib)*rho(ib)*cp(ib)/xk(ib) 

C 
C 

write(inh7,10003) '*This gives xnub= ',xnu(ib),' Prb= ',pr(ib) 
10003 

10004 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

format (a18, lp, g12.5, a6, g12.5) 
write (inh7,10004) '*This gives Reb= I ,reb, ff= ' 
f0rmat(al7,lp,gl2.5,a5~g12.5~a9) 

find Nusselt number at each wall temperatures. 

do 200 i=l,ntab 

find the fluid conductivity at the wall (twttab 

tw = ttab(i) 

cal the fluid absolute viscosity at the wall 

tf = 1.8*tw + 32. 
viscosity of D20 

ff, I upper' 

i) 1 

xmuw = -1.111606e-4 + 9.46e-8*tf + 0.0873655375/tf + 
rhow = 1117.772605 - 0.077855*tf - 8.42e-4*tf**2 
xnuw = xmuw/rhow 

& 0.4111103409/tf**2 

C 
xnusl = (ff*reb*pr(ib)*(xmub/xmuw)**O.ll) 
xnus2l = 1 + 3.4*ff 
xnus22 = (11.7 + 1.8/pr(ib)**(1./3.)) 
xnus23 = sqrt(ff/8) 
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xnus24 = (pr(ib)**(2./3.) - 1) 
n u s  = xnusl/(8*(xnus2l+~n~~22*xn~~23*~~~24)) 

h2 = h/10000. 

tbar(i) = 0.5*(tb+tw) 
hpet(i) = h2 

h - - xnus*xk(ib)/Dhy 

c put average t and h into vectors for output 

200 continue 
2000 continue 
3000 continue 

return 
end 

c f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f  
integer function lnblnk ( str ) 
character* ( *  ) str 
11 = len(str) 
do 100 i=ll,l,-1 
if ( str(i:i).ne.' ) then 
lnblnk = i 
return 

end if 
100 continue 

lnblnk = 0 
return 
end 

subroutine outmax(ctime,tstsmax,tspfmx,tsh€mx,tspmax,tsomax, 

character ctime*8 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss~sssssssssssssssssssssss 

6r tsormx, tscdmx, tscdrmx, tsfdmx, txmax) 

C output last time step maximum and clear . 
write(6,*) I 

write(6,*) ' maximums at ',ctime 
write(6, *) surf-ternp,pf ,hf ,pd I ,  tstsinax, tspfmx, tshfmx, tspmax 
write(6,*) ' ox,oxr ',tsomax,tsormx 
write(6,*) txmax ',txmax 
write (6, *) cd, cdr, fd I ,  tscdmx, tscdrmx, tsfdmx 
write(6,*) I 

tstsmax = 0.0 
tspfmx = 0.0 
tshfmx = 0.0 
tspmax = 0.0 
tsomax = 0.0 
tsormx = 0.0 
tscdmx = 0.0 
tscdrmx = 0.0 
tsfdmx = 0.0 
txmax = 0.0 

C 
return 
end 
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csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine u3si2k(fd,cdi) 

C 

C 

fd is fission density in fission / cu.cm s 

cdtab is conductivity W/mK 
cdi is conductivity W/cmK 

for segregated fuel (50% u3Si2) j.rest data 

dimension cdtab(8l),fdtab(81) 
data ifdlast/81/ 

data fdtab/O, 1.00103+20, 2.00203+20, 3.00303+20, 4.00403+20, 
& 5.00503+20, 6.00603+20, 7.00703+20, 8.00813+20, 9.00913+20, 
& 1.00103+21, 1.10113+21, 1.20123+21, 1.30133+21, 1.40143+21, 
& 1.50153+21, 1.60163+21, 1.70173+21, 1.80183+21, 1.90193+21, 
& 2.00203+21, 2.10213+21, 2.20223+21, 2.30233+21, 2.40243+21, 
& 2.50253+21, 2.60263+21, 2.70273+21, 2.80283+21, 2.90293+21, 
& 3.00303+21, 3.10313+21, 3.20323+21, 3.30333+21, 3.40343+21, 
& 3.50353+21, 3.60363+21, 3.70373+21, 3.80383+21, 3.90393+21, 
& 4.00403+21, 4.10413+21, 4.20423+21, 4.30433+21, 4.40443+21, 
& 4.50453+21, 4.60463+21, 4.70473+21, 4.80483+21, 4.90493+21, 
& 5.00503+21, 5.10513+21, 5.20523+21, 5.30533+21, 5.40543+21, 
& 5.50553+21, 5.60563+21, 5.70573+21, 5.80583+21, 5.90593+21, 
& 6.00603+21, 6.10613+21, 6.20623+21, 6.30633+21, 6.40643+21, 
& 6.50653+21, 6.60663+21, 6.70673+21, 6.80683+21, 6.90693+21, 
& 7.00703+21, 7.10713+21, 7.20723+21, 7.30733+21, 7.40743+21, 
& 7.50753+21, 7.60763+21, 7.70773+21, 7.80783+21, 7.90793+21, 
& 25.e+21/ 

& 1.43283+01, 1.42683+01, 1.42103+01, 1.41563+01, 1.41043+01, 
& 1.40543+01, 1.40053+01, 1.39593+01, 1.39133+01, 1.38693+01, 
& 1.38263+01, 1.37843+01, 1.37423+01, 1.37023+01, 1.36633+01, 
& 1.36243+01, 1.35853+01, 1.35283+01, 1.34703+01, 1.34153+01, 
& 1.33603+01, 1.33053+01, 1.32503+01, 1.31963+01, 1.31413+01, 
& 1.30873+01, 1.30323+01, 1.29783+01, 1.29233+01, 1.28693+01, 
& 1.28143+01, 1.27603+01, 1.27063+01, 1.26513+01, 1.25983+01, 
& 1.25443+01, 1.24903+01, 1.24343+01, 1.23773+01, 1.23213+01, 
& 1.22643+01, 1.22083+01, 1.21523+01, 1.20963+01, 1.20403+01, 
& 1.19843+01, 1.19293+01, 1.18733+01, 1.18183+01, 1.17643+01, 
& 1.17093+01, 1.16553+01, 1.16013+01, 1.15483+01, 1.14943+01, 
& 1.14413+01, 1.13893+01, 1.13363+01, 1.12843+01, 1.12333+01, 
& 1.11813+01, 1.11313+01, 1.00053+01, 6.59213+00, 4.48093+00, 
& 3.95163+00, 3.73523+00, 3.63673+00, 3.57763+00, 3.53173+00, 
& 3.48933+00, 3.44613+00, 3.40113+00, 3.35403+00, 3.30523+00, 
& 3.3052/ 

fdtab fission density per cu.cm 

data cdtab/14.639,14.639,1.45443+01,1.44643+01,1.43933+01, 

if(fd.lt.O.0) then 
write(6,*)' error in table read fdcO' 
stop 
endi f 

C 
imatch = 0 
do 100 i=l,ifdlast 
if(fd.ge.fdtab(i)) imatch = i 

100 continue 
if(fd.ge.fdtab(ifdlast)) then 
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C 

C 

C 
C 

C 

fdratio = fd/fdtab(ifdlast) 
write (6, * )  ' fd=maximum (seg) was ' , fd, fdratio 
endi f 
i = imatch 
if(i.le.0) then 

cdi = cdtab(1) 
if fd = 0 then cd = cdO 

else if(i.ge.ifdlast) then 
if fd > max then cd = cd @ fdmax 

cdi = cdtab(ifd1ast) 

cdi = cdtab (i) + (cdtab (i+l) -cdtab (i) ) 
else 

& * (fd-fdtab(i.1) / (fdtab(i+l)-fdtab(i) ) 
endif 

convert to W/cmK 
cdi = cdi /loo. 
return 
end 

cssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss~ssssssssssssssssssssssss 

c. 
C fd is fission density in fission / cu.cm s 
C for ualx fuel j.rest data 
C cdtab is conductivity W/mK 
C cdi is conductivity W/cmK 

subroutine ualxk(fd,cdi) 

C 

dimension cdtab(202),fdtab(202) 
data ifdlast/202/ 

data fdtab/O, 1.00103+20, 2.00203+20, 3.00303+20, 4.00403+20, 
fdtab fission density per cu.cm 

& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 

5.00503+20, 6.00603+20, 

1.50153+21, 1.60163+21, 

2.50253+21, 2.60263+21, 
3.00303+21, 3.10313+21, 
3.50353+21, 3.60363+21, 
4.00403+21, 4.10413+21, 
4.50453+21, 4.60463+21, 
5.00503+21, 5.10513+21, 
5.50553+21, 5.60563+21, 
6.00603+21, 6.10613+21, 
6.50653+21, 6.60663+21, 
7.00703+21, 7.10713+21, 
7.50753+21, 7.60763+21, 
8.00813+21, 8.10823+21, 
8.50863+21, 8.60873+21, 
9.00913+21, 9.10923+21, 
9.50963+21, 9.60973+21, 
1.00103+22, 1.01103+22, 
1.05113+22, 1.06113+22, 

1.15123+22, 1.16123+22, 

1.25133+22, 1.26133+22, 

1.00103+21, 1.10113+21, 

2.00203+21, 2.10213+21, 

1.10113+22, 1.11113+22, 

1.20123+22, 1.21123+22, 

7.00703+20, 

1.70173+21, 

2.70273+21, 
3.20323+21, 
3.70373+21, 
4.20423+21, 
4.70473+21, 
5.20523+21, 
5.70573+21, 
6.20623+21, 
6.70673+21, 
7.20723+21, 
7.70773+21, 
8.20833+21, 
8.70883+21, 
9.20933+21, 
9.70983+21, 

1.07113+22, 

1.17123+22, 

1.27133+22, 

1.2 012E+2 1, 

2.20223+21, 

1.02103+22, 

1.12113+22, 

1.22123+22, 

8.00813+20, 9.00913+20, 
1.30133+21, 1.40143+21, 
1.80183+21, 1.90193+21, 
2.30233+21, 2.40243+21, 
2.80283+21, 2.90293+21, 
3.30333+21, 3.40343+21, 
3.80383+21, 3.90393+21, 
4.30433+21, 4.40443+21, 
4.80483+21, 4.90493+21, 
5.30533+21, 5.40543+21, 
5.80583+21, 5.90593+21, 
6.30633+21, 6.40643+21, 

7.30733+21, 7.40743+21, 
7.80783+21, 7.90793+21, 
8.30843+21, 8.40853+21, 
8.80893+21, 8.90903+21, 
9.30943+21, 9.40953+21, 
9.80993+21, 9.91003+21, 
1.03103+22, 1.04103+22, 
1.08113+22, 1.09113+22, 
1.13113+22, 1.14113+22, 
1.18123+22, 1.19123+22, 
1.23123+22, 1.24123+22, 
1.28133+22, 1.29133+22, 

6..80683+21, 6.90693+21, 
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& 1.30133+22, 1.31133+22, 1.32133+22, 1.33133+22, 1.34133+22, 
& 1.35143+22, 1.36143+22, 1.37143+22, 1.38143+22, 1.39143+22, 
& 1.40143+22, 1.41143+22, 1.42143+22, 1.43143+22, 1.44143+22, 
& 1.45153+22, 1.46153+22, 1.47153+22, 1.48153+22, 1.49153+22, 
& 1.50153+22, 1.51153+22, 1.52153+22, 1.53153+22, 1.54153+22, 
& 1.55163+22, 1.56163+22, 1.57163+22, 1.58163+22, 1.59163+22, 
& 1.60163+22, 1.61163+22, 1.62163+22, 1.63163+22, 1.64173+22, 
& 1.65173+22, 1.66173+22, 1.67173+22, 1.68173+22, 1.69173+22, 
& 1.70173+22, 1.71173+22, 1.72173+22, 1.73173+22, 1.74183+22, 
& 1.75183+22, 1.76183+22, 1.77183+22, 1.78183+22, 1.79183+22, 
& 1.80183+22, 1.81183+22, 1.82183+22, 1.83183+22, 1.84193+22, 
& 1.85193+22, 1.86193+22, 1.87193+22, 1.88193+22, 1.89193+22, 
& 1.90193+22, 1.91193+22, 1.92193+22, 1.93193+22, 1.94203+22, 
& 1.95203+22, 1.96203+22, 1.97203+22, 1.98203+22, 1.99203+22, 
& 2.00203+22, 2.5e+22/ 
data cdtab/7.9131, 7.9131,7.8619,7.8190,7.7807, 

& 
& 
6r 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 
& 

7.7456, 
7.5974, 
7.4743 , 
7.3653, 
7.2232, 
7.0761, 
6.9292, 
6 -7834, 
6.6328, 
6.4818, 
6.3337, 
6.1894, 
6.0494, 
5.9140, 
5.7831, 
5.6596, 
5.5405 , 
5.4252, 
5.3135, 
5.2049, 
5.0993, 
4.9964, 
4.8960, 
4.7979 , 
4.7019, 
4.6079, 
4.5157, 
4.4252, 
4 -3363, 
4.2488, 
4.1628, 
4.0780, 
3.9945, 
3.9122, 
3.8309, 
3.7508, 
3.6716, 
3.5934, 
3.5160, 
3.4396, 

7.7129, 
7.5713, 
7.4516, 
7.3442, 
7.1937, 
7.0467, 
6.8999, 
6.7545, 
6.6024, 
6 -4520, 
6.3045, 
6.1610, 
6.0219, 
5.8874, 
5.7579, 
5.6355, 
5.5172, 
5.4026, 
5.2915 , 
5.1836, 
5.0785, 
4.9762 , 
4.8762, 
4.7786, 
4.6830, 
4.5893, 
4.4975 , 
4.4073 , 
4.3186, 
4.2315 , 
4.1457, 
4.0612, 
3.9779, 
3.8958, 
3.8148, 
3.7348, 
3.6559, 
3.5778, 
3.5007, 
3.4396/ 

7.6820, 
7.5460, 
7.4294, 
7 -3137, 
7.1643 , 
7.0173, 
6.8706, 
6.7241, 
6.5721, 
6.4222, 
6.2755, 
6.1328, 
5 * 9947, 
5.8611, 
5.7331, 
5.6115, 
5.4940, 
5.3801, 
5.2697, 
5.1623, 
5.0579, 
4.9560, 
4.8565, 
4.7593, 
4.6641, 
4.5708, 
4.4793, 
4.3894, 
4.3011, 
4.2142, 
4.1287, 
4.0445, 
3.9614, 
3.8795, 
3.7987, 
3.7190, 
3.6402, 
3.5623, 
3.4854, 

7.6526, 
7.5215, 
7.4076, 
7.2828, 
7.1349, 
6.9879, 
6.8415, 
6.6936, 
6.5419, 
6 -3926, 
6.2466, 
6.1048, 
5.9676, 
5.8349, 
5.7084, 
5.5877, 
5 -4709, 
5 -3578, 
5.2480, 
5.1412 , 
5.0373, 
4.9359, 
4.8369, 
4.7401, 
4.6453, 
4.5524, 
4.4612, 
4.3716 , 
4.2836, 
4.1970, 
4.1118, 
4.0278, 
3.9450, 
3.8633, 
3.7827, 
3 -7031, 
3.6245, 
3.5469, 
3.4701, 

7.6245, 
7.4976, 
7.3863, 
7.2528, 
7.1055, 
6.9585, 
6.8124, 
6.6632, 
6.5118, 
6.3631, 
6.2179, 
6.0770, 
5.9407, 
5.8089, 
5.6839, 
5.5640, 
5.4480, 
5 -3356, 
5.2264, 
5.1202, 
5.0168, 
4.9159, 
4.8174, 
4.7210, 
4.6266, 
4.5340, 
4.4432, 
4 3539, 
4.2662 , 
4.1799, 
4.0949, 
4.0111, 
3.9285, 
3.8471, 
3.7667, 
3.6873, 
3.6089, 
3.5314, 
3.4548, 
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C 

C 

100 

C 

C 

C 

if(fd.lt.O.0) then 
write(6,*)' error in table read fd<O' 
stop 
end? f 

imatch = 0 
do 100 i=l,ifdlast 

continue J 

if(fd.ge.fdtab(ifdlast)) then 
fdratio = fd/fdtab(ifdlast) 
write(6, *)  ' fd-maximum(seg) was', fd, fdratio 

if(fd.ge.fdtab(i)) imatch = i 

endi f 
i = imatch 
if(i.le.0) then 

cdi = cdtab(1) 
if fd = 0 then cd = cdO 

else if(i.ge.ifdlast) then 
if fd > max then cd = cd @ fdmax 

cdi = cdtab(ifd1ast) 

cdi = cdtab(i) + (cdtab(i+l)-cdtab(i)) 
else 

& *(fd-fdtab(i))/(fdtab(i+l)-fdt~(i)l 
endif 

cdi = cdi/100. 
return 
end 

convert to W/cmK 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

C 

C 

300 
C 

350 

3 60 

subroutine sortg(a,lend) 
sort the array in acending and order remove duplicates 

real a(40) 
data maxl/40/ 

do 300 io=l,lend 
sort a 

do 300 i=l,lend-1 
if(a(i).gt.a(i+l)) then 
adum = a(i) 
a(i) = a(i+l) 
a(i+l) = adum 
endif 

continue 
omit duplicates from sorted list 

lendn = lend 
do 400 io=l,lendn-1 
lendni = lend 
do 360 i=l,lendni-1 
if(i+l.gt.lend) go to 400 
if(abs(a(i)-a(i+l)).le.l.Od-5) then 
do 350 ii=i+l,lend-1 

a(1end) = 0 
lend = lend - 1 
a(ii) = a(ii+l) 

endif 
continue 
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400 continue 
return 
end 
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#include <sys/types.h> 
#include <sys/times.h> 
#include <time.h> 

extern struct tm *localtimeO; 
extern time-t time(); 
struct tm *tm; 
time-t Clock; 

void datim (string) 
char *string; 
{ 
Clock = time (0) ; 
tm = localtime(&Clock); 
memcpy(string,asctime(tm) ,241 ; 

I 

void getmem(int *number,int *size,int *array,int *addr,int *offset) 
{ int *malloc(); 
int *addrp; 
addrp = malloc ( (*number) * (*size) ) ; 
*offset = (int) (addrp-array) *sizeof (int) / (*size) ; 
*ad& = (int) addrp; 

I 

void chgmem(int *number,int *size,int *array,int *addr,int *offset) 
{ int *realloc ( ) ; 
int *addrp; 
addrp = realloc(*addr,(*number)*(*size)); 
*offset = (int) (addrp-array)*sizeof(int)/(*size); 
*addr = (intladdrp; 

double second ( ) 
{ 
double cpu; 
struct tms now; 
times (&now) ; 
cpu = (double)now.tms-utime/CLK-TCK; 
return (cpu) ; 

1 



APPENDIX B 
CRITICAL HEAT FLUX ANALYSIS 

The critical heat flux condition is characterized by a large reduction in 
local heat transfer coefficient that results from the displacement of liquid by 
vapor next to the surface. The existence of a vapor bubble on the surface at 
the point of maximum heat flux would produce less effective heat transfer 
over a portion of the surface above the defect pair. A reduction in heat 
transfer effectiveness will tend to increase the local heat flux. This 
investigation was conducted to determine if the vapor region would likely 
increase in size or be limited by natural conditions. 

A model for a fuel defect pair in a maximum thickness meat layer 
was modified by placing an adiabatic region on the hot-side surface of the 
clad, Fig. B. 1. This region simulates the formation of a steam bubble on the 
hot side of the fuel plate due to a hypothetical system change. The vapor 
region will reduce the heat transfer from the surface to the liquid. An 
adiabatic condition was a conservative assumption for the prediction of 
bubble size reduction. This analysis should overpredict the heat flux at the 
edge of the bubble because of this conservatively low assumption of the heat 
transfer. Thus if the analysis were to predict that the heat flux at the edge of 
a bubble was not significantly higher than a slightly smaller bubble, the 
bubble should not grow in size. In actuality the bubble should reduce in size 
and produce a natural limiting condition. Such a condition would indicate 
that vapor bubbles would not increase in size without other external 
conditions changing. This stability of the bubble could be an important 
benefit, allowing higher operating conditions. However, the conclusions 
from the investigation were not definitive. 

Cylinder segregation, 0.762 mm meat 
Segregated fuel 

I 
I 

t 
Adiabatic steam bubble 

Fig. B.l. Critical heat flux analysis model. 

B.l  



B.2 

The peaking factor for this conservative analysis increased sharply as 
the bubble size was increased, Fig. B.2. This rapid rise in the local heat flux 
at the edge of the adiabatic bubble indicates that once formed the bubble will 
increase in size as long as the peaking factor is above the initial value. The 
largest radius analyzed was 4.0 mm and the peaking factors were continuing 
to increase. For much larger bubbles, it may be possible for the peaking 
factor to be lower than the initial value. However, this may not be a very 
useful result because of the flow disruption by the bubble. It is likely that the 
bubble will have a height that is a large fraction of the diameter. A bubble 2 
to 4 mm high will adversely disrupt the flow in the 12.7-mm-high channels 
and invalidate the assumption that the heat transfer coefficients not under the 
bubble are the same as for undisturbed flow. Reducing these coefficients 
would increase the tendency for the bubble to increase in size. Thus a 
potential limiting condition that may exist above 4 mm diam in the analysis 
would not be realistic. 

0 1 2 3 4 
Bubble radius (mm) 

Fig. B.2. Maximum peaking factor as a function 
of the size of an adiabatic region on the surface on 
the model. 

The rapid rise in the cold side peaking factor indicates that an 
additional bubble will form on the opposite side above a radius of 1.5 mm. 
This will further accelerate the bubble growth on the hot-side by restricting 
the plate cooling from the cold-side. 



B.3 

It is possible that reducing the conservatism of the model by the 
inclusion of a more accurate heat transfer across the vapor region could 
reduce the rapidity of this increase and alter the conclusions. Large 
uncertainties in these heat transfer mechanisms under the critical heat flux 
condition make it difficult to develop an analysis that would be more 
conclusive. 

The reduction in heat transfer effectiveness on the hot side of the 
model also adversely affects the maximum temperatures in this analysis. 
Figure B.3 presents these temperatures. These analyses were performed with 
an adaptation of the L7 end-of-cycle models. The segregated material was 
assumed to be 50% U3Si2. 

350 
0 1 2 3 4 

Bubble radius (mm) 

Fig. B.3. Maximum temperature in the center of segregation volume as a 
function of the size of an adiabatic region on the surface on the model. 





APPENDIX C 
FUNCTIONAL REPLACEMENT FOR HEATING 

ANALYSES 

The TASHA code is used for ANSR Safety Analyses. It determines 
the operational limits that should be imposed on the ANSR to maintain safe 
conditions. The thermal models in TASHA are a collection of 1-D idealized 
models. TASHA uses the modified heat flux to calculate the local maximum 
fuel temperature. In the TASHA mode, the local heat flux is modified from 
nominal by the hot spot and heat generation uncertainty factors. The thermal 
conductivity of the clad, filler and meat is then used in a one-dimensional 
model to calculate the maximum fuel temperature. This temperature will be 
greater than that expected for normal fuel (without a defect pair) at the same 
location because of the use of the hot spot uncertainty. However, because the 
lower conductivity of the segregated fuel is not considered, this model 
underestimates the maximum temperatures. In addition, the peaking factor 
used in TASHA is fixed for all points and all time steps. This assumption is 
overly conservative, as shown in Sect. 4. It may be necessary to improve the 
TASHA code to more accurately predict local fuel temperatures. 

The next logical improvement of the TASHA code would be to 
include a more accurate thermal model to determine the local peaking factor 
and maximum temperatures. It was felt that directly including the 
HEATING type of fuel defect analysis might require excessive 
computational resources. 

As an alternative approach, a reasonably accurate correlation of 
peaking factor as a function of the thermal modeling parameters might be 
possible. This possibility was investigated by using the results from a 
selection of cases that encompass the maximum range of five variables and 
attempting to fit several functions to these data. The variables investigated 
included relative power density, meat thickness, fission density, coolant 
temperature and oxide thickness. The ranges used to produce the 
correlations are shown in Table C.l. A set of 3 125 cases was generated by 
varying each parameter over five values spanning the minimum to 
maximum. Each parameter value is used in combination with every 
parameter value in the set. This data set is called the permutation data set. 

Although several functional forms were investigated, a fairly simple 
function was found to achieve a reasonable fit with these data. The 
correlation for peaking factor is described in Eq.(C.l). The coefficients and 
exponents in this fit were determined from a multivariable optimization 
technique. The technique used was a straightforward minimum search 
method. The minimum value of the first of the optimization variables was 
determined. This new value was used in the minimization of the second. 

c. 1 



c.2 
This process was repeated for each variable to complete a calculation cycle. 
After the second calculation cycle the residuals are checked to determine 
convergence. As long as the residuals are decreasing the cycles are 
continued. This technique can be very sensitive to the starting conditions. 
Various starting conditions were used to have more assurance that the local 
minimum that is found is truly the global minimum. The correctness of the 
fit was tested by performing a fit using the SAS system nonlinear 
optimization WIN) procedure. The results were nearly identical. Although 
the SAS NLIN procedure has a more rigorous procedure for finding the 
global minimum, both techniques agree on the m u m  values. . .  

Table C.l Ranges of parameters 

0 

Parameter Minimum Maximum 
Power density 0.3 2.3534 
Fission density 2.4651 x 
Meat thickness 0.1778 mm 0.762 mm 
Coolant temperature 45°C 130°C 
Oxide thickness 0 pm 30 pm 

Although several functional forms were investigated, a fairly simple 
function was found to achieve a reasonable fit with these data. The 
correlation for peaking factor is described in equation C.l. The coefficients 
and exponents in this fit were determined from a multi-variable optimization 
technique. The technique used was a straightforward minimum search 
method. The minimum value of the f is t  of the optimization variables was 
determined. This new value was used in the minimization of the second. 
This process was repeated for each variable to complete a cycle. After the 
second cycle the residuals are checked to determine convergence. As long as 
the residuals are decreasing the cycles are continued. This technique can be 
very sensitive to the starting conditions. Various starting conditions were 
used to have more assurance that the local minimum that is found is truly the 
global minimum. The correctness of the fit was tested by performing a fit 
using the NLIN procedure. The results were neaily identical. Although the 
NLIN procedure has a more rigorous procedure for finding the global 
minimum, both techniques agree on the minimum \dues. 

The correlation produced peaking factors are plotted against the 
HEATING produced peaking factors in Fig. C.1. The pattern shows a 
reasonable fit. The coolant temperature is not used in this peaking factor 
correlation because testing showed this parameter was not needed. 
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where 
Cpf = Correlation produced peaking factor 
Pd = Relative power density 
kf = Thermal conductivity of normal fuel (W/mm0C) calculated from 

fission density 
ks = Thermal conductivity of segregated fuel (W/mm°C) calculated 

from fission density 
tm = Meatthickness (mm) 
x, = Oxide layer thickness (pm) 
~1 = 0.5081 
c;! = 0.3969 
el = 0.0043 
e2 = -0.0683 
e3 = 0.0136 
e4 = -0.0537 
e5 = -0.0512 

This gives 

1 0.0043 -0.0683 k0.0136 -0.0537 -0.0512 
Cpf = 0.5081 + 0.3969(pd kf S ‘m xo 

The correlation in Fig. C.l appears to be very reasonable but was 
generated for the permutation data set. As described above this data set was 
distributed evenly on the ranges of each variable. These data may not be 
representative of a specific core design and, due to the nonlinear nature of 
the combinatory effects of the parameters, may not encompass the worst 
possible points. To check for these conditions, the data from the TASHA 
code for the L7 core design using nominal assumptions were used to 
generate local maximum temperatures. These data were plotted in this same 
manner in Fig. C.2. The L7 data (solid symbol) is encompassed by the 
maximum range data, and the correlation appears to be reasonable for both 
sets of data. A slightly different correlation using the L7 data would have a 
better quality of fit to these data. However, the most appropriate use of this 
correlation would be as a conservative estimate function and only a small but 
perhaps significant improvement would be gained by using this more limited 
correlation. 

This correlation can be used to calculate a conservative peaking factor 
that is a function of the five parameters by adding the maximum positive 
residual as a factor to make certain that the correlation will always produce 
peaking factors greater than or equal to those produced by HEATING. 
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The various residuals are shown in Table C.2 for several data sets. 
The permutation data set is described above and should encompass all the 
other data. The L7-nominal data set was generated from TASHA results for 
the L7 core design using the nomial values in the LAT. The L7-95% data 
set was generated by using the TASHA results from all time steps assuming 
the 95% probability limits on the uncertainty factors in the TASHA code. 
These conditions were used in HEATING to generate maximum 
temperatures, assuming that the coolant temperature was a uniform 90°C. 
This data set also includes results using the TASHA conditions but 
calculating the oxide thickness from the HEATING maximum heat flux 
(L7-calox). All data sets are encompassed by the permutations data set. 

Table C.2. Fit quality of peaking factor correlation for various data sets 

Residuals Permutation L7-best L7-calox L7-95% 
Max pos 0.0347 1 0.02725 0.02830 0.0350 
Max neg -0.05729 -0.04721 -0.0437 1 -0.0460 
RMS 0.0 1527 0.02 1 26 0.02264 0.0190 
AVE -0.00001255 -0.00333 -0.005843 0.007340 

Residual = HEATING peaking factor - correlation peaking factor 
RMS = Square root of mean of sum of the squares of residuals 

Correlation for maximum temperature 

This same multivariable nonlinear optimization technique was used to 
find a correlation for the maximum temperature as a function of the five 
parameters. Again, several trial functions were examined, and the best is 
reported in Eq.(C.2). The components of this function are the temperature 
difference for the 1-D flow of heat across the oxide layer, clad and filer 
layers and across the segregation spot and normal fuel thicknesses. The 
coefficients found by the optimization represent a linear combination of 
these terms and the comparison of the correlation and HEATING produced 
temperatures is shown in Fig. C.3. The L7-best data set is again plotted in 
the same manner to ensure the appropriateness of the correlation in Fig. C.4. 
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where 
Ctm, = Correlation produced maximum temperature "C 
tb = Coolant temperature "C 
qseg = Local heat generation rate of segregated fuel W/cm3 
& = Thermal conductivity of the oxide = 0.225 W/cm"C 
t m o  = Maximum meat thickness 0.762 mm 
& 
q 
a = 0.00359 
b = 0.015459 
c = 0.064247 
d = 22.48 
e = 0.030816 

= Thermal conductivity of the clad and filler = 1.7 W/cm"C 
= Local heat generation of normal fuel W/cm3 

This gives: 

+ 
0.064247(712) + 0.030816( e) 

This correlation can be used to calculate a conservative maximum 
temperature that is a function of the five parameters by adding the maximum 
positive residual as a factor to ensure that the correlation will always 
produce maximum temperatures greater than or equal to those produced by 
HEATING. The various residuals are shown in Table C.3 for several data 
sets. All data sets are encompassed by the permutations data set. 

The heat transfer model in this investigation did not include the 
possibility of the conversion of the segregated fuel from U3Si2 to U(Al,Si)3. 
The volume of the converted material and the conductivity would have to be 
added to the correlation to be consistent with the current theories on the 
thermal behavior of the fuel. An estimate of the maximum extent of the 
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U(Al,Si)3 region would have to be modeled in the TASHA code in order to 
make use of this new function. This estimate would be difficult to produce, 
and the potential inaccuracies might reduce the usefulness of a functional 
representation. 

Table C.3. 
Fit quality of maximum temperature correlation for various data sets 

Residuals Permutation L7-best L7-calox L7-95% 
Max pos 108.49 49.33 44.97 99.07 
Max neg -151.7 -52.25 -62.09 -99.39 
RMS 35.07 19.8 20.49 26.49 
AVE -0.018 -7.74 -8.11 -8.21 

Residual = HEATING max. temperature - correlation Max. temperature 



APPENDIX D 
ADVANCED NEUTRON SOURCE REACTOR CORE 

DESIGN DATA 
This appendix contains a series of figures that describe the data 

comprising the L7 and G693 core designs. These data include the 
distribution on the surface of the two plates of the local meat thickness, 
relative power density, fission density, oxide layer thickness and coolant 
temperature. 

D.l L7 CORE DESIGN FUEL PLATES 

A summary of the data used in the LAT analyses of the L7 core 
design is presented in the section. 

The meat thickness remains constant over the cycle, and the 
distribution is shown in Fig. D.l. Distributions for both the upper and lower 
fuel plates are shown in this figure. The thickness colors are the same for 
both plates. 

Figures D.2 to D.8 present the time-dependent data for the power 
density, thermal conductivities, oxide thickness and coolant temperatures. In 
these figures, the upper- and lower-plate pair is shown for every time step. 
The first time step pair is at the bottom of the figure. The plate-pair for the 
next time step is just above. This sequence is repeated with the last time step 
plate-pair at the top of the figure. The same color spectrum is used for all 
plates for comparison. These figures show the magnitude of the 
nonuniformity in both space and time that exist in the ANSR fuel plates. The 
oxide thickness distributions for both the 95% limits and the ''best estimate" 
TASHA analyses are also shown. The coolant temperatures are presented for 
only the "best estimate" case. 

Tables D.l to D.4 present a summary of the time dependent data of 
the L7 core design. 

Table D. 1. L7 Relative Power and Fission Density 

Time Relative power density Fission density (Umm3) 
(4 Min Max Min Max 
0 0.34384 2.3534 0.0 0.0 
4.25 0.425 18 2.3274 0.12836E+22 0.89479Er22 
8.5 0.50867 2.1191 0.26271Er22 0.16221E+23 
12.75 0.56350 1.9323 0.409 19E+22 0.2 1962E+23 
17 0.35813 1.8130 0.58703Er22 0.26421Es23 

D. 1 
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Table D.2. L7 Fuel Conductivities 

Time Thermal Conductivity (W/cm"C) 
Normal fuel Segregated fuel 
Min Max Min Max 

( 4  

0 1.7 1.7 0.145 0.145 
4.25 1.193 1.676 0.127 0.546 
8.5 0.838 1.564 0.16% 0.547 
12.75 0.548 1.456 0.17 0.547 
17 0.394 1.346 0.1 0.547 

Table D.3. 
L7 TASHA 95% Limits Case Oxide Thickness and Coolant Temperature 

Time Oxide layer thickness (pm) 
(dl Min Max 
0 0.0 0.0 
4.25 0.293 17.073 
8.5 0.573 21.158 
12.75 0.876 22.14 
17 1.43 1 22.334 

Table D.4. 
L7 TASHA "best estimates" Case Oxide Thickness and Coolant 

Temperature 

Time Oxide layer thickness (pm) Coolant temperature ("C) 
(d) Min Max Min Max 
0 0.0 0.0 45 114.64 
4.25 0.272 7.0823 45 104.36 
8.5 0.540 8.8886 45 93.34 
12.75 0.766 9.4915 45 ._ 106.65 
17 0.910 9.4915 45 106.65 
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Fig. D.l Meat thickness distribution for the L7 core design. 
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Fig. D.3. Contours of themal conductivity of normal fuel for each time step, L7 core design. 
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D.2 G693 CORE DESIGN FUEL PLATES 

A summary of the data used in the LAT analyses of the G693 core 
design is presented in the section. 

The meat thickness remains constant over the cycle, and the 
distribution is shown in Fig. D.9. Distributions for both the upper and lower 
fuel plates are shown in this figure. The thickness colors are the same for 
both plates. 

Figures D.10 to D.15 present the time-dependent data for the power 
density, thermal conductivities, oxide thickness and coolant temperatures. In 
these figures, the upper- and lower-plate pair is shown for every time step. 
The pair of plates for first time step at the bottom of the figure with the pair 
for the last time step at the top of the figure. The same color spectrum is 
used for all plates for comparison. These figures show the magnitude of the 
nonuniformity in both space and time that exist in the ANSR G693 fuel 
plates. The oxide thickness and coolant temperature distributions for only 
the "best estimate" TASHA analyses are shown. 

Tables D.5 to D.8 present a summary of the time-dependent data of 
the G693 core design for both the ''best estimates" and the 95% probability 
cases. 

Table D.5. G693 Relative Power and Fission Density 

Time Relative power density Fission density ( f / m 3 )  
(d) Min Max Min Max 
0 0.3999 1.7197 0.0 0.0 
1 .o 0.3999 1.7197 2.249E+20 1.688E+21 
4.25 0.42 19 1.8102 9.548E+20 6.978E+21 
8.5 0.4627 1.9014 1.945Er21 1.266E+22 
12.75 0.4947 1.7306 3.036E+21 1.742E+22 
17 0.3006 1.7114 4.380E+21 2.096E+22 

Table D.6. G693 Fuel Conductivities 

Time Thermal Conductivity (W/cm°C) 
Normal fuel Segregated fuel 
Min Max Min Max 

(d) 

0 1.650 1.650 0.145 0.145 
1 .o 1.650 1.650 0.145 0.145 
4.25 1.65 1 1.659 0.115 0.134 

0.350 8.5 1.561 1.707 0.122 
12.75 1.436 1.707 0.141 0.547 
17 1.228 1.707 0.197 0.547 

D.ll 
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Table D.7. 
G693 TASHA 95% Limits Case Oxide Thickness and Coolant Temperature 

Time Oxide layer thickness (pm) Coolant temperature ("C) 
(d) Min Max Min Max 
0 0.0 0.0 45.628 110.50 
1 .o 0.1467 2.16490 45.628 110.52 
4.25 0.4679 6.08270 45.628 109.52 
8.5 0.8035 8.26080 45.628 105.28 
12.75 1.1804 9.37100 45.628 103.08 
17 1.9579 10.19880 45.628 114.91 

Table D.8. 
G693 TASHA "best estimates" Case Oxide Thickness and Coolant 

Temperature 

Time Oxide layer thickness (pm) Coolant temperature ("C) - . .  

(dl Min Max Min Max 
0 0.0 0.0 45.0 99.994 
1 .o 0.062 0.627 45.0 100.01 
4.25 0.208 1.780 45.0 99.147 
8.5 0.355 2.566 45.0 95.535 
12.75 0.5 13 2.938 45.0 93.663 
17 0.805 3.146 45.0 77.688 
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Fig. D.9. Meat thickness distribution for the L7 core design. 
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Appendix E 

LOCAL TIME-DEPENDENT FISSION DENSITY 

E.l METHOD OF CALCULATION 

The local hot spot thermal analysis requires the local fission density 
history for each point on the fuel plate. The VENTURE code supplies the 
local burnup only at the end of the cycle. However, the local fission density 
history can be calculated from the power density history which is reported 
from the VENTURE code. The following are the steps used to calculated 
the local fission density history. 

The fission density is directly related to the power density since each 
fissioned atom generates a known amount of energy. The energy per 235U 
fission is 202 x 106 ev or 3.24 x 10-11 J. The fission density for each time 
step is calculated from the integral of the power density as: 

where 

Pd = 
At = 
ma = 
m, = 

Fd, = 

c, = 
Vf = 

Mf = 
En = 
Ruus 
pus - 
e f =  

local relative power density, 
time step size, s, 
average fuel meat thickness, mm, 
maximum fuel meat thickness, mm, 

fissions 
(s 1113113), average fission rate density in fuel, 

eq= 6.953 x 1012 

core power, 332 M W ,  
volume of U3Si2,1.47534 x 106mm3, 
Mc 
En Ruus pus 
fuel mass, 15.45 kg, 
enrichment, 0.932 
= ratio of U in U3Si2,0.921, 
density of U&, 0.0122 g/mm3, 
energy per fission, J. 

E. 1 
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The power density averaging over time is consistent with the 

VENTURE code method of calculating the burnup. 
Although the VENTURE code does not report these intermediate 

results, the end-of-cycle (EOC) burnup is reported. The EOC burnup data 
can be used to calculate the EOC fission density, Fde, for comparison with 
the fission density calculated from the power density. 

where 
S d  = 
m =  
F,, = 

Av = 
M, = 
Bu = 
Puf = 
Pua = 

S d  CrBu A, fissions 
Fde= mFv (E) mm3 

initial 235U surface density, (g/mm2>, 
meat thickness, mm, 
volume fraction of fuel, 

U3Si2 volume 
meat volume for G693 core design, 0.124 

Avogadro's number, 6.023 x 1023(rnolecules/g-mol), 
molecular weight, 235 (g/g-mol). 

density of fissioned 235U , 
maximum density of 235U atoms that can fission, 

Cr (235U atom density) = Cr 
capture ratio, number of fissions per absorbed neutrons, 0.84. 

bmup  at EOC, PudPua 

s d  

The VENTURE code calculates the burnup by a similar process and 
then uses a cell-averaging technique to report the data on the coarse grid 
used for the meat thickness distribution. Figure E.l presents a comparison 
of the two sets of distributions at EOC. The shaded contours are taken from 
the power-density-generated fission density while ihe thick line contours are 
from the bumup-data-generated fission density (TEN- results). The 
general shape and location of the contours appear reasonable. 

Figure E.2 presents the relative difference between the two sets of 
distributions. In general the two distributions match very well over most of 
the surface of the plate. In the area of the maximum fission density, the 
power-density-generated fission density exceeds the VENTURE results by 
at most 12%. This is reasonable since the coarse grid cell-averaging 
technique would tend to reduce the fission density in the area of these steep 
gradients. In the area of the minimum fission density, the 
power-density-generated fission density is lower than the VENTURE results 
by at most -14%. Some of this difference is attrilmtable to the coarse grid 
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and cell-averaging technique used to report the burnup data. However, the 
shallow gradients in these areas make this argument less convincing. 

UDDer core 

150 200 
Radius (m) 

250 

Fig. E. 1. Comparison of fission density generated from power 
density (shaded) and burnup data (thick lines). 

E.2 GENERATION OF FISSION DENSITY DATA 

The Table E.l contains the listing of the computer code MK-FD. This 
version was used for the G693 core design. The code uses as input the 
VENTURE input meat thickness distribution data set and VENTURE output 
relative power density data set that are described in Appendix A. MK-FD 
generates a file containing the fission density as, a function of time. The 
format of this frle is described in Table E.2. 

As a check on the integration process, the VENTURE produce surface 
density distribution data set and the EOC burnup distribution data set can be 
used to calculate the EOC fission density. The formats of the surface density 
and burnup distributions are described in Tables. E.3 and E.4. The EOC 
burnup and fission density data from both methods of calculation are output 
in a format that can be used in the TECPLOT to generate the figures above. 
The format of this file is described in Table E.5. 
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Table E. 1. Listing of MK-FD.F computer code 
this code read the pd tables and generates the fd tables. 
the fd is generated on the pd grid 

parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
dimension r(maxpds),z(maxpds),rc(maxp2),dr(m;ucp2),~c(m~2) 

& tm(maxp2),pd(maxpds),pdc(maxp2),dz(maxp2) I 
& sd(maxp2),cd(maxp2),oxc(maxp2),cdr(m;urp2), 
& oxu(50,80),ox1(50,80~,ox~maxpds~,rou(maxpds~, 
& 
& nz (maxpds 1 

rol (maxpds 1 , zou (maxpds 1 , zol (maxpds 1 , nr (maxpds 1 , 

dimension fd(maxpds) ,bueoc(maxpds) ,diff (maxpds) , fdtim(71, 

character cline*80,label,equal 
& pdm(8) rfdm(8) 

data zero/0.0/,tmave/0.4466/,xnfn/O.84/, 
& fdtim/0,1.0,4.25,8.5,12.75,17.0,21.25/,iend/O/, 
& ioptsd/l/,ipmx/l518/ 

iend = 0 eoc = last power density data set 
iend = 1 eoc = last pd + delta-days 

volf = 1.507/12.2 

open data sets 

if(ioptsd.eq.1) open(unit=3,file='g693-~d', 

if(ioptsd.eq.1) open(unit=4,file='g693-bu',status='old') 
open(unit=5,file='../g693-tm',status='oldi) 

& status='old') 

open(unit=7,file='g6tl-6fd',status='newi) 
open(unit=2,file='../g693pl-6',status='o1di) 

C 

C 

C 
C 

open(unit=6,file='omkfd1,status='new') 
open(unit=lO,file='tecmkfd',status='newi) 

write(lO,*) 'title="mk-fd xylt1 
write(lO,*) 'variables= r z bupd fdeoc fd dif' 
write(lO,*) 'zone 

write header for contours 

read the surface density and meat thickness table 

read file that has r, z ,  and tm 

fmvolu = 0.0 
fmvoll = 0.0 
fwolu = 0.0 
fwoll = 0.0 
cfvolu = 0.0 
cfvoll = 0.0 
lpdu = 0 
lpdl = 0 
do 20 i=l,maxp2 
read(5,*,end=ll) tm(i),rc(i),xc,zc(i),dr(i),dx,dz(i) 
ltm = i 
dh = dr(i) 
& = d x  

calculte incremental volumes and sum 
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C 
C 

11 
20 
C 
C 
C 

Table E. 1. Listing of MK-FD.F computer code (continued) 
call calvis(fmvolu,fmvoll,fwolu,fwoll,cfvolu,cfvoll, 

& dh,zc(i) ,dz(i) ,tm(i)) 
if (ioptsd.eq.1) then 

read file that has surface density data and check to see if 
in the same order as the tm data set 

read(3,*,end=ll) sdO,rcO,xc,zcO 
if(dist(rc(i),zc(i),rcO,zcO).le.l.Od-5) then 

else 
sd(i) = sdO 

write(6,*) ' sd & tm tables different order' 
stop 
endif 
endif 
continue 
continue 

output volume info 
call wrtvol(fmvolu,fmvoll,fwolu,fwoll,cfvolu,cfvoll) 
iupmid = 1 
ilpmid = 1 
iupend = 1 
ilpend = 1 

calculate fd and write out in data set 
the power density for time step 1 is used to calculate 
the fission density at time step 2 

do 100 it=1,6 
C 

30 

C 
C 
C 

C 

31 
C 
C 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

& 

fdemax = 0 
fdemin = ld30 
if(it.eq.1) then 
write(7, * )  'TIME= I ,  fdtim(1) 
do 30 iw=l, lpd 
fd(iw) = 0.0 
continue 

else 

time steps 2-5 
read the next power density time step 
call rdpd (pdtim, pd, lpd, ltm, r, 2, rc , zc, pdc , dr, dz) 
if(it.eq.2) then 

write out fd for first time step'.need to know lpd 
do 31 iw=l,lpd 
write(7,*) r(iw) ,z(iw) ,fd(iw) 
call pdmid (lpd, r, z ,  rumid, zumid, rlmid, zlmid, iupmid, ilpmid, 

iupend, ilpend) 
endif 

deltat = (fdtim(it) - fdtim(it-1) ) *24*3600 
write(7,*) 'TIME= ',fdtim(it) 

time difference in seconds 

calculate the local fd from the current power density 
mass of fuel U235 = 15.45 kg 
volume of fuel particles = 1.475e6 m A 3  = 1.475 1 
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Table E. 1. Listing of MK-FD.F computer code (continued) 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

50 

C 
100 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 

C 
C 

60 

power = 332 Mw 
202 Mev/fission 
1.60219e-19 j/ev 
j/fission = 3.236e-11 

confac = average fission rate in fuel particles 
confac is the number of fissions/scu.[mclm at 
relative power density (pd)= 1.0 for fuel particle 
confac = power/((vol fuel)*joules/fiss) 
confac = 6.953e12 fission/(s mA3) 
confac = 6.953e15 fission/(s cmA3) 

pd = relative power density (W/cmA2)/(W/cmA2)ave 
to convert to heat generation rate * (tmave/tm) 

confac = 6.953e15 
do 50 i=l,lpd 
call f indtm(rc, zc, dr, dz, tm, r (i) , z (i) I tmi, ltm, itm) 
fd(i) = fd(i) + deltat*pd(i)*confac*tmave/tmi 
write(7,*) r(i) ,z(i) ,fd(i) 
continue 
endif 
call wrtmax(it,pd,fd,lpd,pdm, fdm) 
call wrpdpt (it ,pd, fd, iupmid, ilpmid, iupend, ilpend) 
continue 

compare with VENTURE generated bu table at eoc 
EOC 
iend=O power density at eoc does not influence fd 

if(iend.eq.11 then 
define eoc as the last power density plus delta-days 

read the last power density time step 
call rdpd(pdtim,pd,lpd,ltm,r,z,rc, zc,pdc,dr,dz) 

deltat = (fdtim(6) - fdtim(5) 1 *24*3600 
write(7,*) 'TIME= ',fdtim(it) 

time difference in seconds 

calculate the fission surface density from current power density 
do 60 i=l,lpd 
fd(i) = fd(i) + deltat*pd(i)*confac 
write (7, *) r (i) , z (i) , fd(i) 
continue 
it = 7 
call wrtmax(it,pd,fd,lpd,pdm, fdm) 
call wrpdpt (it,pd, fd, iupmid, ilpmid, iupend, ilpend) 
endi f 

if(ioptsd.eq.1.) then 
read the eoc burnup table 
call rdburn(butim,bueoc,ltm) 

difmax = 0.0 
relmax = 0.0 
relave = 0.0 
difave = 0.0 
idmax = 1 
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C 

210 
C 

10001 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

- cgeg 
c .  
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

Table E. 1. Listing of MK-FD.F computer code (continued) 
irmax = 1 
do 1000 i=l,lpd 
fdmxi= 0.0 
fdmni= ld35 
sdpd = 0 
tmpd = 0 
bupd = 0 

do 210 i2=l,ltm 
rmax = rc(i2) + (dt(i2)*1.001)/2.0 
rmin = rc(i2) - (dr(i2)*1.001)/2.0 
zmax = zc(i2) + (dz(i2)*1.001)/2.0 
zmin = zc(i2) - (dz(i2)*1.001)/2.0 
if(r(i).le.rmax.and.r(i).gt.rmin.and. 

z (i) .le. zmax. and. z (i ) . gt . zmin) then 
bupd=bueoc (i2 ) 
sdpd=sd (i2 ) 
tmpd=tm (i2 ) 
endif 

continue 

if(tmpd.le.0.0) then 
if (it.eq.1) write(6,lOOOl) i,rc(i) ,zc(il ,dr(i) ,dz(i) 
format(' no pd grid within tm cell at ',i5,lp,5g12.5) 
else 

check fd max and fd min against g693 bu eoc 
bu is nondimensional 
fsd is in fission/s sq.m 
fd is in fission/s cu.m 

Nav/235 = 2.56d21 
ld-3 to convert from mg to g 
and 0.1 to convert from cu.m to cu.cm 
sd is in mg/sq.m = 0.1 g/sq.cm 
bu is nondimensional 
tm is in mm = 0.1 cm 
volf is nondimensional 
xnfn = ratio of fissioned atoms to absorbed neutrons=.84 
fdeoc = fissions/cu.cm 

store bu for max pd pt 
fdeoc = (sdpd/lO . ) *bupd*xnfn/ (volf *tmpd/lO . ) *2.56d21 
if(i.eq.ipmx) bupmx = bupd 
if(i.eq.ipmx) tmpmx = tmpd 
if (i.eq.ipmx) sdpmx = sdpd 
if(i.eq.ipmx) fdepmx = fdeoc 

dif = abs(fd(i)-fdeoc) 
if (difmax.lt.abs(dif)) then 
difmax = abs(dif) 
fdeocl = fdeoc 
bueocl = bupd 
idmax = i 
endif 
difave = difave + abs(dif) 

C 
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C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

1000 
C 

C 

C 

& 
& 
& 

& 
& 
& 

& 
& 
& 

Table E. 1. Listing of MK-FD.F computer code (continued) 
reldif = dif/fdeoc 
if(relmax.lt.abs(reldif)) then 
relmax = abs(re1dif) 
fdeoc2 = fdeoc 
bueoc2 = bupd 
irmax = i 
endi f 
relave = relave + abs(re1dif) 

if(fdemax.le.fdeoc) then 
fdemax = fdeoc 
ifdemx = i 
endif 
if(fdemin.ge.fdeoc) then 
fdemin = fdeoc 
ifdemn = i 
endi f 

if(interior.eq.1) then 
if (i.eq.iupmid) 
write(6,'(a32,/,4f7.4,lp,3g12.5)') 
' Int. pd uc bu,sd,tm,fdt,fdp,dif',pd 
fdeoc, fd(i) ,dif 

if (i.eq.ilpmid) 
write(6,'(t5,a32,/,4f7.4,lp,3g12.5)') 

' Int. pd IC bu,sd,tm,fdt,fdp,dif',pd 
fdeoc, fd(i) ,dif 

if(i.eq.iupend) 

i 1 , bupd, sdpd, tmpd, 

write(6,'(tlO,'' end pd uc bu,sd,tm,fdt,fdp,dif",/ 
,4f7 -4, lp, 3g12.5) I )  pd(i) ,bupd,sdpd,tmpd, 

fdeoc, fd(i) ,dif 
if(i.eq.ilpend) 
write("'(t15,'' end pd IC bu,sd,tm,fdt,fdp,dif",/ 

,4f7.4, lp, 3g12.5 1 ' 1 pd(i) , bupd, sdpd, tmpd, 
fdeoc,fd(i) ,dif 

& 
& 
& 

endi f 

output in tecplot format 
write ( 10, * ) r ( i ) , z ( i ) , bupd, f deoc , f d ( i ) , di f 
endi f 
continue 

write(6, 
& I ( / ,  I r, z,pd,bu,sd, tm, fdeoc, fd4=' ' , /,i5,lp, 89-12.5) ' ) ipmx, 
& r ( ipmx) , z ( ipmx) , pd (ipmx) , bupmx, sdpmx, tmpmx, f depmx, f d ( ipmx) 

& 

& 

write(6,'(/,'' fdeocmax,at,fdeocmin,at",2(lp,g12.5,0p,gl2.5,Op,i5))*) 
fdemax, ifdemx, fdemin, ifdemn 

difave = difave/lpd 
relave = relave/lpd 
write(6,*) ' ' 
write(6,*) ' Maximum diff between fd at eoc=',difmax 
write ( 6, * ) I idmax, r, z ,  bueoc , f deoc, f ddmx' , 

idmax, r (idmax) , z (idmax) , bueocl, fdeocl, fd(idmax) 
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write(6,") ' 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) Maximum re1 diff between fd at eoc=',relmax 
if(irmax.gt.0) write(6,*) irmax,r,z,bueoc,fdeoc,fdrmx', 

write(6,*) I 

write(6,*) I Average re1 diff between bu tables-eoc=',relave 

Average diff between bu tables at eoc=',difave 

& irmax, r ( irmax) , z ( irmax) , bueoc2, f deoc2, f d ( irmax) 

endif 

return 
end 

C 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine rdburn(butim,bu,ltm) 

parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
dimension bu(maxp2) 
character label,equal,card*80 

C 

C read first line of the burnup data set 
C read(4, ' (a801 ' ) card 

c read the next time step from the burnup file 
C 

do 100 i=l,ltm 
read(4,") rcO,xcO,zcO,bu(i) 

100 continue 
C 

return 
end 

subroutine rdpd(pdtim,pd, lpd, ltm, r, z,rc, zc,pdc, dr, dz) 

parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
dimension r(maxpds1 ,z(maxpds) ,rc(maxp2) ,zc(maxp2), 

character labe1*5,labe12*23,cline*80 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

C 

& pd (maxpds 1 8 pdc (maxp2 1 , dz (maxp2 1 , dr (maxp2 1 , ipdc (maxpds 1 

C 
c read the next time step of the power density data (this data has 
c a different grid than tm) and find m a x  power density in the cell 
c 
C read first 1 or 3 lines of the power d.ata set 

around each tm data point 

itime = itime + 1 
if(itime.eq.1) then 
read(2,'(aS8f6.O)') labe1,pdtim 
read(2,'(g20.0)') nr 
read(2, (g20.0) I )  nz 
lpd = nr*nz 

read(2, (a5,f6.0) I )  labe1,pdtim , 

else 

endif 
do 200 i=l,lpd 
read(2,*,end=201) r(i),z(i),pd(i) 

if(z(i).gt.O.O) z(i) = 557 - z(i) 
ipdc(i) = 0 

cgeg correct for incorrectly written pds re: J. Gehin 

200 continue 
201 continue 

. 
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C 

C 
C 

300 

C 

310 

10001 

10000 

1000 
C 

C 
C 
C 

tmrmn = ld5 
tmzmn = ld5 
tmrrrus = 0.0 
t m  = 0.0 
do 1000 i=l,ltm 
search for the maximum pd in the grid block defined by the 
tm table 
rmax = rc(i) + (dr(i)*l.O01)/2.0 
rmin = rc(i) - (dr(i)*l.OO1)/2.0 
zmax = zc(i) + (dz(i)*1.001)/2.0 
zmin = zc(i) - (dz(i)*1.001)/2.0 
tmrmx = max(tmrrrus,rmax) 
tmrmn = min(tmrmn,rmin) 
tmzmx = max(tmZm~,zmax) 
tmzmn = min(tmzmn, zmin) 

pdmaxi= 0.0 
do 300 i2=l,lpd 
if(r(i2).le.rmax.and.r(i2).gt.rmin.and. 

2 (i2) .le. zmax. and. z (i2) . gt . zmin) then & 
pdmaxi= m a x  (pdmaxi, pd (i2 1 
ipdc(i2) = 1 
endi f 
continue 
pdc(i) = pdmaxi 

if (pdmaxi . le. 0.0 ) then 
imin = 0 
dmin = ld4 
do 310 i2=l,lpd 
d = dist(r(i2),z(i2),rc(i),zc(i)) 
if (dmin.gt.d) then 
dmin = d 
imin = i2 
endi f 
continue 
if(imin.gt.0) then 
pdc(i) = pd(imin) 
write(6,lOOOl) i,rc(i) ,zc(i) ,dr(i) ,dz(i) 
format(' no pd grid within tm cell at ',i5,lp,5g12.5) 

write(6,lOOOO) i,rc(i),zc(i),dr(i),dz(i) 
format(i5,lp,5g12.5) 

else 

endi f 
endif 
continue 

if(itime.le.0) then 
itime = 1 

find maximum r and z in upper and lower core from pd data 
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rmnpdu = ld5 
zmnpdu = ld5 
rmxpdl = 0 
zmxpdl = -1d5 
rmnpdl = ld5 
zmnpdl = ld5 
do 1010 i=l,lpd 
if (z(i) .gt.O.O) then 
rmxpdu = max(rmxpdu,r(i)) 
zmxpdu = max(zmxpdu,z(i) ) 
rmnpdu = min(rmnpdu,r(i)) 
zmnpdu = min(zmnpdu, z (i) ) 
else if (z(i) .le.O.O) then 
rmxpdl = max(rmxpdl,r(i)) 
zmxpdl = max(zmxpdl,z(i)) 
rmnpdl = min(rmnpdl,r(i)) 
zmnpdl = min(zmnpdl,z(i)) 
endi f 

1010 continue 
C write out all pd points missed 

imiss = 0 
do 1100 i=l,lpd 
if (ipdc(i) .le.O) then 
write (6, *)  missed pd point at I ,  i, rz' , 
imiss = imiss + 1 

& r(i) ,z(i) 

endif 
1100 continue 

if(imiss.gt.0) write(6,*) 'imiss= ',imiss 
endif 

return 
end 

C 

Cfffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff 
function dist(rl,zl,r2,~2) 
dist = sqrt((rl-r2)**2 + (21-22)**2) 
return 
end 

subroutine findtm(rc, zc,dr,dz, tm,r2,22, tmi, ltm, itm) 
csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

C 
parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
dimension rc(maxp2),dr(maxp2),zc(maxp2),~(maxp2),dz(maxp2) 

C 
do 1000 i=l,ltm 

rmax = rc(i) + (dr(i)*1.001)/2.0 
rmin = rc(i) - (dr(i)*1.001)/2.0 
zmax = zc(i) + (dz(i)*1.001)/2.0 
zmin = zc(i) - (dz(i)*1.001)/2.0 
if(r2.le.rmax.and.r2.gt.rmin.and. 

C 

& 22.le.zmax.and.z2.gt.zmin) then 
tmi= tm(i) 
itm = i 
return 
endif 
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1000 continue 
return 
end 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine calvis(fmvolu,fmvoll,fwolu,fwoll,cfvolu,cfvoll, 

& dh , zci , dzi , tmi ) 
C calculate incremental volumes and sum 

fmvolu = fmvolu + abs(tmi*dh*dzi) 
fwolu = fwolu + abs(0.762*dh*dzi) 
cfvolu = cfvolu + abs(2.54*dh*dzi) 

fmvoll = fmvoll + abs(tmi*dh*dzi) 
fwoll = fwoll + abs(O.762*dh*dzi) 
cfvoll = cfvoll + abs(2.54*dh*dzi) 

if(zci.gt.0.0) then 

else 

endif 
return 
end 

subroutine wrtvol(fmvolu,fmvoll,fwolu,fwoll,cfvolu,cfvoll) 
csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

C output volume info 
C 

write(6,*) 

write(6,*) single plate uc core fueled volume = ',cfvolu 
write(6,f) I I 

write(6,f) I single plate IC fuel void and meat volume:', 

write(6,*) I single plate IC core fueled volume = ',cfvoll 
write(6,*) I I 

single plate uc fuel void and meat volume:', 
& fwolu,fmolu 

& fwoll, fmvoll 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

number of plates in outerhpper core = 415.58 re rtp 
number of plates in outerhpper core = 432 re dgm 
fwolu = fwolu*432 
fmvolu = fmvolu*432 
cfvolu = cfvolu*432 
number of plates in inner/lower core = 252.32 re rtp 
number of plates in inner/lower core = 252 re dgm 
fwoll = fwoll*252. 
fmvoll = fmvoll*252. 
cfvoll = cfvollf252. 

C 
write(6,*) ' total uc fuel void and meat volume:', 

write(6,*) ' total uc core fueled volume = ',cfvolu 
write(6,*) I ' 
write(6,*) I total IC fuel void and meat volume:', 

write(6,*) I total IC core fueled volume = ',cfvoll 
write(6,*) ' 
fwolu = fwolu*le-6 
fmvolu = fmvolu*le-6 
cfvolu = cfvolu*le-6 
fwoll = fwoll*le-6 
fmvoll = fmvoll*le-6 
cfvoll = cfvoll*le-6 

& fwoll, fmvoll 

& fwoll,fmvoll 
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fwolt = (fwolu + fwoll) 
fmvolt = (fmvolu + fmvoll) 
cfvolt = (cfvolu + cfvoll) 
write(6,*) I total lower core (litres):',fwoll,fmvoll,cfvoll 
write(6,*) total upper core (litres):',fwolu,fmvolu,cfvolu 
write(6,*) ' total both cores (litres):',fwolt,fmvolt,cfvolt 
write(6,*) ' ' 
return 
end 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

C 

C 

100 
C 

C 
C 
C 

subroutine pdmid(lpd,r,z,rupmid,zupmid,rlpmid,zlpmid,iupmid, 
ilpmid, iupend, ilpend) 

parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
dimension r (maxpds) , z (maxpds) 

do 100 i=l,lpd 
if (z(i) .gt.O.O) then 
rupmid = rupmid + r(i) 
zupmid = zupmid + z(i) 
lpdu = lpdu + 1 

rlpmid = rlpmid + r(i) 
zlpmid = zlpmid + z(i) 
lpdl = lpdl + 1 

else 

endif 
continue 

rupmid = rupmid/lpdu 
zupmid = zupmid/lpdu 
rlpmid = rlpmid/lpdl 
zlpmid = zlpmid/lpdl 

find interior midpoint and end points in pd table 

diumin = ld4 
dilmin = ld4 
zumax = 0 
zlmax = -1000 
r u m a x = o  
rlmax = 0 
do 200 i=l,lpd 
if (z(i) .gt.O.O) then 

zumax = max(zumax,z(i) ) 
rumax = max(rumax,r(i)) 
if(zumax.eq.z(i).and.rumax.eq.r(i)) iupend = i 
di=dist (r (i) , z (i) , rupmid, zupmid) 
if(di.le.diumin) then 
diumin = di 
iupmid = i 
endif 

zlmax = max(zlmax,z(i) 1 
rlmax = max(rlmax,r(i)) 
if(zlmax.eq.z(i).and.rlmax.eq.r(i)) ilpend = i 
di=dist ( r ( i ) , z ( i ) , rlpmid, zlpmid) 

else 

. 
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200 
C 

C 
C 

if(di.le.dilmin) then 
dilmin = di 
ilpmid = i 
endi f 
endi f 
continue 

set interior points 
rlpmid = r(i1pmid) 
zlpmid = z(i1pmid) 
rupmid = r(iupmid) 
zupmid = z (iupmid) 
write(6,*) ' Interior upper core point in pd table', 

write(6,*) ' Interior lower core point in pd table', 
& i , r, z= ' , iupmid, rupmid, zupmid 

& ' i, r, z= ' , ilpmid, rlpmid, zlpmid 
set point at upper end of lower core 
set point at upper end of upper core 

rlpend = r(i1pend) 
zlpend = z(i1pend) 
rupend = r (iupend) 
zupend = z(iupend) 
write(6,*) ' End upper core point in pd table', 

write(6,*) ' End lower core point in pd table', 
& ' i,r,z=',iupend,rupend,zupend 

& ' i,r,z=',ilpend,rlpend,zlpend 
return 
end 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
subroutine wrpdpt (it,pd, fd, iupmid, ilpmid, iupend, ilpend) 
parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000) 
dimension pd(maxpds), fd(maxpds) 

C 
pdw = pd(iupmid) 
fdwcm = fd(iupmid) 
fdwmm = fd(iupmid)/ld3 
write(6,'('' it,INT. pd,fd[cm,mml uc=",i3,1~,3g12.5)') 

& it,pdw, fdwcm, fdwmm 
pdw = pd(i1pmid) 
fdwcm = fd(i1pmid) 
fdwmm = fd(ilpmid)/ld3 
write(6,'(t5,''it,INT. pd,fd[cm,mml lc=",i3,lp,3g12.5)') 

& it,pdw, fdwcm, fdwmm 
pdw = pd(iupend) 
fdwcm = fd(iupend) 
fdwmm = fd(iupend)/ld3 
write(6, (t10, ' 'it,END pd,fd[cm,mml uc=' ',i3,lp,3g12.5) I )  

& it,pdw, fdwcm, fdwmm 
pdw = pd(i1pend) 
fdwcm = fd(i1pend) 
fdwmm = fd(i1pend) /ld3 
write(6,'(t15,''it,END pd,fd[cm,ml lc=",i3,lp,3g12.5)') 

& it,pdw,fdwcm,fdwmm 
C 

return 
end 

csssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
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Table E. 1. Listing of MK-FD.F computer code (continued) 

C 

subroutine wrtmax ( it, pd, f d, lpd, pdm, f dm) 
parameter (maxpds=4000,maxp2=1000~ 
dimension pd(maxpds),fd(maxpds),pdm(8),fdm(8) 

ipdmaxl = 1518 
pdmax = 0 
pdmin = 10 
fdmax = 0 
fdmin = ld30 
do 100 i=l,lpd 

pdmax = pd(i) 
ipdmax = i 

if (pdmax.le.pd(i) ) then 

endi f 
if (pdmin.ge.pd(i) ) then 
pdmin = pd(i) 
ipdmin = i 
endif 
if(fdmax.le.fd(i)) then 
fdmax = fd(i) 
ifdmax = i 
endif 
if(fdmin.ge.fd(i)) then 
fdmin = fd(i) 
ifdmin = i 
endif 
pdm(it) = pd(ipdmax1) 
fdm(it) = fd(ipdmax1) 
continue 
write(6, ( I  I it,pdmax,at,pdmin,at",i3,2(lp,g12.5,0p,i5))1) 

write(6, ( I  I it,fdmax,at,fdmin,at",i3,2(lp,g12.5,0p,i5))1) 
& it,pdmax,ipdmax,pdmin,ipdm-in 

& it, fdmax, ifdmax, fdmin, ifdm-in 
C 

write(6, '("it,pd&fd at 1st m a x  pt1',i3,:Lp,2gl2.5)'I 

return 
end 

& it,pdm(it) , fdm(it) 

100 
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Table E.2. Format of output file for use by LATa 

Line 1 'Time= ', TIME 

Line 2-end Three entries in free form format 

Entry Variable Units 

1 RADIUS (=I 
2 Z (mm) 
3 FISSION DENSITY (f/mm3) 

aThis data set will have the same order as the relative power density 
data set. 

Table E.3. Format for input file for surface density distributiona 

Entry Variable units 

1 SURFACE DENSITY(mg/mm2) 
2 RADIUS (mm) 
3 SPAN (=I 
4 z (mm) 
aThis data set must have the same order as the meat thickness data set. 

Table E.4 Format of input file for burnup fraction distributiona 

Entry Variable units 

4 BURNUP (unitless) 
aThis data set must have the same order as the meat thickness data set. 



E.18 
Table E.5. Format of output file for use with TECPLOT 

Line 1 title="&-fd XY" 
Line 2 variables= r z bupd fdeoc fd dif 
Line 3 zone 
Line 4-end Six entries in free-form format 

Entry Variable units 

1 RADIUS (-1 
2 Z 
3 BURNUP EOC (unitless) 

Interpolated on the power 
density grid 

Calculated from burnup 
Interpolated on the power 
density grid 

Integrated from the relative 
power density 

4 FISSION DENSITY EOC (f/mm3) 

5 FISSION DENSITY EOC (f/mm3) 

6 DIFFERENCES (f/mm3) 
of fission densities 
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